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(ABSTRACT)
l

Given the neoclassical assumptions of optimizing economic agents, perfect information, perfect

competition, and productive efficiency, timber supply is a dynamic process. Different discrete-time

dynamic timber supply models and their solution methods are compared and their common ele-

ments derived. A continuous-time model is derived, but not solved. The discrete-time timber

supply model is then incorporated into a dynamic multi-sector model and a dynamic general equi-

librium model. In the multi-sector model, all household's utility functions are aggregated into a

single community utility function which is maximized subject to the technology of the economy.

The technology for the forest sector is the same as in the discrete-time dynamic timber supply

models. Wood is treated as an intermediate input into the production of consumer goods. The

technology of the consumer goods sectors is based on the technology used in computable general

equilibrium models. The optimal steady state problem for this model is discussed, and the solution

for an example problem is presented. Disaggregating the utilty function is necessary for modeling

true general equilibrium. This greatly complicates the problem of Ending numerical solutions, but

enriches the model considerably. The formulation of the general equilibrium model as an opti-

mization problem is described, but proved rather difficult to solve. The optimal steady state

problem can be solved using an algorithm developed by Scarf (1967) for Ending Exed points of

continuous functions. The fixed-point approach provides a reliable solution method and appears

to have more potential for modeling departures from perfect competition than the optimization

approach. The equivalence of the two approaches is discussed.
W
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

It is a bit surprising with all the thought and work that has gone into modeling timber

supply that there is anything left to be done. There is still work to be done, however,

and there probably will be for a long time to come. Nevertheless, progress is continually

made in the area, and recently this progress has been signilicant. The recent dynamic

models of timber supply are particularly interesting. An important theme of this dis-

sertation is that timber supply is a dynamic process. What this means for how we think

of and model timber supply will be considered at some length.

The scope of timber supply models has almost always been fairly narrow. The focus of

these models has been primarily on extractive uses of the forest. The context of many

forestry issues is much broader than that, especially today. For example, the modern

forest planning process involves conflicts over jobs, recreation opportunities, wildland

and wildlife preservation, and a general desire for maintaining a healthy level of envi-

ronmental quality. These sometimes conllicting uses of the forest tend to become less

compatible as populations and incomes grow.
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Objectives cmd Justüication

The objective of the research reported in this dissertation has been to extend the current

dynamic models of timber supply to a general equilibrium framework. Since the timber

supply models are dynamic, the general equilibrium model must also be dynamic. The

primary emphasis of the work has been on establishing the theoretical foundations for

such models. However, the usefulness of these general equilibrium models would be se-

verely limited if they were unsolvable. Thus, much of the research ·effort has been di-

rected toward the problem of computing solutions to the models developed.

The general equilibrium models presented below will give the broad purview which has

been lacking in most of the timber supply models. These broader models will be useful

for analyzing a variety of forestry issues including the income and employment effects

of forest policies, trade in forest products, forest taxation, land use dynamics, and

trade~offs between competing forest uses. They will also be useful for extending the vi-

sion of forest economists beyond the sideboards of their sectoral models, showing how

the forest economy fits in and interacts with the rest of the economy.

The usefulness of dynamic general equilibrium models goes beyond the forestry sector.

Other renewable resources and also nonrenewable resources can be incorporated in the

framework of such models. They could be used for studying fisheries, energy, mining,

and agricultural issues, to list only a few examples. including natural resources in these

models can have interesting implications. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, the models

presented below have a strong resemblance to the economic growth models that ap-

peared in the l960’s. The inclusion of a fixed factor such as land makes the perpetual
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growth paths of those models infeasible. Thus, the models presented below have a bit

of a neo·Malthusian flavor.

Neoclassical Assumptions

The models in this dissertation are neoclassical. That is, the standard assumptions of

neoclassical economic theory underlie each of the models. Briefly, these standard as-

sumptions include: 1) agents are rational optimizers, that is, consumers have utility

functions which they seek to maximize subject to their budget constraints, and producers

seek to maximize profits or minimize costs, given the technology of production; 2) per- _

fect information, which in a nonstochastic, dynamic context means not only that agents

have full knowledge of the current values of all the relevant variables in the economy,i
but also that they have perfect foresight regarding future values of these variables; and

3) market clearing or equilibrium, which, in the models discussed below, occurs in the

context of perfect competition where all agents are price takers. Models of imperfect

competition with alternate rules for market clearing are not outside the neoclassical

economics paradigm, but will not be considered in this dissertation. Note that assump-

tion 1 also implies productive efliciency. That is, the maximum output possible is always

obtained from whatever set of inputs is used, and the same output could not be obtained

with less of any input without increasing some other input.

These assumptions are not made lightly. Each can easily be attacked as unrealistic.

Almost anyone can cite an incident involving behavior that would be hard to charac-

terize as rational. Productive efliciency is probably rare, rather than the norm. Few
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people would clairn to have perfect foresight, let alone full knowledge of current affairs.

Finally, many markets clearly do not meet the standards ofperfect competition.

There are good reasons for making these assumptions, however. First, these assump-

tions have provided the foundation for a large body of research which has generated

significant and sometimes profound insights into a variety of real-world phenomena.

Empirical studies have demonstrated the usefulness of these assumptions by providing

compelling explanations of the phenomena which generated the data sets to which the

models were applied. In many ways, these assumptions appear to be useful abstractions

of economic realities for the purposes of explanation and sometimes prediction. While

they are obviously simplifications at best, they provide reasonable explanations for many

real-world observations.

Another important reason for making these assumptions is that they make it possible

to construct tractable models of extremely complex systems. Thus, while the models

may have obvious weaknesses, they may still be the best that can be done at the present

time. Without a clearly superior model, we generally cannot afford to throw out the

models we have. Still, we should be careful to recognize the weaknesses of our models

and not try to oversell the models. Models can be dangerous things in the hands of

those who place too much confidence in them. For _this reason, an attempt has been

made to ensure that the assumptions and weaknesses of the models presented in this

dissertation have been clearly stated. One of the strengths of these models is that the

assumptions, and sometimes the weaknesses, tend to be fairly transparent.

A final reason for making the neoclassical assumptions in building these models is that

these are the assumptions most economists carry around in the backs of their heads, if

not directly at the forefront of their consciousnesses. Often economists are not aware
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of the problems inherent in making these assumptions. The weaknesses of the

neoclassical assumptions become particularly apparent in the context of a dynamic,

general equilibrium model. Exposing the weaknesses of our theories helps keep us

open-minded, and indicates where future research efforts should be directed.

Overview

The dissertation begins with a review of the development of thinking about timber sup-

ply in Chapter 2. An early approach -- the so-called ”gap models" ·- is distinctly non-

economic. The word
”gap”

reflects the fact that market clearing forces are ignored.

Many of the later attempts to incorporate economic concepts into timber supply models

have essentially been technology transfer, adapting concepts from traditional economics

to forestry. By contrast, the dynamic models of timber supply reflect attempts to think

about timber supply from the ground up, beginning with the fundamental technology

of growing forests and a profit-maximization assumption. Interestingly, long-run timber

supply models -- one of the oldest approaches to modeling timber supply -- are equiv-

alent to steady-state formulations of dynamic models.

A detailed study of the dynamic timber supply models is presented in Chapter 3. Several

different approaches are discussed and have a great deal in common. A simplified model

of timber supply is formulated successively as a linear programming problem, a dynamic

programming problem, a nonlinear programming problem, and a discrete-time optimal

control problem. A continuous-time timber supply model is also formulated, but not

solved. In looking at the different approaches, the process of constructing a dynamic

model by starting with a fundamental description of the technology of timber growing
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is illustrated. This formulation of a dynamic supply problem is quite different from the

usual static approach to supply theory.

In Chapter 4, the scope of the model is expanded to include the entire economy from

production to consumption. This is achieved by irnposing several additional simplifying

assumptions -- most notably that individual utility functions can be aggregated to obtain

a community utility function. The model is a maximization problem where the com-

munity utility function is maximized subject to the technological and resource con-

straints of the economy. The problem of finding optimal steady states of the model is

discussed, and the solution to an example problem is presented.

The utility aggregation assumption is relaxed in Chapter 5. The resultant model is a

maximization problem where the objective function is a weighted sum of the utility

functions of individual households. The weights are determined endogenously, and their

relative size is related to each household's income. The model is difficult to solve, and

no solution was obtained for even a simple example problem using MINOS, a commer-

cial nonlinear programming software package}

The optimal steady state of the problem in Chapter 5.did prove to be obtainable, but

not using an optimization approach. The problem can be formulated as an equivalent

equilibrium problem and solved using Scarf’s (1967) algorithm for approximating a fixed

point of a function. A program was written to implement Scarf’s algorithm for this

particular problem. This approach is described in Chapter 6.

l M lNOS stands for Modular In-core Nonlinear Optimization System. Documentation can be found in
Murtaugh and Saunders (1983).
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A final chapter reviews the models developed and discusses what has been achieved and

the major problems with the models. The problems of applying the model empirically

are discussed and two alternate approaches considered. The final chapter also includes

a discussion of the methodological issues raised by the work reported ir1 the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: A HISTORY OF TIMBER SUPPLY

MODELS

Timber supply is a perennial issue in forest economics. In the United States, debates

over timber supply go back to before 1891 when the original forest reserves were set

aside. Fear that excessive harvesting would lead to wood shortages provided one of the

impetuses for creating the reserves. Timber supply is an important issue in forest eco-

nomics because it encompasses virtually all of the production economics of forestry:

timber supply is the result of all the decisions that are made in forest management.

The problem of how to model timber supply is stiH unresolved. This is surprising in view

of the fact that supply theory in general economics is quite frrmly established. There are

some important factors which complicate the modeling of timber supply, however. A

key factor is that, because of its dynamic nature, timber supply is fundamentally different

than the standard supply problems discussed in microeconomics textbooks. There are

other complications as well. Among these are: the importance of spatial factors in

forestry; the variety of forest owners, with their variety of management objectives; the

biological and ecological complexity of many forest systems; and the multiple products
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of forests -- including not only sawtimber, pulpwood, and fuelwood, but wildlife, water,

aesthetics, environmental quality, and many other noncommensurable, but highly valued

natural amenities. The multi-dimensional nature of timber supply makes it hard to

neatly categorize timber supply models. The discussion below focuses on the dynamic

dimension of timber supply studies.

Duerr (1960) used tl1e classical approach in economics of defining the length of run by

the number of inputs that are fixed in the production process. Thus, he distinguished

between stock, short-run, and long-run supply responses, ranging from holding virtually

all inputs fixed in the stock response to the long-run response where almost all inputs

are variable. Duerr recognized the arbitrary nature of these distinctions (Duerr 1960,

p. 199).
I

A different classification is used below. In this chapter, the distinction is between dy-

lnamic models and their steady states, and static and pseudo-dynamic models. Dynamic

models are definediin this dissertation as models incorporating an explicit intertemporal

optimization process? Most long run models of timber supply can be viewed as the

steady-state versions of dynamic models. Static models are those where intertemporal

optimization is either missing completely, not explicitly considered, or given only cursory

attention. Also, static models are typically one-period models. Finally, pseudo-dynamic

models are those that project market states over a multi-period time horizon by solving

a static model for each period.

1 This is admittedly a narrow definition. lt is, however, consistent with the neoclassical underpinnings of
the model. A broader usage might include changing tastes and preferences, technology, and institutions,
issues that are beyond the scope of the present work.
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Static Models

The dynarnics of timber supply ultimately boil down to future price expectations. Even

if all other current variables were held constant, a change in expectations of future prices

would lead to a change in current timber supply.3 Most econometric models of timber

supply do not include variables reflecting future price expectations. Thus, most

econometric timber supply models are static.

Early econometric models of timber markets (eg. McKillop 1967, Robinson 1974, and

Mills and Manthy 1974) focused on estimating demand and supply relationships for

multiple market levels from raw material supply, through at least one processing stage,

and including final demand for products. More recent models have focused more on raw
J

material markets and have introduced production duality theory for model specification

(eg. Newman 1987, and Bramilund, Johansson, and Lofgren 1985). Brannlund,

Johansson, and Lofgren (1985) include a specific term for modeling price expectations,

however, so theirs is not a strictly static model. Their expectations model is based on a

distributed lag of prices, thus introducing lagged terms in the supply function. However,

none of the lagged terms in their model have statistically significant coefficients except

lagged price. This suggests that the dynamics are either unirnportant or inadequately

captured by their formulation.

Many of the pseudo-dynamic models discussed below use econometrically estimated

static supply functions. For example, regional supply functions were estimated for each

region modeled in TAMM (Adams and Haynes 1980, 1985). Several of the spatial price

l
3 At least, if this statement is false, then timber producers can hardly be profit maximizers, and we need a

new theory.
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equilibrium models simply combine an elasticity estimate with a single observed point

to specify timber supply functions (eg. PAPYRUS and GTM (cited below)).

Current inventory is a common variable in econometrically estimated timber supply

functions. Inventory has even been used in duality-based models (Newman, 1987) where

the independent variables are usually limited to prices only. Daniels and Hyde (1986)

do not refer to duality theory, but they include only price variables and inventory in their

dependent variable set. Intuitively one would expect inventory to be an important de-

terminant of timber supply. Experience with dynamic models suggests that perhaps

more than just inventory levels should be included in these equations. This is because

price expectations should be related to the current age-class distribution of the timber

resource. None of the econometric models have included the age—c1ass distribution of

the forest.

The use of computable general equilibrium (CGE) models for analyzing forest sector is-

sues is a recent development! All of these (Boyd 1987, Boyd and Newman 1988, and

Constantinio and4 Percy 1988) have been strictly static models, although the

Constantinio and Percy (1988) model does distinguish between short-run and long-run

scenarios. The CGE approach is especially useful for studying regional income and

employment irnpacts of forest policies, and tax and trade issues. Given the potential

usefulness of the CGE models, it is unfortunate that these models are not compatible

with the dynamics of timber supply. An important reason for doing the research re-

ported in this dissertation is this incompatibility of this static approach with forestry

problems -- particularly timber supply modeling.

‘
Even in general economics, these models are relatively recent. See, for example, de Janvry and Sadoulet
(1987), Dervis, de Meio, and Robinson (1985), Dixon er ai. (1982), Ginsburgh and Waelbroeck (1981),
Scarf and Shoven (1984), Shoven and Whalley (1984), and Srinivasan and Whalley (1986).
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The household production timber supply models (Binkley 1981 and 1987) have a rather

different emphasis from most timber supply models. These models focus on the behavior

of private forest owners who own forests for income and for the personal satisfaction

they derive from the forest through recreation, wildlife management, hunting, and for

their aesthetic value. The nontimber objectives of these owners can significantly influ-

ence their propensity to harvest and thus the supply of timber to processors. Binkley's

original (1981) model is strictly static. In his later (1987) discussion of the model,

Binkley presents a dynamic version, but does not offer a solution. A dynamic, two-

period version of the household production model is presented and solved in Max and

Lehman (1988). This approach is also related to the steady state models discussed by

Hartman (1976) and Strang (1983).

Pseudo-Dynamic Models

Many of the models of timber supply cannot be labeled as "static" because they project

forest and market states over several periods. The word "dynamic", however, will be

reserved for models which explicitly incorporate an intertemporal optimization process.

The label ”pseudo-dynamic” will therefore be used to describe a large class of models

that falls somewhere in between the static and the dynamic categories. The defining

characteristic of these pseudo-dynamic models is that they are multi-period, but they use

a static model for each time period. The models project the state of the system over

some time horizon in a stepwise fashion. That is, the model is solved for the first period,

the state of the system updated appropriately, and then the model is solved for the next

period, and so on.
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Some of the earliest timber supply models were the Forest Service "gap models"

(U.S.D.A. Forest Service 1958, 1965, and 1973). These models used a pseudo-dynamic

approach. Harvest levels were extrapolated into the future based on then-current man-

agement practices. Future forest inventories were then projected given these harvest

levels using biometric growth models. Consumption requirements were also forecast

based on demographic trends. The differences between projected requirements and

harvest levels (the "gaps”) tended to be positive and increasing with time because de-

mographic trends inevitably led to increasing consumption projections, while harvests

were projected based on maintaining historical levels. These projected gaps provided an

excellent political device for the Forest Service toiobtain higher budgets from the Con-

gress and maintain public support for their agenda.

The gap studies ignore the fundamental neoclassical economic concept of market clear-

ing. The usual mechanism of market clearing is price changes. This argument was made

by several forest economists in the l950’s (Vaux and Zivnuska 1952, Gregory 1955 and

1958, and Duerr 1960). Duerr (1960) also insisted that interest rates should play an

important role in timber supply due to their importance in the intertemporal forestry

optimization problem. None of these researchers proposed a workable alternative for

modeling the intermediate-term dynamics of timber supply problems, however. Never-

theless, the Forest Service did attempt to estimate the price changes necessary to "close

the gaps" in their 1973 study.

The first model integrating economic supply and demand functions for timber with a

biological forest projection system was Leuschner’s (1972a and 1972b) study of the

aspen market in Wisconsin. Harvest levels were determined by the intersection ofsupply
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and demand curves for each period. Inventory levels were then projected using the

TRAS (Timber Resource Analysis System) model (Larson and Goforth 1974).

The spatial dimension was added to timber supply models by Holley et al. (1975) and

Haynes et al. (1978). ln Holly et al.’s model, quantities required for each region and

time period were given exogenously. The model was formulated as a linear programming

transportation problem. The transportation problem was solved one period at a time.

After the problem was solved for one period, inventories were updated and the model

was solved again. Haynes et al. (1978) introduced demand curves for each region and

period, and formulated their model as a reactive programming problem. Once again, the

model was solved one period at a time, updating inventories between periods.

The work of Holley et al. (1975) and Haynes et al. (1978) provided the 1'oundation for

the collection of pseudo-dynamic, spatial price equilibrium models widely used today.

This collection includes TAMM (Timber Assessment Market Model) developed by

Adams and Haynes (1980, 1985), HAMM (Hardwood Assessment Market Model) de-

veloped by Binkley and Cardellichio (1985), and PAPYRUS developed by Gilless and

Buongiorno (1987). These are the models currently used by the Forest Service (eg.

U.S.D.A. Forest Service 1980, 1984, 1988) to project market conditions for softwood,

hardwood, and pulpwood, respectively. A similar model, the Global Trade Model

(GTM), was developed in a team effort by the International Institute for Applied Sys-

tems Analysis (IIASA) to model world timber markets (Kallio, Dykstra, and Binkley

1987). Adams et al. (1982) extend TAMM to include an endogenous timber investment

module. lnterestingly, in this model harvesting is determined ir1 a pseudo-dynamic

manner, but forestry investments are determined using a truly dynamic approach.
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A variation on the spatial price equilibrium approach is the use of homogenous supply

response cells rather than econometrically-estimated supply curves. In this approach,

forest stands are aggregated into groups with similar characteristics such as productivity,

accessibility, and ownership. Different supply responses are attributed to each cell based

on the characteristics of the cell. All the stands in each cell are assumed to respond

identically, except for possible marginal cells where producers are indifferent between

harvesting and not harvesting. When supply response cells are differentiated by lo-

cation, each cell is like a region in the spatial price equilibrium models.

The supply response cell approach was first developed by Vaux (1954), and is thus not

limited to pseudo-dynamic models. Vaux’s study will be discussedin the next section.

The timber supply model developed by Clements (1987) and Clements et al. (1988) for

Southwest Virginia is an example of a pseudo-dynamic supply response cell model. The

TSAM (Timber Supply Assessment Model) of Rose et al. (1984) takes the response cell
A

approach to the limit, modeling individual stands. The joint-product model developed

by Greber (1983) and Greber and Wisdom (1985) is a one-period model only, but could

easily be adapted to a pseudo-dynamic, multi-period framework. It also uses the re-

sponse cell approach.

Long-Run Models

The oldest models of optimal timber supply behavior are the long-run models. Martin

Faustmann (1849) solved the optimal steady-state rotation problem for forests one

hundred and forty years ago. Samuelson (1976) and Johansson and Lofgren (1985) dis-

cuss the Faustmann formula and its history. The Faustmann formula gives the maxi-
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mum present value of forest land under the assumption that the Forest area is fixed and

prices, costs, and Forest growth relations are constant for all time. The maximum pres-

ent value of bare forest land is known as the soil expectation value (SEV). The

Faustmann Formula has traditionally only been applied to forests that are managed For

wood production. Hartman (1976) and Strang (1983) extend the Faustmarm Formula to

account for the possibility that people may value the standing Forest as well as the pro-

ducts that are obtained by harvesting the Forest. A proof that the approach of the

Faustmann Formula is equivalent to solving for the optimal steady state of a dynamic

age-class model of timber supply is given in Chapter 4 of tl1is dissertation.

The Faustmann Formula is the traditional tool For studying Forest taxation. Examples

include Gamponia and Mendelsohn (1987), Chang (1982, 1983), and Klemperer (1974,

1976, 1982). These are all partial equilibrium, steady-state analyses. Computable gen-

eral equilibrium models have also been used for Forest taxation analysis (Boyd and

Newman 1988).
h

Vaux (1954, l973)·was one of the first to construct a long-run supply curve For a par-

ticular timber species and region. ln his studies of Califoruia's timber supply, he

grouped commercial timber-producing areas into response cells. A long-run average

cost per unit of wood was calculated For each cell based on an assumption of optimal

management practices. To construct a supply curve, the cells were then ranked in order

of increasing cost.

Hyde (1980) provides the most complete discussion of the long-run timber supply prob-

lem. The dimensions of location, site productivity, and management intensity are all

incorporated into the long-run timber supply model discussed in his book. In a steady

state, all land with a positive maximum soil expectation value higher than the present
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value of the land in any other use will be used to grow forests. The annual timber supply

is given by

V-*(Z)Al$(1) = —¢? 2.1
1e1.(1) E (Z)

where S(z) is the total timber volume supplied; z is a vector of paramctßrs that affect

timber supply; L(z) is the set of land classes used for timber production, given z; K*(z)

is the volume produced over one rotation per acre of land class i when managed to

maximize SEV, given z; A, is the area in land class i; 7]*(z) is the optimal rotation age

for forests grown on land class i given z. The vector z could include a large number of

factors. A few of the most important would be steady-state wood prices, interest rates,

land prices, taxes and technology.

Dynamic Models

As mentioned, dynamic models are defmed here as those incorporating a specific

intertemporal optimization process. A fundamental distinction should be made between

two types of dynamic timber supply models ·- the two-period and the age-class models.

The majority of discrete-time dynamic models in general economics can be expressed in

a two-period framework. Forestry problems, however, cannot be reduced to two periods

because the age—class dynamics of forests cannot be modeled in a two-period framework.

Yet, age—class dynamics are of fundamental interest in forestry. This distinction between

two-period and age-class models carries over into continuous-time models. In the next

chapter it will be shown how age-class dynamics can be modeled with a partial differ-
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ential equation. Heaps (1984) also modeled age-class dynamics using a differential

equation with a delay. Models where the forest dynamics are expressed with ordinary

differential equations are analogous to two-period discrete·tirne models.

This is not to say that there is no role for two-period models in forestry. Two-period

models are much simpler than age-class models. Many difficult problems that are cur-

rently intractable with age-class models can be reasonably approximated in a two-period

framework. For example, Johansson and Lofgren (1985, Chapter 12) and Koskella

(1989a, 1989b) introduce uncertainty into timber supply analysis using two-period

models. Also, as mentioned, Max and Lehman (1988) present a dynamic, two-period

version of the household production model.

The dynamic age-class models of timber supply wiH be discussed in great detail in the

next chapter. Therefore, they are discussed relatively briefly here. The simplest models

capturing the essential dynamics of timber supply are the harvest scheduling models

(Navon 1971, Johnson and Scheurman 1977). In fact, it will become clear that the dy-

namic age-class models of timber supply are very closely related to harvest scheduling

models. lt is unfortunate that harvest scheduling models are not more comrnonly viewed

as timber supply models since they capture the dependence of the quantity supplied on

demand expectations, age structure, and other forest owner constraints within a

maximization framework. The difference between forest·level and regional models is

usually just a matter of the scope of the model and the degree of aggregation.

Optimal control theory is a powerful tool for optirnizing dynamic systems. Thus it is

an important tool for studying timber supply. Optimal control theory is an extension

of the Lagrange multiplier method of optirnization. It is also closely related to dynamic

programming. Naslund (1969) and Anderson (1976) were among the first to apply op-
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timal control theory to forestry. Their main results were to reproduce the Faustmann

formula using the mathematics of optimal control.

Clark (1976) presents an optimal control model of forestry that borrows heavily from the

lisheries literature. Berck (1976) also used the Clark model but noted that the teclmol-

ogy of that model does not reflect forest biology very well. Berck tried, but failed, to

construct a continuous model that more closely reflected even-aged forest management.

Evidently, he did not understand the subtle differences between continuous- and

discrete-time models well enough. (A continuous-time model will be formulated below,

and these subtleties will become more apparent then.) Berck also constructed a linear

discrete-time model of the even-aged forest management problem. This linear model is

a harvest scheduling model and should perhaps be called "Model Ill" after Johnson and

Scheurman's (1977) terrninology. Johansson and Lofgren (1985, Chapter 6) repeat much

of Berck's analysis.

Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983, 1985) present a model much like Berck's. Berck ap-

proached the solution of his model from a linear programming perspective. Lyon and

Sedjo solved their model using discrete-time optimal control theory. Their approach can

also be viewed as an application of nonlinear programming. However, their use of op-

timal control theory is important because it clarifies the dynamic structure of the prob-

lem. They present the azäoint equations’ for the problem. The uadjoint equations describe

the equations of motion for the shadow prices in the model, and give important condi-

tions required for intertemporal optimization. Understanding these equations is a sig-

nilicant step toward understanding timber supply.

5 The words shown in italics in this dissertation are defined in the glossary in Appendix B.
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In their later (1985) paper, Lyon and Sedjo discuss the interesting relationship between

their model and Walker’s (1971) binary search model. Walker's model is shown to be

equivalent to the Lyon and Sedjo model when the land value and the endogenous re-

generation inputs are ignored. Lyon and Sedjo show how Walker's ECHO algorithm

can be used as a First iteration For solving their model.

Mitra and Wan (1985) also use ”Model III" to study optimal tirnber management. They

re-derive the Faustmann Formula as the steady-state solution to the problem, but give

an example where the optimal management program is inconsistent with the Faustmann

Formula. The solution to their example shows cycles, rather than settling down to a

steady state.

Heaps (1984) provides the closest approach to an analytic solution oF a continuous ver-

sion oF the timber management problem Heaps simplilies the dynamics of the Forest

by First proving that For his model the oldest trees will always be harvested First. This

allows him to expréss the dynamics as a differential equation with a delay ( or a ”process

with a delay"). Heaps shows that iF the process converges to a steady state, the steady

state is consistent with the Faustmann Formula. OF course, if the process does not con-

verge to a steady state, the Faustmann Formula may not be relevant. This later case

corresponds to the results oF Mitra and Wan (1985) in that their counterexample is one

where the process does not converge to a steady state.
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Discussion

This review of the timber supply literature is not comprehensive, but describes the most

common approaches used in modeling timber supply. A more thorough review would

only reveal an even greater variety of approaches. Part of the reason for this diversity

is the range of problems addressed by the different studies. As was mentioned earlier,

there are_ many different dimensions to the problem, and one purpose in modeling is to

abstract from irrelevant dimensions.

It is probably safe to say that much of the diversity in the approaches is a reflection of

the degree of confusion that has existed and stiH exists regarding the concept of timber

supply. Arguably, much of this confusion is due to a lack of appreciation for the im-

portant dynamic nature of the timber supply problem. In many respects, the approach

of Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983) seems to come the closest to fully capturing the dy-

_ namics of timber supply, but the cost seems be a less realistic model, especially with re-

gard to the perfect [foresight assumption.

Binkley (1987) criticizes dynamic models because they assume rational expectations.

The problem is not so much due to the rational expectations assumption, but rather, it

is due to the perfect foresight assumption! A stochastic rational expectations model

might prove to be an excellent approach. The perfect foresight assumption underlying

the Lyon and Sedjo model is clearly unrealistic. Even the assumption that timber pro-

ducers have full information regarding current conditions is unrealistic. Does the aver-

6 While perfect foresight is one kind of rational expectations process, the degree of difference between per-
fect foresight models and stochastic models is tremendous -- analogous perhaps to the difference between
advanced linear algebra and American high school algebra.
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age nonindustrial private forest land owner know what the age-class distribution is for

the forest in the local market area? Probably not. Given this, it is possible that the as-

sumptions buried implicitly in many static econometric models about producers’ know-

ledge bases and price expectations processes may more closely reflect reality than the

perfect information assumption in the dynamic models.

The advantage of the dynamic models' approach is that critical assumptions, such as the

price expectations process, are explicit. If we only need to know the current time, we

never need to know anything about the inner workings of a clock. However, ifwe are

interested in how the clock works, we need to be able to open it up and see what is in-

side. Models with deeply-buried implicit assumptions are like clocks that can never be

opened. We can only judge whether they are fast or slow, but we cannot tell why.

lt is clear that much of the lack of realism in the dynamic models is due to the perfect

foresight assumption. Relaxing this assumption should therefore be an active area of

research. Unfortunately, no progress will be made on that front in this dissertation.

However, if there .is any truth in the assumption that forest owners are utility -- or

wealth -- maxirnizers, then there is much we can leam from the dynamic timber supply

models about how things really work. One would expect that a close correspondence

exists between a nonstochastic model and a stochastic, but otherwise equivalent, model.
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CHAPTER 3: DYNAMIC TIMBER SUPPLY

MODELS 1

The scope of an economic general equilibrium model includes all the activities of an

economy. However, the primary focus in this dissertation is on the forestry sector ~- in

particular, timber supply. The forestry sector is modeled here using a dynamic, age-class

structure approach. This approach was chosen because it is consistent with the funda- -

mental assumptions ofneoclassical economic theory: utility and profit maximization, full

information, perfect competition, etc. Since this sector is the central focus of the model,

the details of the dynamic, age-class models of timber supply will be explored in this

chapter.

The age-structure models of timber supply are a relatively recent development in timber

supply theory. The first model in this elass was developed by Berck (1976, 1979). Lyon

and Sedjo’s (1982, 1983, 1985) discrete-time optimal control model of timber supply is

the most complete of the dynamic age-class models. Binkley (1987), Mitra and Wan

(1985) and Heaps (1984) also discuss models in this class. Finally, Johansson and

Lofgren (1985) discuss and extend the model presented by Berck (1976). The models of
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Berck (1976) and Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983) are considered in some detail here. The

similarity between the two models is demonstrated, exposing the essential features of the

dynamic, age-class models of timber supply.

The word "dynamic” has a very important and specific meaning in this context. Para-

phrasing Kamien and Schwartz (1981, p. 5), a problem can be said to be dynamic’ if an

optimal decision for one period cannot be made without considering the effect of that

decision on opportunities in future periods. From this perspective, it is evident that

virtually all silvicultural decisions are made in a dynamic context. By contrast, the tra-

ditional supply theory found in microeconomics texts is derived from static optimization

problems. Because of this difference, many of the results of static supply theory may

not be appropriate for timber supply modeling. Extrapolation of a theory based on a U
static problem to a problem which is fundamentally dynamic is a loose kind of theoriz-

ing. Thus, in this chapter the analysis begins at a fundamental level: given the timber-

producing technology of growing forests, what will be the timber supply behavior of

profit-maximizing producers?

The first step is to describe mathematically the production technology of the forest. This

is done in the first section of this chapter. Here, only an extremely simple forest is

considered, and it is assumed that the forest is managed on an even-aged basis. The

production technology for this problem does not look like a production function for a

static production problem. Rather, the production technology is given by the equations

of motion for the forest. The equations of motion are simply a mathematical represen-

tation of the way the state of the forest changes over time. Two versions of these

equations of motion are discussed. In one version, cutting occurs at the end of the pe-

7 The words shown in italics are defined in Appendix B.
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riod; in the other, cutting occurs at the beginning of the period. Both types ofequations

have been used. Because different models use different versions of the equations of

motion, those models may appear more different than they are. Neither the implications

nor solution of the model should change, whichever version is used.

The equations of motion for the simple forest discussed below are linear. Thus, adding

a linear objective function yields a linear programming problem. This problem was first

discussed by Berck (1976). As Berck pointed Out, the dual to this problem has a partic-

ularly useful structure which allows us to solve the linear program recursively, translat-

ing the problem into a dynamic programming framework! This dynamic programming

problem is extremely easy to solve. This model is the simplest version of the dynamic

age-class timber supply models and is discussed in the second section of this chapter.

The third section sets up the same problem in the framework of discrete time optimal

control. This is the approach taken by Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983, 1985). In

discrete-tirne, the optimal control problem is really just a nonlinear programming prob-

lem. The role of optimal control is to provide a framework for organizing the problem,

emphasizing its recursive structure. The Lyon and Sedjo timber supply model is con-

sistent with the fundamental neoclassical economic assumptions mentioned above and

the dynamic representation of forests given by the equations ofmotion. A very similar

approach is used to model the forestry sector in the multi-sector models discussed in

later chapters.

Continuous-time models are often more convenient for theoretical discussions because

they may often be solved analytically, rather than numerically. In the final section of

this chapter, the equations of motion for the simple forest are expressed in a

continuous-time formulation. The fundamental equation of motion tums out to be a
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partial differential equation. An objective function is added to show how timber supply

can be formulated as a continuous—time optimal control problem. Such problems, es-

pecially when constrained by a partial differential equation, can be very difficult to solve.

Basic Dynamics

In this section the rather obvious dynamics of an even-aged forest are put into math-

ematical form. This is an important step since the equations of motion are the most

fundamental constraints of the system. The equations of motion are translated into a

more compact vector and matrix notation which will be used throughout the remainder

of the dissertation. Similar equations and notation also appear in Berck (1976), Lyon

and Sedjo (1982, 1983, 1985), Mitra and Wan (1985), Johansson and Lofgren (1985), and

Binkley (1987). ·

The forest described by the equations presented here is an extremely simple one. lt

contains one site class only -- all acres have equal productivity. The forest comprises

even-aged units. Only one species is modeled. No thinnings are performed, and regen-

eration occurs immediately or in the period following cutting, depending on whether

cutting occurs at the beginning or end of the period. In order to bound the number of

age classes which must be considered, it is assumed that when some age N is reached

no growth or decay occurs. This allows all areas with forests
lat

least N years old to be

aggregated into a single class. Yields are also assumed to be known and are a function

only of stand age. Finally, the forest area is constant over time. A11 these assumptions

can be relaxed and the equations of motion suitably modified. They are made here for

simplicity of
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Notation will be defined as it is introduced. Appendix A also provides a summary of the

notation. Let

x,; the area (acres) of age class i at time 1,

c,_; the area (in acres) cut from age class i at time 1,

q; the yield of wood per unit area (acre) for age class i,

Q; the total volume ofwood harvested in period 1 (quantity supplied).

To get the volume per acre for each age class, a yield equation is required:

y = q(¤) 3—1

where y is the wood yield from an acre of forest of age a. Following Mitra and Wan

(1985), the following assumptions will be made regarding the yield function:

Assumption 1) q(a) = 0 for 0 S a S ä for some ä 2 0,
u

Assumption 2) q is continuous for a 2 ä and dq/da = 0 for a 2 N.

The first assumption states that there may be some age ä at which merchantable volume

first becomes available. Before that age, merchantable volume is zero. The second as-

sumption requires continuity for the function on (ä, oo) and states that growth and decay

are zero after some age N.

Cutting at the End of the Period

The case where forests are cut at the end of the period is presented first. In t11is case,

the dynamics of the forest are given by:

i= I, ..., N 3.211
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t=0, ..., T- 1; i=l, ..., N—l 3.2b

[io, • ne,T11N

t=O, ..., T—l 3.2d
i=l

' N
Q,=2q,c,J t=0, ..., T—l 3.2e

l=l

x,,,2c,_,20 t=0,...,T—l;i=l,...,N—l 3.2f

where T is the time horizon of the model and may be infinity. The x,_,'s are the state

variables, and the c,_,’s are the choice variables or decision variables. The system can be

influenced or controlled through the decision variables. Note that only Equations 3.2b

- 3.2d are equations of motion. Equation 3.2b describes how the forest ages; those acres

that are not cut are moved into the next age class at the end of each period. Equation

3.2c implements the assumption that areas supporting forests that are at least N years

old can be aggregated. Equation 3.2d adds up the area that was cut in period t and

places them in age class 1 in the next period!

Equation 3.2a gives the initial age class distribution. The laws of motion only describe

how states change, and there are many sequences of states the system could pass

through which would be consistent with these equations. The initial conditions help pin

ß Note that there is no zero age class. This is simply a notational convenience. lf a zero age class were
included, then there would be N +1 age classes. lt is simpler to refer to N age classes rather than
N + 1.
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down which sequences are possible. These initial conditions and a given set of decision

variables uniquely determine the states of the system through the equations of motion.

Equation 3.2e defmes the total volume cut in each period, and Equation 3.2f requires

that the area that is cut from each age class in period r be nonnegative and less than or

equal to the area of forest in that age class.

These equations can be expressed in more compact notation. The use of this notation

helps illustrate the large-scale structure of the problem -· allowing one to see the forest

rather than the trees, so to speak.

Define the vectors

X. E lm, #6,2, - -·»q

ETheprime on each vector denotes a transpose operation. All the vectors used will be

column vectors; their transposes are row vectors. Vectors and matrices will be denoted

by bold letters to distinguish them from scalars. Greek letters are the one exception to

this rule. Whether a Greek letter stands for a vector or a scalar must be determined from

the context. (This is due to word processor user lirnitations.)

Also define the matrices ‘
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0 0 0
1 0 0

G E 0 1 0.*

l 0 0
0 l 1 NxN

and

1 1 l l
„ 0 0 0 0
R E O O 0 O

000 zvxiv.

When G premultiplies an Nxl column vector it takes each element and moves it up one

position; the last two elements are summed and placed in the last position of the new

vector. Thus, the G matrix "grows" the forest. By premultiplying a vector, the matrix

B sums up all the elements of the vector and places the sum in the first position of the

new vector. The remaining elements of the new vector will be zero. Thus, the B matrix

implements regeneration on all harvested acres.’

·Equations 3.2b-d can now be written as
l

7:,+, = G(x, — c,) + Rc,. 3.3a’

Define

l 1 l 1

~
-1 0 0 0

R E R — G E 0 —l O 0

0 0 0 -1 ~¤~.
Now Equation 3.3' can be written more compactly as

9 These matrices are usually labeled A and B in the forestry literature. However, an input—output matrix
which is also traditionally labelled with an A will be used later. Since the input-output literature has a
longer history and a wider readership, the forestry matrices were renamed.
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x,+, = Gx, + Rc,. 3,3a

The initial conditions are

X0 = X(O). 3.3b

Equation 3.2e becomes

Q, = q'c,. 3.3c

The harvest area restriction (Equation 3.21) can be written

x, 2 c, 2 0 . 3.3d
·

This requires that the elements ofx, must be greater than or equal to the corresponding

elements of c,, which must be nonnegative. That is, the inequalities apply in an

element-wise fashion.

This approach -- where cutting occurs at the end of the period ·· is used by Lyon and

$edjo (1982, 1983, 1985) and Binkley (1987). Altematively, cutting occurs at the begin-

ning of the period in the models of Berck (1976) and Johansson and Lofgren (1985).

One of the purposes of this chapter is to compare the approach ofBerck (1976) with that

of Lyon and Scdjo (1982, 1983). In order to do this,·one must be able to work with both

ways of writing the equations of motion of the forest.
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Cutting at the Beginning of the Period

The equations of motion when cutting occurs at the beginning of the period are:

XOJ = .Xl(0) i= I, • • •, N

t=0, ..., T- 1; i=1, ..., N-1 3.4b

t=0, . . ., T- 1 3.4c

N

t=0, ..., T—1 3.4:]
l=2

N

Q,=Zqp,,, t=0, ..., T-1 3.4e
I=2

x,_,20,c,_;20‘ t=0,...,T-1;i=l,...,1V—1 3.4f

Note that no harvest area restrictions are required in this case; the nonnegativity of" x,

and c, are enough to ensure this. Also, c,_, is never used and may be arbitrarily set to

zero. Equations 3.4a-F are analogous to Equations 3.2a-fi

Now, define the matrix

0 1 1 1
A 0-1 0 0
GE 0 0-1 0

0 0 0 -1 NXN .
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and add the restriction that c,_, = 0 for all t. The equivalent versions of 3.3a-d are

Xz+1 = Öxr + R°z+1 3-Sa

xo = x(0) 3.5b

Q, = q’c, 3.5c

x, 2 0, c, 2 0 3.5d

Before moving on, this is a good time to define two more vectors. Let

eq' E (l, 0, 0,..., 0) 6 R" and d'·' E (1, l, l, ..., 1) 6 R". The vector eq is the first unit vec-

tor in R". The vector d" is useful for adding up the elements of a vector. That is, the

dot product of d" and any vector in R^ gives the sum of the elements of that vector.
A

Berck’s Linear Maximization Model

At this point the model only describes the physical and biological process of producing

wood in a simple forest. No objective or policy for choosing what to cut at what time

has been introduced. In this section that step is taken. To do this, a price P, per unit

volume ofwood (szumpage) in each period is introduced.

The assumption that this sequence of prices is known for the time horizon of the prob-

lem is significant because it is seldom true in reality. Rather than assume prices are

known, one could assume that a demand curve is known for each period. The model

would then have a nonlinear objective function, and prices would be a part of the sol-
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ution to the model. This more sophisticated approach still requires the assumption that

the demand curves can be projected with certainty, however. The perfect foresight as-

sumption is very diflicult to relax. For now, however, this assumption will be accepted

and the linear problem where prices are given will be considered.

The objective is to maximize the present value of revenues from the sale of harvested

wood from the forest. It is assumed that there are no planting or harvesting costs. With

no costs, revenue maximization is equivalent to profit maximization. (Or, altematively,
I

if harvest costs were proportional to volume harvested, the given prices could be net

prices.) Johansson and Lofgren (1985, pp. 2-4) show that, with the added assumption

of a perfect capital market where individuals can borrow or lend all they wish at the

given rate, present value maximization is consistent with utility maximization. (They

also implicitly assume that forests are owned only for income.) It is assumed here for

simplicity that the interest rate r is constant for all periods of the time horizon and the

discount factor 6 j (1 + r)—‘ is used.

Cutting at the Beginning of the Period

Consider first the case where cutting occurs at the beginning of the period. The problem

of maximizing the present value ofrevenues from the forest is a linear programming (LP)

problem. The structure of this LP is illustrated in tableau form in Table 3.1a. Note that

the initial conditions are incorporated in the first line of the model. This particular for-

mulation of the timber supply problem was first presented in Berck (1976). The model

is also discussed in Johansson and Lofgren (1985).
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Table 3.1a. Model III Linear Programming Tableau; Cutting at the beginning of the
period.
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Table 3.1b. Dual Tableau for the Model III Linear Program; Cutting at the begin-
ning of the period.
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This model closely resembles the harvest scheduling models (eg. Navon 1971, Johnson

and Scheurman 1977). However, it does not fit into either ofJohnson and Scheurman’s

categories -— Model I or Model II. In Model I, individual rows track stands through the

entire time horizon of the problem ·- usually several rotations. Each row represents an

alternate management strategy for a given type of stand for the entire time horizon. In

Model II, stands are transferred to different rows only when they are harvested. Rows

represent alternate management activities, including a harvest date, for all stands of a

given type that were regenerated in a given period. In the LP presented here, all stands

are transferred to a new row each period. This is a linear programming model for

scheduling harvests, so it is clearly a harvest scheduling model. It has therefore been

q referred to in this dissertation as "Model III". As mentioned, it appears that the primary

difference between harvest scheduling models and dynamic timber supply models is the

problems to which they are applied and the degree of aggregation.

The presentation of the model in matrix form allows one to see the large-scale structure

of the problem. The structure of the dual of the Model Ill LP is particularly interesting

(Table 3.1b). Note that the dual variables (the elements of the vectors .1,) are multiplied

by discount factors. ln Berck (1976), the discount factors are subsumed in the dual

variables. This modification of Berck’s presentation is made to facilitate comparison

with the discrete time optimal control approach of Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983) pre-

sented in the next section. (This technique will also be used again in later chapters.)

The dual problem is to minimize the value of the initial forest subject to a set of recursive

restrictions on the values of the dual variables. As Berck has pointed Out, t11is minimum

value of the initial forest gives the competitive price of the forest (land with timber).
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Of course, this claim is conditional on the assumption of full information, including, but

not limited to, perfect foresight.

The recursive structure of the dual constraints makes the dual problem particularly in-

teresting. The restrictions on the dual variables can be written in matrix form as

6'A, - 6‘+‘€;91,+, 2 0 1 - 0, ..., T- 1 3.6a

6*1, 2 0 3.6b

— ö’R’7l, 2
ö‘P,q

1 = 1, ..., T 3.6c

In less compact notation, these are

691,, 2 6'+‘1,,,,,,„,,,,_,,,, 1- 0, ..., T- 1; 1- 1, ..., N 3.66

ÖTÄTJ
2 0

i=l,6*1,,2 6'1·,q,+ 691,, 1- 1, ..., T; 1- 1, ..., N 3.6c'

Equation 3.6a requires that the discounted shadow price of an acre in age class i be

greater than or equal to the discounted shadow price of that acre if it is allowed to age

for one more period. Equation 3.6c requires that the discounted shadow price for a

given acre of forest be at least as great as the value that would be obtained if the stand

were cut. That is, it must be greater than or equal to the current value of the timber plus

the value of the bare land that would remain. These are the options: to clearcut the

stand or let it grow. The value of an acre of forest must be as large as the value of the

better of these two options. Equations 3.6a and 3.6c, taken together, require that
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J.,) 2 max { , P,q,+ lm }. t= I, .. ., T- 1; i= 1, ..., N 3.7

lf the shadow prices of the forest in the final period are known, this relationship can be

used to solve for the minimum values of the shadow prices for the second to last period.

This process can be repeated, working backward until the minimum values of the

shadow prices for the initial period are obtained. Since the problem is to minimize the

value of the initial stand, these minimum values are the solution to the problem. The

inequality in Equation 3.7 can therefore be replaced with an equality to give a recursion

relarionship for solving the problem as a dynamic programming (DP) problem.

What values should be given to the shadow prices of the forest in the final period? As

the problem is currently stated, stands have no value in the final period unless they are

cut; revenue is only obtained when stands are cut, and there will be no chance to cut

them later. Thus all stands with any merchantable volume should be cut in the last pe-

riod, and the appropriate dual prices for stands in the last period will be zero or the value

of the merchantable volume, whichever is greater. This can be seen from Equations

3.6b-c. (Note that Equation 3.6a does not apply to the final period.) Equation 3.6b

requires that the dual prices for the forest in the final period be positive. The zero age

class will have no merchantable volume; thus,

6T,t ,_, = 0. 3.8

This condition, together with Equation 3.6c, requires that the dual variables in the final

period be greater than or equal to the value of the merchantable timber (and positive);

The bare land value does not matter because it is zero in the final period. That is, for

the final period 3.6c becomes u
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Combining Equations 3.6b and 3.9,

6*,1,.,2 maxto, 6T1>,q,}. ::2, 1v 3.10

Once again, this constraint will hold as an equality since the objective is to minimize the

value of the forest in the initial time period. The dual constraints for this problem can

be viewed as equations ofmotion for the dual variables, moving them backwards in time.

Since these are greater-than-or-equal constraints, the smaller are the dual variables to

begin with (that is, in the terminal time period) the smaller the dual variables will be _

when the initial time period is reached (going backward). These kinds of boundary

conditions derived from optimality considerations are known as transversality conditions

(Kamien and Schwartz 1981, p. 49).

The transversality conditions -- Equations 3.8 and 3.10 with the inequality changed to

an equality -- give the shadow prices for the fmal period. The recursion relationship 3.7

-~ with the inequality changed to an equality -- can then be used to solve for the shadow

prices for all periods. Even for large problems, this is an extremely simple problem to

solve. Solving the dual problem is equivalent to solving the primal problem in LP. In

this case, the easiest way to find the solution to this primal problem from the solution

to the dual problem is with a forward pass using the information from the dynamic

programming solution. The shadow price for each age class in each period was deter-

mined by the value of the stand if let grow or if clearcut, whichever was higher. Thus

the decision whether to leave or cut a stand is given by the rules:

lf ,1,_, = P,q, -1- ,1,_, then cut all the forest in age—class i in period t;
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lf ,1,) = 6}.,+,„,,,,,(,+,_„, then leave any forests in age class i in period t uncut.

Note that l,_, may equal both P,q, + A,_, and 6,1,%,,,,,,,+,_„,. In this case the area of forest

in age class i in period 1 may be clearcut entirely, left entirely uncut, or partialiy har—

vested. The value of the objective function will be the same regardless ofwhich of these

choices is made.

Linear programming is just one way to solve this problem The linear programming

framework is used only to find the recursive relationship for setting the problem up as

a dynamic programming problem. This recursion relation can also be found using the

Kuhn-Tucker theorem.“' To do this, form the Lagrangian"

7*
A

Max A = E ö'{P,q’c, — 6l,[x, — Gx,_, — Rc,]} — }.o(x0 — x(0)). 3.11
t=1The

first-order conditions for this problem are:

%=—6'1,+6'+‘ä'1,+, go r=o, 7-1 3.1211

3.12b
öxr

%=ö'P,q+ötR’l,$0 1=l, ..., T 3.126
I

*° There are many references that could be cited for the Kuhn—Tucker 'Htcorem. Some examples are
Takayama (1985), Bazaraa and Shetty (1979), or Silberberg (1978).

ll A capital Iambda will be used throughout the dissertation to indicate a Lagrangian function. A script L
is usually used, but was not available with this word processor.
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These are the same as the dual constraints to the LP formulation. It is perhaps worth-

while to see these derivatives without the matrix notation. Equation 3.11 can be written

equivalently as

7* N N N-1
Max A Zlnlxn + ¤„ — x„.„.:J

z=1 1:1 1::-2 1-:2 3.1 l'
N

‘ 'lr,N[xt,N + cr,N " x1—1,N-1 " xx-1,N]} — ZÄo,1(xo,: ‘ x1(0))
l=l

Now, the first-order equations for this problem are:

%=—ö'}.,_,+ö'+‘,1,+U+1$0 t=0, .. ., T- l; i= 1, ...,N-1 3.l2a’

%=—6'1,,„+6'+‘1,+,_„g0 t=0, ..., T-1 3.l2a"

öA 7* .——-=ö,1 20 =l,...,N 3.l2b’6,,., Tx ‘

öcu- [,4;,+ M- ujg t- ,..., ,1=,..., . c-(1/L--ö‘P ,1 ,1 0 -1 T· ' 2 N 3l2’

The Kuhn-Tucker theorem also requires the complementary slackness conditions:

öA öA'——=0ad '--=0. 3.13a-bxu
ax',]

H ch]
ÖCIJ

These complementary slackness conditions indicate when the inequalities in the first-

order conditions will hold as equalities and provide a more formal justification for the

forward pass algorithm discussed above. That is, for the area in any age class to be

non-zero, the relevant version of Equation 3.12a must hold as an equality. Similarly, if

a positive area is cut from a given age class, Equation 3.12c must hold as an equality for
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that age class. The forward pass algorithm states that if 3.l2a holds as an equality the

age class need not be cut, and if 3.12c holds as an equality, the age class may be cut.

This follows directly from the complementary slackness conditions.

Cutting at the End of the Period

Now consider the case where cutting occurs at the end of the period. The linear pro-

gramming tableau for this problem is presented in Table 3.2a. With the matrices ap-

propriately redefined, the tableau for this problem is very similar to the tableau for the

previous problem. Recall that the area restrictions for this problem do not follow from

the nonnegativity ofx, and c,. Thus these restrictions must be added, making the tableau

for this problem substantially larger than that of the previous problem. Also note that

the time subscripts on the cut vectors for this problem vary from 0 to T- l rather than

from 1 to T as in the previous problem.

The dual problem is presented in Table 3.2b. Once again, the dual problem is to mini-

mize the value of the initial forest subject to a set of recursive restrictions on the values

of the dual variables. In matrix form, these restrictions are

67,- 6*+*c'1,+, - 6*;, 2 0 1 - 0, ..., T- 1 3.146

6T1, 2 0 3. 146

- 6*+*R·1,+, + 6rC, 2 6'P,q : - 0, ..., T- 1 3.146

Or, without the matrix notation,

67,,, 2 6'+7,+,,,„,,,,,,+,,,,,)+6‘§,,, 1=0, ..., T- 1; i= 1, ...,N 3.14a’
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Table 3.2a. Model III Linear Programming Tableau; Cutting at end of period.
T·-1

• „ [ IlV§a§1;1xzegöPtqc,

Subjectto:

I0...0!0 0...0-c1...0x-R 0...0 *6 $(0)
0-c...0!0-11...0 "‘

. . . ! . . . Ä = Ä

00...1r00...-R ff 0
-10...0!10...0 :°S$0-1...0!01...0

‘

0 0...-1200...1 °T—* 0

Table 3.2b. Dual Tableau for the Model III Linear Program; Cutting at end of pe-
riod.

MiHiIHiZ€Ä’0Xo
Ä

6%,,62,

Subjcctto:

I—G'0...0!—l0...0 go 00

000...—G'!00...—l ' '
000...1x00...0 6912 E—·—————————— 00-R·0...0x10...0 C° 6/°¤"
00—R·...0201...0 6% 6Pm

Ä Ä Ä Äi ÄÄ Ä · ·
000...-R·x00...1 6TCr 6T/’1<¤
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örln 2 0 i= l, ...,N 3.l4b'

6’+‘,1,+,,„,„,(,+,_,„,+6';,,, 2 6‘1>,q,+6‘+‘1,+,_, :=0, T—1; z= 1, ...,1v 3.l4c’

Equations 3.14a and 3.14c together imply that

l,_, 2 2 P,q,+6l,_H_,. r=O, ..., T- 1; i= 1, ...,N 3.15

Since the harvest area restrictions are inequalities, §,_,2 0 for all t and i. (Duality the-

ory places no restrictions on the signs of' the l,_,’s, but they turn out to be positive be-

cause of the dual constraints.) This means that }.,_,2 ö«1„,_,„,,(„,_„, and .1,,, 2 p,q, + 6.1,,.,,,

giving the recursive relation:

.l,_,2 max { 6/1,+,’,„„(,+,_„) , P,q,+ö.1,_H_l }. t=0, .. ., T- l; i= 1, ..., N 3.16

This is very similar to Equation 3.7. The only difference is that ).,_, is compared with

—p,q, + öl,+,_,, rather than p,q, + .1,,. This is because when harvesting occurs at the end of

the period, regeneration does not occur until the next period; when harvesting occurs

at the beginning of the period, cutting and regeneration occur in the same period. The

interpretation of Equation 3.16 is virtually the same as that of Equation 3.7.

Note that Cu must be at least large enough to make the second inequality in Equation

3.15 true. Thus, when ö,i,+,_,„,,,„„+,_„, < p,q, + l,„.,_,, then §,_, must be strictly positive. These

are the times when it is optimal to cut the stand if it has not already been cut. This is

consistent with the interpretation of the C,_,’S as Lagrange multipliers corresponding to

the harvest area constraints. The constraints are only binding when the entire area

should be cut. At these times the multipliers can be positive. Altematively, the right

hand inequality in Equation 3.15 could be changed to an equality and the CJS allowed
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to be positive or negative. In this case, the §,_,'s would measure the net benefit ofcutting

a stand versus letting it grow. The rule would be to cut the stand if the corresponding

C-multiplier is positive; leave the stand if the multiplier is negative. The absolute value

of the multiplier would be the cost of taking the wrong action.

It should be clear that this problem can also be set up using the Lagrange multiplier

technique to obtain the same recursive relation as Equation 3.16. The Lagrangian in this

case is
1*-1

Max A = ö'{P,q’c, — ö,l,+,[x,+, — Gx, — Rc,] — §,[c, - x,]}r=<> 3.17
The lirst-order conditions are the same as Equations 3.14a-c.

The Lagrangian multiplier approach has the very important advantage that neither the

objective function nor the constraints must be linear. For example, this would allow the

introduction of demand curves rather than prices in the objective function. However,
l

the introduction of a nonlinear objective function signilicantly complicates the solution

of the problem. This is because the dual side of the nonlinear problem cannot be solved

independently of the primal side. To see this, note that with demand curves prices de-

pend on quantities. In the linear problem, quantities depend on prices but not vice-‘

versa. This is what makes the dual of the linear problem so easy to solve. The recursive

structure is still present in the nonlinear case, but it cannot be used to solve the problem

as easily as in the linear case. _

In the next section the discrete-time optimal control approach is considered. In discrete

time, it turns out that optimal control theory is just another application of the Lagrange

multiplier approach to optirnization.
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Discrete- Time Optimal Control

Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983, 1985) have used discrete—tirne optimal control (DTOC)

theory to solve the dynamic timber supply problem. In this section, the linear models

that were solved in the previous section are formulated in the DTOC framework. One

purpose of this exercise is to show that the DTOC approach is essentially the same as

the nonlinear programming approach, and for linear problems it is the same as the linear ‘

programming approach. This should not be too surprising since in each case it is the

same problem that is being solved; the same solution should be obtained regardless of

the solution method.

The Lyon and Sedjo model is important because it shows how the timber supply model

can be solved with downward-sloping demand curves. Thus the dynamic production

process of forests on the supply side is integrated with downward-sloping demand curves

in a model of profit maximization. Downward-sloping demand curves will not be in-

cluded in the formulation of the model in this section. The purpose here is to show how

the linear model from the previous section can be formulated using DTOC. Gener-

alization of the model to include downward-sloping demand curves will be discussed

briefly at the end of the section.

The problem must still be solved for two versions
of“

the equations ofmotion. This time,

the problem where cutting occurs at the end of the period will be discussed first. This

is the form of the equations of motion used by Lyon and Sedjo. There are some differ-

ences between the formulation here and that used by Lyon and Sedjo. They define the

decision variables as the proportion of the area in an age class to be cut. The variables
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used here are the same as in the previous sections to facilitate comparison of the differ-

ent methods.*7

Cutting at the End of the Period.

Defme S,(x,, C) as the present value at time t of the forest. The state of the forest is

described by the state vector x,. The symbol C represents all future cutting decisions.

That is,

C E {Cv 3

CT-!Themaximum present value of the forest at time t is obtained when all these future

cutting decisions are chosen optimally. Denote this maximum present value by S,*(x,).

Note that C is not a variable in S,* since current and future cutting is fixed at optimal

levels.

Now, let s,(x,, c,) be the current (in time t) contribution to the present value of the forest.

For this problem,
4

N
C.<x.. C.) = P.Zq, C., = P. CC. 3-18

l=l

If the problem has a terminal time period, let S,*(xT*) equal the present value of the

forest in that period. The condition that the forest reach some ending state x,* is im-

posed. For now, the nature of this ending forest is left open. The issue of fmding the

best ending conditions is addressed in the next chapter.

*7 Equations 3.28 ~ 3.33 would have been much simpler if Lyon and Scdjo's notation had been used, how-
BVCI'.
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Now,

S,(x,, C) = s,(x,, c,) + ös,+,(x,_,_,, c,+,) + . . .
3.19

. . . + öT""sT_,(xT_,, c,-_,) + öT"'ST*(xT*).

Bellman’s principle of oprimaliry, states that an optimal policy has the property that,

whatever the initial decision is, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy

with regard to the state resulting from the initial decision. When this principle is applied,

the problem becomes:

S„*(><,) = max {s,(><„ ¤„) + öS,+i*(Gx„ + R¤„)}-
c, 3.20

This is a dynamic programming recursion relation. It can be solved to obtain the

recursion relation developed in the previous section.

In nonlinear programming format, the problem can be written:

lvgax s,(x,, c,) + ö”S,+,*(Gx, + Rc,) 3.2,

subject to

x, 2 c, 2 0.

Or

äiaät A, = P,q’c, + öS,_,_,*(Gx, + Rc,) — §,(c, — x,) 3.22I! I

The first-order and complementary slackness conditions for this problem are obtained

by applying the Kuhn-Tucker theorem:
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öA„ , d$.+¤* @4.
ac, — P,q + ÖR C, S 0 c, 0 3.23a

ÖA, ÖA,‘i= — S0 ' ·—— = 0 3.23bac! ct X! C! ac,

By the Envelope Theorem,"

45.* , 45.+1*
dx, — ÖG + C,. 3.24

Now, define
‘

dS,*Ä., =K . 3.25

Using this notation, Equations 3.23a and 3.24 may be rewritten as: _

P,q + öR'l,_,_, — C, S 0 3.23a’

l,=öG'Ä,+, +C,. 3.24'

Note the similarity between Equations 3.23a and 3.14c and between Equations 3.24 and

3.14a when this substitution is made. Equation 3.24' is an equality, but 3.14a will always

hold as an equality, too. Clearly, Equations 3.23a and 3.24 could be used to derive the

same recursive relation as was obtained in the previous section (Equation 3.16). Thus

the DTOC approach leads to the same recursive relation as the LP and Lagrangian

methods.

13 See Silberberg (1978, pp. l68·l7l) for a discussion and a derivation of the Envelope Theorem. p
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The DTOC formulation can be viewed from a slightly different perspective. Equation

3.20 could have been written as:

8,*(x,) = P,q’c,* + ö8*,_,_,(Gx, + Rc,*). 3.26

Recall that ,1, is defined as the derivative of' 8,* with respect to x,. A little care is required

when taking the derivative of Equation 3.26 with respect to x,. This is because when the

area cut equals the areaavailable, dc,_,* / dx,_, = l. Otherwise, dc,_,* / dx,_, = 0.** That is,

darf 1 :;,,,* = xt', .
1= { 3.27
dx,}

0 < XI'!

With this in mind,
i

d8,* _ 88,*
+

88,* dc,*
dx,

—
ÖX, 8c,*dx,.

=öG'1+ P +öR' 1
dx,+,

’q
dx,_,_, dx,

or

66dx:}dx:+1 ,max(l+1,N) dx:+1,1 dx:+1,m¤x(l+l ,1v) dx:

Rearranging 3.28' and using 3.27,

d8 *ö c,_,* < x,JdS,* dx:+1 ,m¤x(1+1 ,1v)1= 3.29dm
P + 6 ds,,,·· __

1 c = x:4: dxwm IJ fl

Once again, substitute in the definition of }.,_, (Equation 3.25) to obtain

1* This complication does not arise when the decision variables are defined as proportions, rather than areas.
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öl:+1,m¤x(z+1,1v) Cr,l* < xu
Ä! =

{PM! + 6*1:+1,0 c:,l* = -*:,1

This shows how the necessary conditions for the optimization problem give equations

of motion for the dual variables which move backward through time.

Equations 3.28 and 3.24 imply that

dS:+1* dc:*
§= P +öR'-l —-—.

3.31[ iq
dx:+1 dx.

This is precisely what Equation 3.23a says, with the complementary slackness condi-

tions. That is, the first-order conditions (Equation 3.23a) must hold as an equality if
c,_, > 0. They may also hold as an equality when c,_, = 0, if x,_, = 0 also. These are the

· times when dc,_,*/dx,_, = l. Otherwise, §,= 0, and the first-order conditions (Equations

-3.23a-b) will not hold as strict equalities.

The necessary conditions for optimal control problems are usually stated in terms of

maximizing a Hamiltonian. Two of the steps taken above are built into the Harniltonian;

thus the Hamiltonian can be viewed as a kind of shorthand for setting up the problem.

The Hamiltonian is:

H, = P,q’c, + öÄ.',_,_,(Gx, + Rc,) 3.32

where

dS,*Ä, 3.33
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Thus, the Hamiltonian has built into it the step where the principle of' optimality was

used and the definition of the dual variables. In optimal control theory, these dual var-

iables are usually called aajoim variables. Equation 3.30 gives a recursive definition of

the adjoint variables and is called the azäoint equaticm. lt can be verified rather easily

that the maximization of the Hamiltonian subject to the harvest area restrictions and the

nonnegativity of x, and c, gives the same first-order conditions as before.

Cutting at the Beginning of the Period

If the cut occurs at the begixming ofthe period, the DTOC solution procedure is changed

only slightly. Define

sr(Xr• 3*34

and
1*-1

S,(x,, C) = 2ö°”'s,(x,, 61,+1) + öTST*(x7·*). 3.35
·r=!

Once again, applying Bellman’s principle of optimality:

S,*(x,) = max {ös,(x,, 6,+1) + öS,+1*(x,+1)}.
i

ct+1 3.36

The Hamiltonian for this problem is

A

H, = P,+1q'c,+1 + l',+1(Gx, + Rc,+1) 3.37

where
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dSt* .
Ä, — . 3.38

This is maximized subject only to nonnegativity constraints. The first-order condition

is

öH, IK=PH_lq+Rl,+l$0. 3.39

Again, by the Envelope theorem,

dS,* A I dS,— 6G . 3.40

Or, using Equation 3.38,

A
,1, =

ä(}’,lI_H_
3.40’

Equations 3.39 and 3.40’ are the same as Equations 3.6a and 3.6c and can therefore be

used to derive the recursive relation

Thus, it has been shown that the same necessary conditions and the same recursive re-

lation can be derived for the linear timber supply model using three different approaches:

linear programming, nonlinear programming, and discrete·time optimal control. Each

of these different approaches leads to the same dynamic programming recursion relation.

This has also been done for two different versions of the equations ofmotion: one where

cutting occurs at the beginning of the period, and the other where cutting occurs at the

end of the period. ‘
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The incorporation of downward-sloping demand curves changes the formulation and the

first-order conditions of the problem only slightly. lt does, however, complicate the

computation of the solution somewhat. This is not to say that the downward-sloping

demand problem is especially hard to solve; it just isn’t as simple as the linear problem,

which can be solved very easily. With downward-sloping demand curves, the problem

is a linearly-constrained, nonlinear programming problem. It can be solved readily with

many commercial nonlinear programming software packages.

A Continuous-Time Model

In this section, the equations of motion for the simple forest are converted to a

continuous—time formulation. The continuous-time equations can be found by taking

the limit of the discrete-time equations as the time interval goes to zero. Obviously, the

distinction between cutting at the beginning of the period versus cutting at the end of

the period is meaningless in continuous time. The continuous-time equations are derived

here by considering basic conserva1ion laws. These basic conservation laws give funda-

mental rules for looking at small changes in the variables. The continuous-time

equations are derived by taking limits as these small changes go to zero.
‘

The volume equation is unchanged in continuous time: _

y = q(a) . 3.42

Define a function c(a, 1) analogous to the cut vectors c, in the previous section. The rate

at which forest area is cut in time 1 from age classes a to a + Aa is given by
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a+Aa
C(a + Aa, 1) — C(a, 1) =f c(a, 1) da 3.43

6

where C(a, 1) denotes the rate at which forests less than age a are being cut at time 1.
The rate at which wood is supplied (in units of volume per unit time) to the market in
time 1 is

w(1) =
fw

c(a, 1)q(a) da . 3.44
o

Equation 3.44 is analogous to the inner product
q’c,

in the previous sections.

Let M(a, 1) be the area of forest of age less than or equal to age a at time 1. Now define

m(a, 1) such that

G

M(a, 1) =f m(a, 1) dot . 3.45
0

The function m(a, 1) is analogous to the vector x, in the previous section.

Consider the basic conservation law: in the absence of cutting, the area of forest less

than or equal to a given age a is diminished in the period 1 to 1 + A1 by the area of forest

that becomes older than age a during that period. This is the area of forest between the

ages a — A1 and a at time 1. This can be expressed as

M(a, 1) — M(a, 1 + A1) = — (M(a — A1, 1) — M(a, 1)) . 3.46

Dividing through by A1 and taking limits as A1 goes to 0, gives

ö ö—— = — — 3.47Ö, M(a, 1) aa M(a, 1)
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or

lM(a 1)=—m(a 1). 348Ö! 7 7 '

What if harvesting is considered? Now the basic conservation law states that the area

of forest less than or equal to age a is reduced from time 1 to time 1 + A1 by the area that

grows older than aiduring that time, and is increased by the area that was older than

a — A1 but was cut. That is,

l+At ee
M(a, 1)- M(a, 1 + A1) = — (M(a — A1, 1)- M(a, 1))

+j‘

c(a, 1:) da dr. 3.49
1 a-A1

Once again, dividing through by A1 and taking limits as A1 goes to zero,

Ä M11: 1) = — —‘l
111111 1) + I°°1(11 1) da 3.50ät 1 öa 1

a
9 1

or
(

M(a 1) M(a 1)+ C(oo 1)- C(a 1). 3.50'ät 1 aa 1 I 1

Equation 3.50 is a partial differential equation defined on a 2 0 and 1 2 0. Thus initial

conditions at 1 = 0 and boundary conditions at a = 0 are needed. The initial conditions

are given by the initial age-class distribution of the.forest:

m(a, 0) = qb(a) , 3.51 .

or
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M(a, 0) = ,V¢>(a)d0t . 3.50'
0

To get the boundary conditions, consider a special case of the basic conservation law:

The area of forest less than or equal to age A1 at time 1 is equal to the total area cut

between 1 - A1 and 1. This means that

1+A1 ee
Zl{(At, 1) — M(0, 1) =

I I
c(o1, 1) da d1, 3.52

K O

or

00 .

m(0, 1)
=jA

c(a, 1) dot . 3.52'
0

Compare this with Equation 3.50, and it is evident that this is equivalent to writing

iM(o 1) = 0. 3.6361
’

From the initial conditions, M(0, 0) = 0. Thus, Equation 3.53 irnplies that

M(0, 1) = 0. 3.54

This just says that there are no acres with forests less than 0 years old. In order to solve

a problem of this sort, it will probably also be necessary to put some upper bounds on

the forest age class as was done in previous sections. That issue will not be considered

further here.

Now, let I(a) be the labor required to harvest a unit area of age a. The labor required

at time 1 for haxvesting activities can be expressed as:
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Lh(r) = 1-°°I(a)c(ot, r) da , 3.55
0

where L"(t) is the total amount of labor employed in harvesting at time z.

Introduce an inverse demand function for harvested timber:

P(1) =j"(w(r)). 3.56

Assume that df'/dr < 0. Let n' be the wage for harvesting labor. Now, an equilibrium

price trajectory would be provided by the solution to the problem:

·
I tl w(r)

I
co

maximize dr
da I) Io o 0 3.57

subject to

w(t) = ‘V°c(a, t) q(a) da
o

-Q-M(II I)= -iM(II I)+ c(„ I)- c(II I)ät 7 7 7 7

M(O, I) = O

GM(¤„ 0) =f d>(¤) da
0

Peter Berck (1976, p. 53) was right; this is a diflicult problem The primary difficulty is

the presence of the partial differential equation giving the dynamics of the age-class
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distribution. Ifa maximum principIe*‘ for problems with partial differential equations in

the constraint set has been derived, 1 am not aware of it. l

As mentioned, Heaps (1984) simplifies the problem by converting this partial differential

equation into a process with a delay. In order to do this, he shows that the oldest age

classes would be harvested first. The problem solved by Heaps is not the same as this

one. In his problem, no demand curves are included, and revenue (price) is not a func-

tion of time. Rather, revenue is a function of the age class harvested. (Since the age

class harvested varies over time, revenue is irnplicitly a function of time.) Heaps derives

a necessary condition for this problem. It is not clear how one can use Heaps' result,

however, and no discussion of the interpretation of the necessary condition is given.

Possibly, a similar simplification can be used to solve 3.57. _

Discussion

The primary accomplishment of this chapter has been to show the similarities between

the different approaches used by Berck (1976) and Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983). Berck’s

linear programming approach is more limiting because it requires that the problem be

entirely linear. However, his model is useful because it is the simplest of the dynamic

age-class timber supply models, and it shows the relationship between these models and

the harvest scheduling models. Berck also discussed the nonlinear prograrnrning ap-

proach. The nonlinear programming approach is mathematically equivalent to the

*5 The original maximum principle is due to Pontryagin et al. (1962). This was the first optimal control
theorem. Since then, other theorems which can be applied to different problems than the one solved by
Pontryagin have been published. These theorems are referred to eollectively as maximum principles.
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discrete-time optimal control approach used by Lyon and Sedjo. Lyon and Sedjo's

model is actually a linearly-constrained nonlinear programming problem. The use of

discrete-time optimal control emphasizes the recursive structure of the problem, how-

ever.

Lyon and Sedjo (1983) use a gradient method for solving their model in their first paper.

In a very interesting later (1985) paper, they demonstrate the connection between their

model and Wa1ker’s (1971) binary search model. They show that Walker ignored the

land value in his model. They also describe a solution method for their model similar

to Wa1ker's binary search approach. In fact, Walker’s ECHO algorithm provides the

first iteration for their algorithm. They refer to that solution approach as a "shooting

method" because the system is simulated forward in time iteratively until an optimal

solution is obtained. I am not sure whether their shooting method is computationally

more efficient for their model than commercial nonlinear programming software. Many

commercial packages use a reduced-gradient algorithm for solving linearly-constrained

nonlinear programming problems.

The continuous-time model remains unsolved. As mentioned, Heaps (1984) presented

a necessary condition for a similar problem, but it is not clear how his necessary condi-

tion can be used to solve this problem. This is the first time, to my knowledge, that the

equations of motion have been formulated as a partial differential equation. However,

Binkley (1987) alludes to this formulation in a footnote (footnote [6]).

The work done in this chapter provides an important foundation for the multi-sector

models presented in the next chapters. Hopefully, after dissecting the dynamic tirnber

supply models thoroughly in this chapter, it will be easier to understand how the forestry

sector model fits into the bigger picture presented by the following models. .
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CHAPTER 4: THE MULTI-SECTOR MODEL

If the Lyon and Sedjo (1982, 1983, 1985) model is accepted as a good representation of

the economic interaction of timber producers and purchasers, how can this view of tim-

ber supply be integrated with a model of the economy asa whole? This is the problem

which this dissertation addresses, and in this chapter the first step toward the con-

struction of such a model is taken.

The model presented here represents a significant extension of the Lyon and Sedjo

model. The model is expanded to include m sectors, and the objective function of the

model becomes the maxirnization of a community utility function. The nature and inter-

pretation of this aggregate utility function is discussed below, but the important point

is that the scope of the model is expanded here to include the whole economy from

production to consumption. .

The problem of finding an optimal steady state for this model is solved, and some of the

important ramifications of steady states in this context are discussed. A numerical ex-

ample of the multi-sector model is presented, along with the solution for the optimal

steady state of the example problem. The example was solved using MINOS, a com-
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mercial computer code for solving nonlinear programming problems. Finally, some rel-

atively easy generalizations of the model are discussed.

While the scope of the model presented in this chapter includes the whole economy,

many important aspects of an economy are left out. For example, the concept of a

community utility function may be too restrictive. For policy purposes or welfare anal-

ysis, the welfare of separate consumer groups may be of special interest. For trade

analysis, how can a single utility function for separate regions be justified-- particularly

if some regions are different countries? It would clearly be useful to be able to disag-

gregate the community utility function.

Another important aspect of the economy that is not adequately addressed with this

chapter's model is the treatment ofpublic goods. Since in the model utility is maxirnized

subject to the resource and technology constraints of the economy, any good that ap-

pears in the utility function will be produced as ifa perfect market for that good existed.

It is a first-best model of an economy. Note that this problem would apply to any kind

of market imperfection that may exist such as externalities and concentrations ofmarket

power; it is hard to capture within the context of a maximization model the actual be-

havior of an economy when such problems exist.

Again, there is the perfect information/perfect foresight assumption of the model. This

is perhaps the most unrealistic aspect of the model, but unfortunately, the most difficult

to relax. This shortcoming has been recognized by others:

The imperfections of the general equilibrium model as a description of eco-
nomic reality are well known to economists and in a less informed way to the
general public....Investments and roundabout methods of production are
poorly treated if the model is formulated in static terms, and any attempt to
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rectify this by a dynamic model must find a replacement for the unrealistic as-
sumption of perfect futures markets (Scarf 1984a, p. xxi).

These are, of course, only a few of the troubling sirnplifications of the model. Some of

the problems with the multi-sector model are addressed with the model presented in the

next chapter. Most will not be solved in this dissertation. The model presented here

nevertheless has value for several reasons. It gives a broad view of the role of forests in

society and provides an excellent analytical tool for studying the (normative) issues of

how these forests should be managed to provide the greatest benefit for society. The

implications of this picture are interesting and insightful. The model presented here

provides a useful framework for planning and policy analysis. It should be useful for a

range of purposes including the U.S. Forest Service planning process, regional and

community development planning, and land use modeling. Also, the model provides the

groundwork for future models which will address the issues described above more ade-

quately. This model exposes these issues, whereas they are often obscured by other

models.

Aggregate UtiI1°ty Functions

One of the more heroic assumptions behind the model presented in this chapter is that

a competitive economy can be treated as if it were a single entity acting to maximize a

single objective function. This view, however, is the mathematical equivalent of a strict

interpretation ofAdam Smith’s assertion that individuals pursuing their own gain are led

by an "invisible hand" to increase the overall welfare of society. The ”overall welfare of

society” must be given a very specific -- and not generally very acceptable -- interpreta-
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tion in this context, however. That is, that such welfare can be measured using the

community utility function.

A communig: utility function is defined as "a utility function which, when maximized

subject to an aggregate budget constraint, produces the same market demand functions

obtained by summing consumer demand functions derived from individual utility

maximization” (Katzner 1988, p. 241). The conditions under which such a utility func-

tion exists and for which the maximization of this utility function is equivalent to the

equilibrium solution to a competitive economy are the same conditions as those required

for a perfectly competitive economy, discussed in the introduction to this dissertation.*‘ .

In a later chapter, where a general equilibrium model will be solved as an equilibrium

problem, the existence and specific form of a community utility function for that prob-

lem will be demonstrated.

The community utility function can only be regarded as a measure of social welfare if

the existing distribution of income in the economy is optimal and if the assumptions of

a perfectly competitive economy are met. Only under these conditions is a community

utility function equivalent to a social weßare function. A social welfare function is inter-

preted here as an objective function for an economy which, when maximized subject to

the technology of an economy, yields an outcome that is pareto optimal and a socially

optimal income distribution. Pareto optimality requires that no individual can be made

better off without making another individual worse oflI*’ What constitutes a socially

*6 This is a fundamental result in welfare economics. For a discussion of this subject and the history of
thought behind it, see Takayama (1985, Chapter 12).

*" This includes allowing for the possibility of compensation. That is, the state of an economy is not pareto
optimal if there is a change that will make some individuals worse off} but where the gainers can afford
to compensate the losers so that all would have gained. For a more rigorous definition of pareto opti-
mality, see Katzner (1988, p. 344).
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optimal income distribution is a matter of judgement and is beyond the scope of this

dissertation."

The aggregate utility function is interpreted in this chapter as a community utility func-

tion. Thus it should not be interpreted as a measure of social welfare. However, if one

has a social welfare function at hand, clearly it could serve the purpose of an objective

function for the model. Of course, the existence of a community utility function is

predicated on the existence of individual utility functions. For the purposes of this dis-

sertation, the existence of individual utility functions is taken to be axiomatic.

The 11/[ode]

In this section, the equations of the multi—sector model are presented and discussed. The

label "multi-sector" is used to distinguish the model from the "true^’ general equilibrium

model presented in the next chapter. This chapter's model is not a "true" general equi-

librium model because more than one household cannot be modeled explicitly in this

framework.

The model was constructed starting with the dynamic, age-class model of the forestry

sector where cutting occurs at the beginning of the period. The wood produced in the

forestry sector is treated as an intermediate product used as an input in the production

of consumption goods. The other sectors of the economy are added assuming a tech-

nology similar to that used in static computable general equilibrium models.*’ That is,

*9 For a more thorough introduction to the issues of welfare economics, see Katzner (1988, Chapter ll).

*9 See, for example, Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson (1982) or Shoven and Whalley (1984).
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gross production in each sector is given by neoclassical production functions combining

the three primary factors of the economy: land, labor, and capital. Production in each

of these sectors is used to meet consumption demand and demand for intermediate in-

puts. Intermediate-input technology is the same as in input-output models.

The input-output technology assumption for intermediate inputs is made for three rea-

sons. First, many people are familiar with input-output models. The use of the input-

output technology for intermediate inputs in this model makes the relationship between

this model and the more traditional input-output models easy to recognize. Second,

input-output data are widely available. Thus the burden of specifying the model for

empirical applications is greatly reduced by tl1is assumption. Third, input-output tech-

nology can be expressed with linear functions, and the more linear the model, the easier

it is to solve. The input-output assumption can be relaxed for some products and
u

maintained for others. For those sectors where the assumption is relaxed, alternate

functional forms will require additional data for their specification.

It is common practice in models of the sort discussed ir1 this chapter to assume that in-

dividuals save some fixed proportion of their income. Rather than make such an as-

sumption, savings —- or capital formation -- is determined endogenously in the model as

a result of the utility maxirnization assumption. This approach seems more consistent

with the overall neoclassical flavor of the model. In the next chapter, some of the in-

teresting results that this approach to savings behavior leads to will be discussed.

With that overview, each of the equations of the model will now be presented. The

community utility function provides the objective function of the model. Utility is a

function of the quantity of each good consumed in each period. It is also assumed that

utility is separable across periods. That is, utility in one period does not depend on how
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much is consumed in other periods. This assumption is perhaps unrealistic, but it allows

the model to be forrnulated and solved recursively. Without this assumption, the model

would be mathematically much more complicated.

The objective is therefore to maximize the discounted present value of uti1ity:2°

Y = 2p'U(Xf,I! X;~,I!
"'7 X;‘l,I) 4'I

!=l

where

AQ, E the quantity of good i consumed in period t,

p E one over one plus the community discount rate.

Let X be the commodiry space. That is, the consumption vectors (X;_„ ,1%,, ..., X;,_,) are

elements of X. It is assumed that the utility function U satisfies the following classical

properties (Katzner 1988, Section 2.3): ·

4.la. U is continuous where fmite on X, negatively infmite where not fmite,
and has continuous second·order derivatives everywhere in the interior
of X.

4.1b. öU/öali, > 0 for i= 1, 2, ..., m for all X; in the interior 0fX.

4.1c. U is strictly quasiconcave.
n

4.1d. For any X;' and X;" in the nonnegative orthant of R"' such that
U(X;’) = U(X;"), ifX;' > 0 then X5" > 0.

Following Katzner (1988), these properties will be referred to as continuity,

differentiability, differential increasingness, strict quasi-concavity, and the boundary

29 The notation used here is summarized Appendix A. ·
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condition, respectively. These technical restrictions are required in order to assure the

existence of a utility maximum. It will be shown in the next chapter that, given this

formulation of utility, the community discount rate is determined, in the steady state at

least, by the lowest discount rate from all the individual utility functions in the economy.

For non-steady-state solutions, the community discount rate will in general vary from

period to period.

The production functions for the non-forestry sectors combine neoclassical production

functions for primary inputs and input-output technology for intermediate inputs. These

functions can be written:

16.= min tf<16.. 6,.. 461. $16,,,. 16,} 4.2.
' '

, [J al

where

LJ E gross output of good i in period 1,

L,_, E the labor used in industry i in period t,

IQ, E the capital used in industry i in period r,

MJ E the land used in industry i in period 1,

a,_, E I,eontief input-output coeflicients,

,\1_,_, E the amount of goodj used as an intermediate input in industry i inperiod 1, l
ay E input-output coeflicients giving wood use in industry i,

W], E the wood used in industry i in period z.

The functions jl are neoclassical production functions, defmed over the range Y of non-
T

negative values of L,_,, K]_„ and A/L_,, allowing for smooth substitution of the primary
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factors of production in the production process. Again, following Katzner (1988, Sec-

tion 4.1) assume that:

4.2a. _/*(0, 0, 0) = 0 andj'2 0 for all values ofy = [L,_,, I§_,, ll/L,] in Y.

4.2b. The _/* are continuous on Y and twice, continuously differentiable in
the interior of Y.

4.2c. There exists an open, connected subset D,, ofY having the origin as
a limit point, on which]; > 0, f} > 0, and j}, > 0.**

4.2d. The f* are strictly quasi·concave.

Once again, these technical requirements are made to ensure the existence ofa maximum

for the profit-maximization problem of producers.

Equation 4.2 is rather cumbersome for use in nonlinear programming applications. lt

is possible to express the production technology for this economy more simply. First,

by the assumption of productive efliciency (see p. 3), it must be true that

-**3,: =fJ(Km Ln. Mr.)- 4-3

Next, the input·output technology can be incorporated into the model with a dynamic

input-output materials balance equation:

M M

4-4
j=l j=l

where

2* Partial Iderivatives of functions will be indicated by an appropriate subscript. Thus, fi = öf*/äL,_,,
fk = äf'/ö!§,„ and fi.: = öf'/öMi.«
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AIQJH E new capital produced for sector k to be installed in period t+ l,

y,J E input-output coeflicients for new capital production,

and all other variables are previously defined. This equation introduces the technology

for producing new capital. For similar reasons to those given earlier, this is also input-

output technology. Equation 4.4 states that the amount that is required for intermediate

inputs in each of the consumption sectors and for the production of new capital must

be subtracted from the total (gross) production of each consumer good; that which re-

mains is available for consumption.

Equation 4.4 can be written in vector form:

xi = (I — A)X, — l“AK,_H 4.4'

where

X: E [Xt:. Xt,. ---„ X;..]'.

X,z-[LJ, LJ, ..., X,„J]',

AKW: E [4K:.„.:„ Al§.„„ --·. AK..„.]’„
l" E the matrix of" capital-production coefficients,

A E thematrix of Leontief input-output coefficients.

Note that capital produced for different sectors is different. The assumption here is that

the capital produced for one sector cannot be used in another sector. Another way of

putting this is to say that once capital is installed in one sector, it is "stuck” there. It is

also assumed that capital depreciates at a particular rate l — 6 each period. A different

depreciation rate for each sector could be specified easily. For simplicity, let 6 be the

same for all sectors. The capital stocks Will evolve over time according to the relation:
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1%+1 = 61%+ 41%+1- 4-5

Equation 4.5 states that the capital stock in each sector in period t + 1 equals the capital

remaining in that sector from the previous period after depreciation plus the newly in-

stalled capital (which was produced the period before). It is significant that Equation

4.5 gives each of the non-forestry sectors a dynamic element. That is, capital makes the

non-forestry sectors' profit-maximization problems dynamic optimization problems as

well.

The forest production technology is given by the equations of motion for the simple

forest discussed in Chapter 3. First, total harvest volumes must equal or exceed wood

requirements for production in the consumption goods sectors:

M
q’c,

2 4.6
J=l

where ,

cr E [GLN c2,n
••• cN,r]'v

q, E the volume ofwood per acre of forest of age i,

c,_, E the number of acres cut from age-class i in period t,

and the other variables are defined previously. Note that productive efliciency does not

require that all the wood that is harvested be used. This is because land must be cleared

before it can be transferred out of forests and into other sectors. If too much land is

forested, more wood than is needed must be harvested in order to clear the forest for

other uses.
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The equations ofmotion of the forest must be modified to allow for changes in the forest

land base. As mentioned, land must be cleared before it is transferred out of forestry.

Similarly, land entering forestry must begin in the initial age class. The net change in

land use in all other sectors is accounted for by changes in the initial forest age class.

This results in the following equations of motion for the forest:

M

Mm: = GMR: + R¢: — Z(^©,:+1 — 4*6,:)% 4-7
f=l

where

MR: E [M\,F,¢r M2J,¢• •··
MN,£r]’•

IvL_„ E the number of acres of forest in age class i in period t.

Recall that

0 0 0
1 0 0

G E 0 1 02
_ 1 0 0

01 1 NxN _

and
-

1 I 1 1
-1 0 0 0

R E 0 -1 0 0

0 0 -0 -1
^'*”

and e;·' E (1, 0,0, ..., 0) 6 R". Of course, the harvest area restrictions are still required:

ct • 4•8

That is, the area cut from each age class must be less than or equal to the area of forest

in that age class.
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Finally, the amount of labor used in each time period must be less than or equal to the

labor supply. Labor is used in each of the consumption goods sectors. It is also as-

sumed that labor is required for planting and harvesting, but no capital is required for

these activities. Thus, the labor supply constraint can be written as:

ELA, + q,iw,_,„J + l,'c, g Ä 4.9
1=1

where

I, E the amount of labor required to plant an acre of forest,

I:I,J E the amount of labor required to harvest an acre of forest in age class
i· .I

Ä E the labor force in period t.

The size of the labor force in each time period is exogenous. Also, note that no equation

of this type is required for land. The specification of Equation 4.7 ensures that the total

land use in the economy never changes.

In addition to Equations 4.1-4.9, initial conditions and non-negativity constraints will

also be needed. As stated now, the model has an infinite time horizon. This is, of

course, impractical and some kind of time horizon and terminal conditions would be

required to solve specific problems. Alternative specifications ofthe terminal conditions

will be discussed in a later section.

Table 4.1 presents the equations of the model in a nonlinear programming format. The

decision variables are Xg,, XJ, LA,, M,J, AXJ, XJ, MAJ and c, for i=1, 2, ..., m and

t = 1, 2, ..., T. The only nonlinear functions are the objective function and the
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Table 4.1. The multi-sector model.

1*-1

XL Län LL M,)
'“‘

(1)
Algtv Xltv MF,tv cr

subject to

LI}!M

M · 6)
j=l j=]

(4)

Mq’¤.
2

Z¤}’«1§,„
(5)

/=1

M

Rc: (6)
1-:1

MP,z 2 cr (7)

M

S Ä (8)
l=l

Plus .
— nonnegativity constraints

- initial conditions

- ending conditions
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neoclassical production functions for each sector. Prices and costs do not appear ex-

plicitly in the formulation. In the next section, Lagrangian multipliers are introduced _

and the first-order conditions for maximization of the objective presented. These

Lagrangian multipliers are the prices for the model. Thus, prices can be said to live on

the dual side of the model. Initial conditions, ending conditions, thelabor supply, pref-

erences (utility function parameters), and the technological parameters are exogenous to

the model.

First—Order Conditions

First-order conditions for the model are derived by constructing a Lagrangian function

and taking partial derivatives of this Lagrangian with respect to each of the decision

variables. To construct a Lagrangian function, Lagrangian multipliers are assigned to

each constraint; the product of each constraint and its respective multiplier is subtracted

from the objectivefunction. Table 4.2 lists the Lagrangian multipliers and gives their

interpretation. Table 4.3 presents the Lagrangian for the problem. As in Chapter 3,

discount factors are specifically included with the dual variables. First-order conditions

are also referred to as dual constraints.

The partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to XQ, gives the first dual

constraintzü
U

ÖA 1 d—··— = U — S O . 4.10ÖXEI P [ :,1 'il,1]

*2 Once again, the use of subscripts on function names indicates a partial derivative. Thus, U,_, = öU/öXf,.
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Table 4.2. The interpretation of the Lagrangian multipliers for the multi—sector
model.

nä, E the price of gross output from industry
i in period t.

nä, E the price of consumer good i in
period t.

nä, E the price in period t of capital used in
industry i.

nf E the labor wage in period t.
~

ng E the price of wood in period t.

Ä: E I:Ä·l,:1 12,:1 ·••1
Ä·N,t]"

,1,_, E the price of an acre of forest in age
class i in period t; ,l,_, is the price of
bare land.

C:§,_,

E the cost ofpostponing harvesting age
class i in period t (not really a price).
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Table 4.3. The Lagrangian of the multi-sector model.

1*-1
Maximize A

Ll,tv ML!
[al

AKl,:v jan MF,tv cr

·
M M

Prtlifzl/YÄ: — A21 + Zwlß,1 + ZmM§,,+1] —
f=l J-!

··

M

p'v?[2¤f’«l§,„ — •1'¢1] —
/=l

m .

Pt+lÄ:+1[MF,:+1 “ GMF,: " Rc: + Z(Ml,!+l “ 2%,:)%] "
l¤l

p‘c,t¤, -— M1,.] —

M

i=l

Subject to

- nonnegativity constraints

- initial conditions _

- ending conditions
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This equation states the familiar condition that the demand price for each consumption

good must equal the marginal utility of that good.“

The second dual constraint is given by the partial derivative of the Lagrangian with re-

spect to gross outputs:

öA
””

4 4p'[ — nl. + 111,, — Zamj,. — dfn?] S 0 · 4-11

aThisequation defines a ”gross output price". However, no market for ”gross output" is

assumed to exist; this is simply an accounting device. The technology is expressed as if

production were a IWO-Stage process: first, ”gross output" is produced using labor, capi-

tal, and land; then "gross output" is recombined in the materials balance equation to

produce capital and consumption goods. This is just a mathematically convenient way

of expressing the production technology given in Equation 4.2. Equation 4.11 states

that the accounting price of gross output of good i equals the demand price f'or good i

minus the cost of the intermediate inputs required to convert gross output to Fmal out-

put. This gross output price is used to define the value marginal product (VMP) of

primary inputs in the next three equations.

The partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to labor use in each industry and

time period determines the wage rate:

öA 1—-—-=p![r}ä,_/,‘i_,—ry,]$0. 4.12
öLl,f

*3 To simplify the exposition, the dual constraints have been discussed as if they held as equalities even
though they are (correctly) written as inequalities. Precisely when they must hold as equalities is deter-
mined by the complementary slackness conditions given in Table 4.5.
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Thus the VMP of labor in each industry in a given time period gives the wage rate for

that time period.

The partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to capital use defines the rental rate

for capital:

öA
Y= ßt[>1Ä:fi:,: — vii: + 6/%:+:] S 0- 413

1,:

The rental rate for capital in each industry equals the price of the capital in the current

period minus the discounted price of the depreciated capital in the next period. The

VMP of capital in each industry and time period must equal this rental rate. Altema-

tively, the price of capital must equal current eamings plus the discounted future value

of the capital after depreciation.

A similar equation is derived for land used in the consumption goods sectors:

u
6A "' S 0 · 4·l4

1,1

Equation 4.14 states that the VMP of land in each industry and time period must equal

the value of the land in that time period minus the discounted value of the land in the

next time period. That is, the VMP of land must equal the rental rate for land.

The partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to new capital determines the price

of new capital:

öA m
S 0 · M5
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That is, the capital price equals the capitalized cost of the intermediate inputs required

to produce the new capital.

The dual constraints relevant for the forestry sector are essentially the same as those

discussed in the previous chapter. The partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect

to the forest age-class vector is:

·ä%ä=1>”[—/1„+ßG'-1.+: '1'C1""1lpe1]S0' 4-16

Equation 4.16 is the same as Equation 3.12a except for the last term, which reflects

planting costs. In less compact notation, Equation 4.16 becomes

8A , .m=PI[“Ä1,t+pl2,:+1 '1‘C1,:"'111p]S0 4-16

and

+C 0 k23 N 416"ÖMHI
— P [ T 1:,: P max(k+1,N),t+l 1:,:] S · =

· · ···· ·

Thus Equation 4.16 states that the shadow price ofan acre in a particular age class must

be less than or equal to the compounded shadow price of that acre in the previous pe-

riod. For the second youngest age class the shadow price must be less than or equal to

the compounded shadow price of the youngest age class from the previous period plus

the compounded planting costs from the previous period. These relationships hold as

equalities as long as there are trees standing in that age class.

For the final age class k for which trees are standing, and for age classes older than that,
l

§,,_, is potentially positive. This allows Equation 4.16 to hold as a strict equality for all
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age classes even though the shadow price for an acre in age class k + 1 in period t+ 1

will probably not equal the compounded value of an acre in age-class k in period z for

those k greater than or equal to the rotation age. If this is not crystal-clear at this stage,

a graphical explanation is given below for these equations in the steady state.

The partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to the cut vector is:

6A ,
4.17

Equation 4.17 is the same as Equation 3.12c except for the" term reflecting harvest costs.

In less compact notation, Equation 4.17 becomes

8A ,
K= P!['l?‘I1: + P(41,r+1 " 4max(k+1,N),:+1) ‘ Ck.: “ ’7iIc.k] S 0 · 417

From Equation 4.16, for all age classes with positive acreage except the first,
„l,,_, = p,l,,,,,,(,,+,_,„,,_,„,, + §,,_,. With this replacement, Equation 4.17 becomes

lg: 2 vlqk + p1:,,+: — vi!„,::· 4- I7"

This equation states that the shadow price of an acre of forest is always greater than or

equal to the value of the wood minus harvest costs plus the discounted value of bare ·

land in the next period. lf any acres are cut from an age class, Equation 4.17" will hold

as an equality.

All of these first-order conditions are expressed as inequalities; when they will hold as

equalities is determined by the complementary slackness conditions. The complemen-

tary slackness conditions require that when a variable is positive, the respective partial

derivative must be strictly equal to zero. Table 4.4 lists the first-order conditions for the
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Table 4.4. The first-order conditions for the multi-sector model.

ÜA (1)
1,:

M

ÜA
EXT; = PT- vi, + vii, — zam}, — dfn?] S 0 (2)

rÖA S 0 (3)

ÖA
ölnlär-1-1] S 0 (4)

ÖA
gg.; = P‘[#1Ä1./Ä1,1 — 11,1 + PÄ1,1-1-1] S 0 (5)

6A 1 11 -1
m

4P [*11,1 — P yj,l'I],t-1] S 0 (6)
:ä

= PT- 11 + PG')~1+1 + C1 — 11i4„¢1J S 0 (7)

ÜA ,PR 1,+1 — C1 — ##11] S 0 (8)
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Table 4.5. The complementary slackness conditions for the multi—sector model.

0 (1)

M

vi. + vi. — 2¤„>1Ä„— dfn?] = 0 (2)
/=l

0 (3)

0 (4)

M¢,z[*Iäzf)4,:
‘

41,: +
P·l1,:+1] = 0 (5)

M

0 (6)
J=1

¢„’[>1?q
+ 011%,+. — C. 0 (8)
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multi-sector model, and Table 4.5 gives the corresponding complementary slackness

conditions.

The Optimal Steady State

Obviously, if the multi-sector model is to be solved numerically, a finite time horizon

must be imposed. This requires that some way of specifying terminal conditions for the

problem be given. There are a number ofways this can be done.“

First, since the discount factor p' approaches zero for larger and larger values oft, if the

time horizon is long enough, the terminal conditions will hardly matter. The primary

drawbacks of this approach are that it is hard to say what "long enough" means, and

long enough may be longer than one can afford to go given computing budgets and the

limited capabilities of current solution algorithms. Regarding the first drawback, for

age-class structure models, ”long enough" will almost always be at least two rotations

since the ending conditions directly affects the solution for one rotation prior to the

terminal period. Regarding the second drawback, the equations for just one period of

the multi-sector model may constitute a "1arge" model, and extending the time horizon

unnecessarily can be costly.

A second way to specify ending conditions is to put a value on ending stocks. The ob-

vious drawback to this approach is that the value that should be put on these ending

stocks is probably unknown. Altematively, a minimum level of ending stocks could be

required. Once again, how should these minimum levels be determined?

M For a discussion of ending conditions in a similar context, see Haight and Getz (1987).
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A third alternative is to require that the system reach the optimal steady state by the

terminal period. This approach is based on the twin assumptions that the optimal sol-

ution to the problem would approach this optimal steady state if given a very long time

horizon, and that forcing the system to reach this steady state prematurely imposes only

minor costs. The first assumption is not proven for this model, but all experience with

the model suggests that it is true. The second assumption clearly depends on how far

the initial state is from the optimal steady state. lf these assumptions are satisfied, then

this approach is probably the best way to give the model a finite time horizon. However,

one must be able to solve for this optimal steady state if the approach is to be used.

The purpose of this section is to show how this can be done.

The first step is to impose a steady state on the primal model formulation (Equations

4.1 and 4.3 - 4.9). This requires only a few minor changes. A strict interpretation of a

steady state will be imposed where all the variables must be the same in each period.

Less strict interpretations might allow cycles with regular periods and fluctuations.

First, consider the objective function. The utility function and its arguments are the

same in each period. Therefore, the utility function can be factored out and the standard

result for the sum of an infinite geometric series used to obtain:

lr =
i

U(x§„, xi., ..., x;,’,) 4.18

where the subscript s indicates a steady state variable.

Capital and forest land are the only dynamic variables in the model. lmposing a steady

state on Equation 4.5 requires that
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AI§;=(1—ö)l§_,. 4.19

This equation can be eliminated by changing Equation 4.4 to

M M

Xf;=1¥;;*ZaIJXfJ“(l*ö)2]/UK];.j=l
]¤1

Imposing a steady state on the forest changes Equation 4.7 to read

(I- G)MF,_, = Rc,. 4.21

Equation 4.21 does not ensure that the land constraint is met, so the following constraint

must be added:

M

«1"·M„ + ZM, S 4.22 n
‘

l°=I

where
4

E the land supply.

None of the other equations for the primal problem need changing for the steady state.

Note that if one stopped here and solved this problem, the community rate of time

preference would have no effect on the solution. This is because the term l/(1 # p) is

simply a constant by which the objective function is multiplied. lf this term were re-

moved completely, the solution of the problem would not change. In fact, the solution

to this problem is the optimal steady state for the special case where the interest rate is

zero (p = 1,), but not the optimal steady state ir1 general.
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The solution for the optimal steady state can be obtained by including the dual and the

complementary slackness constraints in the model formulation explicitly. This dramat- _

ically complicates the problem by adding many additional constraints, many of which

are nonlinear. However, it is possible to solve some problems of this type using com-

mercial nonlinear programming packages. The numerical example in the next section

was solved using M1NOS.’-‘ Also, the general equilibrium model presented in the next

section explicitly includes the dual and complimentary slackness constraints, so the sol-

ution of the optimal steady state problem provides a good bridge to that model.

Five of the dual constraints need modification for the steady state problem. Equation

4.13 becomes

_ ry}°,,j}l(r,—-(l—öp)r1ä,$0. 4.23 °

Thus, in the steady state the rental rate on capital is (1 — öp) times the price of capital.

The VMP of capital in each sector must equal this rental rate.

Equation 4.14 becomes

»ri,„fi:,: — (1 — ß)»li,: S 0 . 4-24

Thus, in the steady state the rental rate on land is (1 — p) times the value of bare land.

Note that the rental factor on capital is greater than that for land because capital de-

preciates but land does not.

Equation 4.15 becomes

25 MINOS stands for Modular ln-core Nonlinear Optimization System. Documentation can be found in
Murtaugh and Saunders (1983).
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M

S 0 . 4.25
/=l

Note that the cost of new capital must be capitalized for one period even in the steady

state.

Tuming to the forestry sector, Equation 4.16 becomes

—Ä,+pG'Ä,+§,—nf,Ipe, S0. · 4.26

This is equivalent to the following N equations:

Plz; S Ä-}; + Üilp °° Cl;

Pla: S A2.: “ €2.:5 4.26'
pÄ‘N,.r S ’lN—l,s ?CN—1,.r

Equation 4.17 becomes

ngq + pR'l, — C, — nilc S 0. 4.27

which is equivalent to the N equations:
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plz., + C1,2E

2 PÄ1; + 'liqzv-1 " 'liIc,N-1

PÄN,1 +C1v,1 2 Vliqzv " Vlilazv

These equations have been derived and discussed several times already from a number

of different perspectives. lt is perhaps easiest to understand their meaning in this

steady-state context because they can be explained graphically in this form. Ignoring the

C
’s,

Equations 4.26’ define an upper value for 1, through 1,,,. This is depicted by the

upper sequence of points and the dashed curve connecting them in Figure 4.1; given 1,,

15**** = p·‘(1, + ry'l,,), 15**** = p·‘(15“**) , and so on. Upon harvesting, one obtains the value

of the harvested wood minus harvest costs, and an acre of bare land is also available for

use in the next period. Thus, the quantity [p1,_,_+ rygq, — ry[I,_,,] provides a lower bound

on the value of an acre of forest in age class k. This is the interpretation of Equation

4.27 and gives the points connected by the lower dashed curve in Figure 4.1. (The bot-

tom dashed line is the present value of the bare land that will be available in the next

period.) At the rotation age, the two curves are tangent, and the value of the forest at

that age equals both the capitalized planting costs and land rent, and the net value of

the harvested timber and the bare land available for the next period. This occurs in age

class five in the figure. Given planting and harvesting costs and the price of bare land,

the price of wood can be obtained by fmding the price that gives this tangency.“ Of

course, in the multi-sector model, all of these prices and costs are solved for simultane~

ously.

26 See also the discussion of Subroutine FAUST in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.1. A graphical interpretation of the forestry dual coustraiuts for the steady
state problem.
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The curves in Figure 4.1 should be familiar to most forest economists. The upper curve

is the present value of the forest when managed on an optimal rotation. The lower curve

is the liquidation value of the forest. It should be reiterated that these curves are derived

from the special case of a steady state. The non-steady-state picture would have a sim-

ilar appearance, but would always be in a state of flux.

The C-multipliers are also illustrated in to Figure 4.1. The first four elements of the C

-vector ( C, to C, ) are all equal to zero. The fifth element, C, is equal to the difference

between
-p·‘(,1,

+ m) and pl, + mq, — 1y'I,_,. Note that this is pictured on the sixrh age-

class line. The sixth element of the C·vector is not pictured in the figure. However, from

the last equation in 4.26’, we can see that C, = (1 — p)«1,_,.

The equivalence of these conditions to the Faustmarm formula can be shown easily.

At the optimal rotation, the capitalized value of the bare land and planting costs equals

the net harvest value plus the value of bare land in the next period. Thus

R- 1 1N “<1.,.+»i.4.> =>1Z<1„—>1,/.„.+pl.,„— 4-28

Solving for ,1,,,

1 R-1 1 R -1
'l1,:=[_’fs&a+p (".gqR'°"Ic,R)](l °°p )

•Thisis the Faustmann formula in discrete time.”

Summarizing this section, the optimal steady state can be found by maximizing the ob-

jective function 4.18 subject to the primal, dual,. and complementary slackness con-

27 As mentioned in Chapter 2, Mitra and Wan (1985) also show that the optimal steady state solution for a
discrete-time dynamic timber supply model is equivalent to t.he Faustmann formula. The result derived
here is much simpler than the one found in Mitra and Wan (1985). Also, this model is slightly different
from theirs.
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Table 4.6a. The optimal steady state problem for the multi·sector model: primal
conditions.

Maxmuze Y = U(x§,,, x;„,, ..., xf„„)
Lw M: (1)

MF;1

csvsubjectto

XG; =f1(KG;, L:;„ M;) (2)

m m

XT: = XG.: · Za:)-XG.: — (1 — 6)ZYu%: ‘ (3)
j=l _]¤l

4%; = (1 — 6)%:- (4)

M

Zajßljyj. (5)
j=1

(I
_

G)MF; = Rcr”M

(8)
l=l

M

(9)
i=l
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Table 4.6b. The optimal steady state problem for the multi-sector model: dual and
complementary slackness constraints.

[U:„,—nÄ,JS0 XÄ,|I'J=0 (10)

M

[—n?,,+v§‘,—2¢1}1,—¤?#1§'JS0 «1G,,[·J=0 (11)
f=1

[#zÜ,fÄ,, — #1,] S 0 L:,,|I ‘ J = 0 (12)

[nl,f}«,—(1—öß)vÄ,JS0 !Q„,lI·J=0 (13)

S 0 (1 — ö)!Q,,[ · J = 0 (14)
!=1

[#17,,fÄ«,, — (1 — p)·1:,J S 0, MAI · J = 0 (15)

(16)

Drlq + pR'·1, — C, — #1,1,JS 0 ¢:'[ ' J = 0 (17)
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straints with the modifications discussed in this section. The entire steady state problem
E

is shown in Tables 4.6a-b. One can test whether the solution obtained is indeed the

optimal steady state. This is done by solving a T-period problem -· where T is reason-

ably large; for example, two times a typical rotation -- with the beginning and ending

states constrained to be equal to the solution believed to be the optimal steady state, and

solving for intermediate states. If one does indeed have an optimal steady state, and if

it is a stable equilibrium, then the intermediate states should all be constant and equal

to the initial and ending conditions. Of course, if the equilibrium is not stable, this will

not work, but the optimal steady state would not be a suitable ending state for the

model, anyway.

An Example

In this section a numerical example is presented along with its solution for the optimal

steady state. A typical rotation for tl1is example is five periods. An eleven-period ver-

sion of the problem was also solved to establish that the solution found is the optimal

steady state. The eleven-period version can be modified easily to solve for optimal

eleven-period transitions from initial states other than the optimal steady state.

The purpose of the example is to show that the multi-sector problem can be solved nu-

merically and to find out how difficult it is to solve such problems. Experience indicates

that the model can be solved, but that it is difficult. The example presented here is ex-

tremely simple compared with a model with sufficient detail to produce credible results

for policy analysis. However, Harberger's famous two-sector model (Harberger 1962)

was vastly more simple and still provided considerable insight. Also, only one opti-
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mization routine i(M1N0s) has been tried, and other software may be available that will

solve such problems more successfully.

The equations used in the example are presented in Table 4.7. Two consumption goods

sectors are modeled; the first is constructed to resemble an agriculture sector; the second

can be interpreted as a manufacturing sector. The oldest age class modeled is

6 (N = 6). One tenth of a unit of labor is required for each unit of forest planted in a

period. Up to .3 units of labor are required for harvesting a unit of forest, depending

on the age class. One hundred units of labor and one hundred units of land are avail-able. ·
The optimal steady state for the example is presented in Table 4.8. Not surpxisingly,

given the model coeiiicients, more labor and land are employed in agriculture, and more

capital is required for the industrial sector. The optimal rotation is five periods, and the

forest is regulated (equal area in each age class), with 6.095 units of land in each age

class. Gross production is about two times as large as consumption. As mentioned, this

solution was used for starting and ending conditions for an eleven-period model. When

this model was solved, the deviations from this steady-state solution were very small and

can probably be attributed to round-off error.

Gerzeralizations of the Model

Many simplifying assumptions have been made in constructing the multi-sector model

presented above. The most important assumptions are often the ones that are the most

difficult to relax. However, there are many ways the model can be generalized relatively
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Table 4.7. The primal equations for the example steady state problem for the multi-
sector model.

Maximize Y = 1.0,Y§_,°·5x;',°·3
Xzsv [gw Lt,s• lwi;

d (1)
A25: MF;•

csssubjectto

0.2 0.4 0.4X14 = 1-5(K1,) (L1,.) (M1,.) (2)

0.5 0.4 0.1X2, = 2-0(Kä,1) (D14) (M2;) (3)

xi; = (1.0 — 0.2)X1’1. — 0.3X2,, — (1.0 — 0.9)[0.3K1__, + 0.25K2_1.] (4)

X2; = — 0.3X1,_, + (1.0 — 0.1)X2__, — (1.0 — 0.9)[0.7K1__1. + 0.75K2_,] (5)

0.162 + 2.062 + 5.064 + 7.065 + 7.566 2 0-1XlJ + 0.5X2_, (6)

(I — G)M1„', = Rc,. (7)

M

XL1; + 0.1M1_F_1. + 0.0561 + 0•lc2 + 0.262 + 0•25C4 + 0.2966 + 0.366 $ 100 (9)
z=1 ·

M

100 (10)
i=1
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Table 4.8. The solution to the example multi-sector steady state problem.

L, = 83.69 1;;, = 0.1074

AQ, = 68.59 115, = 0.0690

X5, = 44.16 nf, = 0.2102

AQ, = 30.69 11;, = 0.1815

IQ, = 35.02 nf, = 0.2223

K,, = 46.46 nä, = 0.2206

L,, = 63.95 nf E 0.0562

L,, = 33.67

M,, = 61.44

M,, = 8.09 _

M,_,„, = 6.095 ,1,, = 0.4037
M,,„, = 6.095 ,1,, = 0.4788

M,_,, = 6.095 ,1,, = 0.5600

M,_,-, = 6.095 1,, = 0.6550

1%,,;, = 6.095 ,1,, = 0.7660

M,_,, = 0.0 ,1,, = 0.7966

6,, = 6.095 ng = 0.0625

6,, = 6,, = 6,, = 6,, = c,,= 0.0
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easily. "Relatively easy" means that the changes are easy to specify and would only

complicate the model insofar as the model size is increased.

Two generalizations can be transferred directly from the work of Lyon and Sedjo (1982,

1983). Their model allows the regeneration input to be determined endogenously. The

amount of silvicultural effort then influences the wood yield at each age. To introduce

this option into the multi-sector model, a new state vector would be introduced giving

the regeneration input corresponding to each age class. The equations ofmotion for this

new state vector are given in Lyon and Sedjo (1983). Also, an equation describing the

production technology for regeneration would have to be introduced. This equation

would describe how labor and capital (or just labor) combine to produce the regener-

ation input. Finally, Equation 4.6 would become nonlinear since the vector q would

have to be a function of the regeneration input.

Another generalization, discussed by Lyon and Sedjo (1983), is the incorporation of

different land classes. Land classes could be differentiated on the basis of soil quality,

location, accessibility, etc. In the multi-sector model, this would be accomplished by

including an age-class vector and cut vector for each land class and each time period.

That is, the forestry vectors would each be given an additional subscript reflecting the

land class. Thus the notation would be:

M,_,_, E the forest age class vector for land class z in period t,

and ‘

c,_, E a vector giving the number of acres .cut from each age class of land
class z in period t.

Aside from the subscript changes, Equations 4.7 and 4.8 would be unchanged. Equation

4.6 would be changed to
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W1

Zqäcu 2 Zaßigr, 4.30 ‘
z6Z j=1

where

q, E a vector giving the yield of wood that can be harvested from an acre
of forest growing in land class z for each age class.

and Z is the set of land classes. Sirnilarly, Equation 4.9 would be changed to

Hl

Z1., + Z[1,„.M,„_, + 1,,·c,_,] S 1., 4.31
]=1 z6Z

where the subscript changes on the labor requirements allow for possibly different

planting and harvesting costs for different land classes. Finally, the production functions

in the consumption goods sectors would have to be modified to account for the variety

of land classes available. This could be done directly or through a land aggregation

function for each sector.“

Another relatively easy generalization of the model is the introduction of different cut-

ting activities. The result of different cutting activities would be different products such

as pulpwood or firewood versus sawtimber. Equation 4.7 would be changed to read

M

MP,r+1 = GMP.: + RZ cw.: " Z(M1,1+1 ° MI,1)°1 432
wsW {sl

where

28 For a discussion of factor aggregation functions, see Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson (1982, pp. 139-141).
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c„_, E a vector giving the number of acres cut from forests in each age class
in period r using cutting activity w.

and W is the set of cutting activities. Equation 4.6 would become

M

2 2aj{„,,tg_,. 4.33
;=1

where

q„ E a vector giving the volume ofwood that can be harvested for each age
class from an acre of forest using cutting activity w,

ag, E an input-output coeflicient giving the requirements for industryj for
j

the particular type of wood product obtained with cutting activity w.

Thus the volume vector would be different for different cutting activities and each in-

dustry would have separate requirements for each type of product. There would be an

equation of the form 4.33 for each time period and type offorest product (corresponding
”to

each cutting activity).

The ideas of different cutting activities and/or regeneration inputs can be generalized to

introduce thinning in the model. This would significantly complicate the explanation

and interpretation of the model as well as greatly increase model size. Thus, the details

of how this would be done will not be discussed here. Generalization of the model to

allow thinning will provide an important area for future research. Another potential

area for generalizing the model is allowing for uneven age management of forests. The

forestry model used here bears a striking resemblance to the uneven age management

model discussed by Haight (1985) and l-laight, Brodie, and Adams (1985). Their models

can probably be incorporated directly into the multi-sector model, just as the Lyon and
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Sedjo model was. Thus, it is probably reasonable to conjecture that the inclusion of

uneven aged forests in the multi-sector model would be relatively straightforward.

lt should also be relatively straightforward to allow for greater substitution possibilities

in the model. The realism of the model would be greatly increased if more substitution

were allowed. In particular, substitution between forest and non-forest products would

be of significant interest to foresters. However, input—output coefficients are much easier

to obtain than production functions, and production functions introduce more nonline-

axities into the model.

There are, of course, many generalizations that would be useful but much harder to in-

corporate. As mentioned, the introduction of uncertainty into the model would proba-

bly increase the realism of the model. The multi-sector model can also be stated in
i

continuous time, as was done for the forestry model in the previous chapter. If the

forestry model could be solved in continuous time, it would probably be relatively easy

to extend the solution to the multi-sector model.

As the model is currently formulated, the utility function is identical in each period and

technology is constant. Different utility and production functions could be specified for

different periods, but to do this, a model of how teclmology and tastes and preferences

change over time is required. A changing labor force over time has already been in-

cluded in the model specification, but demographics are relatively easy to forecast. To

some extent, new technologies that will become operational within the next few decades

can be anticipated and built into the model. Changes in tastes and preferences, on the

other hand, are very difficult to predict. Nevertheless, these would be interesting areas

for future research.
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Many of the computable general equilibrium models developed have been used for trade

and tax policy analysis. Unfortunately, the multi-sector model is not well-suited for such

questions. The problem with using an aggregate utility function for trade models has

already been mentioned. Similarly, the impact of tax policies on different income groups

is often a central issue in tax policy analysis. More important is the way taxes and trade

policy instruments are usually imposed on an economy. AH income taxes and most

tariffs, for example, are imposed on values. The computation of values depends on ex-

plicitly modeling prices. Except in the optimal steady-state model, prices are not explicit

in the multi-sector model. Of course, the dual constraints can also be added to the

multi-period model, and this is precisely what will be done in the next chapter. Thus,

the general equilibrium model presented in the next chapter is the generalization of the

multi-sector model that will make it useful for trade and tax policy analysis.

Discussion

The multi-sector model presented in this chapter is closely related to the family of

growth models that have their roots in the Harrod-Domar growth model.” A funda-

mental difference between this model and growth models is that here, one primary factor

-- land -- is fixed and cannot grow. The steady-state growth paths for growth models

require that all factors increase at some constant rate. For land, the only feasible growth

rate is zero. Thus, the optimal steady state discussed here corresponds to the optimal

growth path in growth models.

29 For a relatively readable introduction to growth models, see Branson (1979, Chapter 2l-25). More
complete and also demanding references include Burmeister and Dobell (1970) and Takayama (1985,
Chapters 5-8).
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Both optimal growth paths and optimal steady states are fictions. Land is a fixed factor.

Land-augmenting technology increases the effective supply of land, but this is a dis-

tinctly different process than what is modeled in growth models. In those models,

technology is generally constant, and growth occurs through increases in the labor force

and capital stock. In fact, the basic notion that perpetual growth is optimal is debatable.

For example, growth models usually assume that population will grow at a constant

rate. Many people would not agree that in the long term a steadily increasing popu-

lation is desirable. is.

On the other hand, economics are seldom, if ever, observcd in steady states, and if any-

thing, change occurs more rapidly every year. The steady state is a mathematical con-

venience. As illustrated with the forcstry sector, the steady state is relatively easy to

understand. A steady state is also one context where a one·period model is consistent

with a dynamic model.

When steady states are globally stable,“° they also have an important influence on dy-

namic systems. Such globally stable steady states exert a ”pull” on the system state.

That is, the state of the unperturbed system will approach this steady state as time

passes. Thus, even though the system is not at a steady state, the steady state reveals

where the system is headed. If the parameters of the model are constantly changing, the

optimal steady state will also be moving. The actual state 'of the system will follow

along, possibly never quite catching up.

3° The stability of the steady states of dynamic systems is a complex subject. A globally assymptozically
stable steady state is one where all trajectories of the system approach the steady state. For discussions
of the stability of dynamic systems, see Boyce and Diprima (1986, Chapter 9) and Brauer and Nohel
(1968, Chapter 4-5).
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Returning to the similarities between this model and economic growth models, the

multi-sector model appears to have a tumpike property. The word "turnpike” refers to

the optimality of using a tumpike to go from one large city to another, even though the

tumpike does not necessarily follow the shortest path between the cities. In economic

growth models, the optimal growth path is like a tumpike. A growth model is said to

have a turnpike property if the optimal path between two points not on the optimal

growth path spends a greater proportion of the time in the neighborhood of the optimal

growth path as the time required to reach the ending point is increased.3*

Since the optimal steady state for the multi-sector model presented here is analogous to

the optimal growth path, the optimal steady state is the "tumpike” for this model. (The

analogy is not terribly appropriate here.) In this case, a turnpike property would require

that, if the initial conditions and ending conditions were not equal to the optimal steady

state, the optimal states for intermediate periods would approach the optimal steady

state in early periods and diverge from the path only in later periods to reach the re-

quired ending conditions. For longer time horizons, more time will be spent near the

optimal steady state. Experience with the eleven-period model indicates that for this

model this is the case (although this does not prove that the model has a tumpike

property).

In the household production models (Binkley 1987), people are assumed to derive utility

from standing forests. This idea is also considered in Hartman (1976). The utility

function in this model could also be made to include standing forests. However, this is

diflicult to interpret in the context of a community utility function. I t implies that there

is a market for standing timber -- i.e. individuals agree (in a market, as opposed to a

3* Tumpikes are related to globally assymptotic steady states. For a discussion of tumpike theorems, see
Turnovsky (1970) or Takyama (1985, Chapter 7).
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political context) to pay forest owners a fee for each acre of forest they maintain; the fee

would presumably vary over age classes. This is not likely to happen since standing

forests have many of the qualities of public goods: many people can enjoy them without

decreasing the enjoyment of others, and it is difficult to exclude people from enjoying

them if they derive enjoyment from just looking at them.

It is difficult, giventhe formulation of the model as a maximization problem, to model

how most economies actually determine the appropriate level of production for public

goods. With this formulation, any good that appears in the utility function is treated

as if a perfect market existed for that good. However, while the solution to the multi-

sector model may not reflect how markets actually work in supplying public goods, the

solution is useful because it indicates what the ideal production levels of these goods

should be to maximize the satisfaction of the members of society. (Of course, this as-

sumes that the aggregate utility function accurately reflects the desires of the members

of society and the production technology is accurately modeled.) Thus, the multi-sector

model seems to have more potential for normative rather than for positive analysis. This ‘

issue will be discussed at greater length in the next two chapters. In Chapter 7 an al-

temative forrnulation -- an equilibrium model -- will be presented. Under the assump-

tions of perfect competition, both approaches are equivalent. However, the equilibrium

approach provides a more flexible framework for modeling the actual outcomes of mar-

ket imperfections.
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CHAPTER 5: THE GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM

MODEL

The problem of disaggregating the community utility function is discussed in this chap-
U

ter. The resultant model can be considered a true dynamic general equilibrium model

because it rcptcscnts an equilibrium between rz consumers and n producers. Some level

of aggregation will always be necessary, however, and it is unlikely that the model will

ever be applied with disaggregation to the level of individuals. Thus, utility functions for

househoIds“ will be referred to rather than utility functions for individuals. In the dis-

cussion below, households are differentiated by labor skill categories. Labor from each

household is treated as a separate primary factor of production.

The model is formulated here as a maximization problem. The objective function is a

weighted sum of the utility functions of the different households for each period. These

weights are variables, determined in the solution of the problem, and are not necessarily

"optimal" in any social sense. They are determined largely by the constraints of the

31 The words shown in italics are defined in Appendix B.
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problem, and tend to reflect income. Their interpretation is discussed at greater length

below.

Once again, the problem of linding the optimal steady state for the model is discussed.

The next chapter shows how this optimal steady state problem can be solved as an

equilibrium problem, rather than as a maximization problem. The equivalence of the

two problems depends on meeting the necessary assumptions for a perfectly competitive

economy.” No attempt was made to solve the non-steady-state problem as an equilib-

rium problem. That problem has been relegated to the category of future research.

The detemiination of rates of retum on assets is much more complicated in this model

than in the multi-sector model. Equilibrium in the market for investments requires that

all assets earn the same rate of return.3‘ However, each household may have a different

rate of time preference. lt is likely that at least some households will not have the same

rate of time preference as the equilibrium rate of return on assets. The chapter begins

—with a look at the individual household's savings decision. This provides a basis for
I

understanding the market for assets.

The disaggregation of the consumption side of the model requires that budget con-

straints be modeled explicitly. For the multi·sector model, the budget constraint for the

economy is automatically satisfied. When he utility function is disaggregated, however,

it becomes necessary to ensure that each household lives within its budget constraint.

Budget constraints are functions of prices and quantities. Thus, prices must be modeled _

explicitly. This is done by including the first-order conditions, or "dual constraints”, and

33 Again, see Takayama (1985, Chapter 12) for a discussion on the equivalence of pareto optimality and the
outcome of equilibrium in a perfectly competitive economy.

3* This would not be required in a stochastic model with some risk·averse households.
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the complementary slackness conditions explicitly in the model formulation, as was done

in the optimal steady state problem in the previous chapter.

Since the dual constraints are part of the model formulation, the distinction between

"dual” and "primal" constraints becomes blurred. This nomenclature is used here, how-

ever, because it is a useful distinction. Thus, equations that determine real quantities

are referred to as ”primal constraints", and those determining prices are referred to as

"dual constraints". The budget constraints do not fit neatly into either of these catego-

ries, so they are placed in a category of their own.

lt is assumed that primary factors earn the value of their marginal products (VMP).

Given this assumption, matters are greatly simplilied by assuming that all production

functions are constant returns to scale.” This ensures that factor payments equal reven-
i

ues. The assumption of a perfectly competitive economy is also much more plausible

with constant-returns-to-scale production functions. These assumptions greatly simplify

the problem, but considerable work has been done on relaxing them in similar contexts.

Relaxing these assumptions in this context would be an interesting area for future re-

search.

Modeling budget constraints requires accounting for the ownership of the factors of

production. Of course, each household’s income includes the return to its corresponding

labor type. Modeling the ownership and income from assets is a bit more complicated.

There are m + 2 assets in this economy: capital for each of the m consumption-goods

sectors, land, and trees. Since all assets must eam the same rate of retum and because

15 A production function exhibits constant returns to scale if and only if it is homogeneous of degree one in
the inputs. That is, if and only ifwhen inputs are all increased or decreased by a constant factor, output
is also increased or decreased by that amount.
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in this model households invest only to earn future income, households will be indiffer-

ent between alternative allocations of their investments. That is, they will not care

whether they own a hundred dollars worth of capital in sector one or one hundred dol-

lars worth of forests (land plus trees). Since individual asset portfolios are indeterminate,

all assets are grouped together and households own shares of the total asset portfolio.

In the optimal steady state, only the household or group of households with the lowest

rate of time preference will own positive shares in thejasset portfolio. If more than one

household belongs to this group, the division of the asset. stock between them is inde-

terminate without reference to the historical trajectory ofthe system as it approaches the

optimal steady state. If these results seem unrealistic, recall that it has already been

recognized that even the concept of a steady state is a fiction. The results are useful if

they generate insights into the nature of the true system. Obvious departures from ob-

servation reflect on the validity of the assumptions of the model and may indicate which

assumptions should be relaxed or abandoned in future research.

The general equilibrium model specified in this chapter is a much more complicated

nonlinear programming problem than the multi-sector model discussed in Chapter 4.

Many of the dual constraints and all the complementary slackness conditions are non-

linear. The budget constraints also are nonlinear. Solving for the weights in the objec-

tive function is an additional complication. Even a simple two-household, two-sector

steady state example problem proved to be unsolvable using MINOS. Obtaining sol-

utions to nonlinear prograrnrning problems is as much an art as a science, given current

teclmology, and perhaps a more knowledgeable MINOS user would have had greater

success. lt is also possible that other nonlinear optimization software packages will
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prove to be more robust in finding solutions to problems of this type. It is clear, how-

ever, that problems of this type are difficult to solve.

In the next chapter, a computer program will be discussed which finds solutions to the

optimal steady state problem using an equilibrium approach. The equilibrium approach

is more promising than the optimization approach for a variety of reasons. However,

it is useful to understand both perspectives and the relationship between them.

A Single HousehoId’s Consumption Problem

In this section, a single household’s savings decision will be considered in a two-period

model where investments may not earn the same rate of retum as the household’s rate

of time preference. The results from this section help clarify how the investment market

works in the general equilibrium model.

Consider the problem“ .

m¤>dmiz¤ U(Xi,1» X;,I)+phU(X;,l• Xi;)
51Xgv S °

subject to ·
‘

Zpnxär S Yi — S
[=l

2
S Y2 + P-IS

l=l

36 The notation used here is summarized in Appendix A.
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where

A Ai, E the quantity of good i consumed in period 1,

P,_, E the the price of the i'^ good in period 1,

S E savings from period 1,

Y] E exogenous income from period 1,

p,, E one over one plus the household rate of time preference,

p E one over one plus the rate of return for investments (savings).

The U's denote utility functions with the classical properties discussed in Chapter 4.

Assume that savings must be nonnegative. The Lagrangian for this problem is .
2

A = U(X€,1» XS,1) +P1U(X§,1• Xi:) —#1[2P1,1XZ1 — Y1 +8]
2 1=1 5.2

‘ #2[ZP1,2Xf,2 ' Y2 ‘ PAS]
l=]

where the ;,1,'s are the multipliers corresponding to the budget constraints.

The first-order andcomplementary slackness conditions for this problem are:

öA 8A——=U — P $0 x‘ —=0 5.3ÖXZI 1,1 #1 1,1 1,1 ax:]

6A öA= U - P 0
x‘ — = 0 5.4ÜXZZ P11 1,2 #2 1,2 S 1,2

5.5

Equations 5.3 - 5.5 imply that, when savings and consumption of both goods in both

periods are all positive, then
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ml -1 -1
(L2

u =ßp 5-6‘ P1; 2 '* P1;

This gives a relationship between the ratios of the marginal utilities of goods to their

prices for consecutive periods. That is, for those goods that are consumed, and if savings

are positive:

U1; _p P-; U1;+1 56,
P1.1 ‘ h 1*1;+; · .

—The size of the factor p,,p·‘ is determined by the relationship between the rate of return

on savings and the rate of time preference. Let r denote the rate of return on savings

and r,, the rate of time preference. Then

> 1 ifr > Th

php_l{ = 1 ifr = rh ' 5.7

< 1 ifr < rh.
5

If prices are constant and savings are assumed to be positive, some inferences can be

drawn about trends in consumption for each household from Equations 5.6 and 5.7.

When the term p,,p·‘ is greater than one, then Equation 5.6' implies that marginal utility

is declining for all goods consumed in positive quantities by this household. Similarly,

when p,,p·' is less than one, marginal utility must be increasing. From the assumptions

about utility, marginal utility declines when consumption increases, and vice versa.

Thus, when p,,p·‘ is greater than one, overall consumption must increase, and when

p,,p·‘ is less than one, overall consumption must decrease. With constant prices and

positive savings, therefore, households with rates of time preference below the equilib-
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rium rate of return on assets will be increasing their consumption over time, and

households with rates of time preference greater than the equilibrium rate of return will

be consuming decreasing quantities.

If an additional assumption of stable income from sources other than investment is

added, this implies that savings will only be positive for those households with rates of

time preference lower than the equilibrium rate of return. This is because with stable

incomes from other sources and increased incomes from investments, consumption must

increase. Households cannot save and decrease their consumption at the same time

under these assumptions, so households with high rates of time preference cannot be

saving.
i

ln models with deprcciation, such as the models in this dissertation, some household’s

savings must be positive to maintain even a constant level of consumption in the econ-

omy. In the steady state for these models, the equilibrium rate of return must equal the

minimum rate of retum for all households. If some household's rate of time preference

were lower than the equilibrium rate of return, the first-order conditions would require

increasing consumption for that household. This would be a contradiction of the as-

sumption that the economy is in a steady state. Also, as discussed above, no households

with rates of time preference greater than this equilibrium rate could be saving, because

that would imply that their consumption must be increasing. Again, this would contra-

dict the steady state assumption. Thus, in the steady state, the equilibrium rate of retum

will equal the minimum rate of time preference, and only those households with this rate

of time preference will save or own any assets. They will invest at the rate necessary to

maintain the steady state capital stock.
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If negative savings (borrowing) are aHowed, then the first-order condition 5.5 will always

hold as a strict equality. This would condemn those households whose rates of time

preference are greater than the prevailing rate of retum to perpetually declining con-

sumption levels. The only steady state for those households would be zero consumption.

For this reason, it is assumed that households can invest only positive amounts or divest

their savings, but they cannot borrow against future income.

What do these results mean for the general equilibrium model? First, consider the de-

terrnination of the prevailing rate of retum. The relationships discussed in this section

determine a supply-of-savings function. Equation 5.6’ is relevant for all households with

positive investments or with asset stocks to divest. Increasing interest rates would in-

duce more and more households to invest as the interest rate moves above their rate of

time preference. For those households who invest, higher interest rates induce them to

shift greater amounts of consumption to future periods. Thus higher interest rates will

induce greater savings and a greater investment supply;

There is also a demand for investment resources. Capital in each industry earns the

value of its marginal product. This return must equal the cost ofmaintaining the capital

or the capital will be allowed to depreciate away (no new investment). But the cost of

maintaining the capital depends on the interest rate. Higher interest rates raise the cost

of maintaining capital and thus reduce the demand for new investments.

The prevailing interest rate, investment rate, and capital stocks in this economy are de-

termined by equilibrium between the supply of savings and the demand for investment

resources. If the initial equilibrium rate of return is above the minimum rate of time

preference, then this rate must fall as the economy approaches the steady state. In order

for this to happen, the total capital stock in the economy must increase. As the capital
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stock grows, the interest rate will decline because of the diminishing marginal produc-

tivity of the capital. In this situation, some households will amass fortunes while the

interest rate is relatively high and then divest these fortunes when the interest rate falls

below their rate of time preference. Eventually, the interest rate will fall to equal the

lowest rate of time preference for all households. When this occurs, the household or

group of households with this lowest rate will continue to invest only enough to replace

depreciated capital. This will be characteristic of the steady state.

The Mode]

Considering the length of the discussion leading up to this section, the formulation of
A

the general equilibrium model is surprisingly similar to the multi-sector model. The four

primary changes are the changes in the objective function, the addition of labor aggre-

gation functions, the addition of the budget constraints, and the addition of equations

tracking the ownership of the capital stock. The notation changes very little from the

previous chapter; subscript and superscript h's dilferentiate among households. Again,

the notation is summarized in Appendix A. There are H households.

The Objective Function

The objective function for the general equilibrium model is:

oo H
A

Y = ZZ«»„„.p2v"<Xi,.,.. X;„.,„ ---. «Yi„,„,.> @8
I=lh=l
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where

.11%,, E the quantity of good i consumed by the
h“*

household in period 1,
p,_

E one over one plus the rate of time preference for the
h*‘

household,

w,,_, E the weight given to the h** household in period t.

The utility function for each household is assumed to have the classical properties of

continuity and differentiability, dilferential increasingness, strict quasi-concavity, and the

boundary condition, as discussed in the previous chapter and in Katzner (1988, p.44).

The weights reflect two requirements. First, for a given household, the ratio of the price

of each good to the marginal utility of that good must be equal for all goods consumed.

The weight for a given household and time period equals this ratio with an adjustment

for the differences between the historical rates of return and the rate of time preference

for that household. That is,

vii p'.r 11(UM = "gfr . 5.9"‘ HP.
*t=1

where

mf, E the competitive price of consumer good i in period t.
i

p,E one over one plus the equilibrium rate of return on assets for the
economy in period 1.

Equation 5.9 must hold for all ie C,,, where C,, is the set of goods that is consumed in

positive amounts by the /1** household in period t. This relationship follows directly from

the dual constraints that are discussed below. The second condition that is reflected in

the weights is income. Note that households with higher income will be able in general
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to consume more than lower-income households. This means that theseweightstend

to be larger for higher-income households?

Normalization

The weights in Equation 5.8 are variables, to be solved for in the solution of the prob-

lem. However, the objective function can take on arbitrarily large or small values for

any given consumption vector by simply ir1creasing or decreasing all the weights by the

same factor. Thus, some kind of normalization is required.

Two obvious normalizations are to constrain the sum of the weights to equal one, or to

set one weight equal to one. Also, since Equation 5.9 must hold for all households and

products, the prices of consumer goods can be normalized rather than the weights. This

is the more traditional normalization, and is accomplished with the restriction that

M2,,;} = 1 5.10
f=l

for t= 1, 2, 3, ..., T.
_

37 This need not be precisely true since utility functions are invariant under monotonically increasing tran-
sformations. Still, the tendency is for larger weights to accompany larger incomes, and this interpretation
of the weights is useful. For the purposes of the models here, once a utility function is determined, ap-
plying a transformation changes the problem in the sense that the weights that solve the problem are
changed. Nothing else will be changed. Note that tl1is is different from the assumption that tastes and
preferences do not change over time.
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The Primal Constraints

The gross production functions are unchanged except for the interpretation of the labor ‘

input. Thus gross production is given by

A11 =fJ (l§,„ L1,„ Mt,) 5·11

where

X1, E gross output of good i in period 1,
L,_, E the aggregate labor input for industry i in period 1,

IQ, E the capital used in industry i in period 1,

MJ E the land (acres) used in industry i in period 1.

Here, L,_,‘ is an aggregate labor input. This aggregate is given by

5-12

where

L,_,,_,E the amount of labor input from household h employed in the i'*
consumer-good industry in period 1.

The labor aggregation functions are neoclassical production functions with the same

properties as the gross production functions -- including constant retums to scale.

The materials balance equation for the general equilibrium model changes only slightly:

H m m

5-13
h=] j=ll j=l

where
a,_, E Leontief input-output coeflicients,
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y,_, E input-output coefficients for new capital production,

AI<}_,+, E new capital produced for sector k to be installed in period t + I,

and all other variables are previously defined.

The capital dynamics equation is unchanged:

1%+1 = 61% + 61%+1 544

where

6 E the proportion of capital remaining after one period of depreciation,

and all other variables are previously defined.

Also, the forest sector equations are unchanged:

M

q'c, 2 Za,",1g_, 6. I5
/==l

where

ay E input-output coefficient for wood use in industry j,

<1' E [<1„q„cr
E [Cm! c2.n

•'• cN,r]’•

q, E the volume ofwood per acre of forest of age i,
c,_, E the number of acres cut from age-class i in period t.

Also,
u

M

5-16
l=I
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where

MF.: E [!W1.F.rv ‘w2.F,:» lwN.F.:]’r

11/LF', E the number of acres of forest in age class i in period t.

Again, recall that

0 0 0
1 0 0

G E 0 1 O"

1 0 0
01 1

^"‘^’

and

1 1 1 1
-1 0 0 0

RE 0-1 0 0

0 0
no

J1 ^’*”

and eq·’ E (1,0, 0,..., 0) 6 R^. Of course,

MF', 2 c,. . 5.17

Aggregation functions are needed for planting and harvesting labor. For planting labor,

5.18

where
L,,_,,_, E the amount of labor input from household h employed in planting

trees in period r,

I, E the amount of aggregate labor services required to plant an acre of
trees.

For harvesting labor,
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lclcr = gC(Lc,1,1¤ Lc,2,r» ···• Lc,H,t)
4

5-19

where

L„,,_, E the amount of labor input from household h employed in harvesting
trees in period t,

le,
[Il,c9 [2,:9 "'

IN,c]’!

L, E the amount of aggregate labor services required to harvest an acre of
forest of age class i.

There is also a labor supply constraint for each householdz

l==l

where

1: E the labor force in period t.

The Dual Constraints

The dual constraints are constructed as if Equation 5.8 were maximized subject to the

constraints 5.11 · 5.20, and as if the weights were given as parameters, rather than as

variables. The Lagrangian for this problem is given in Table 5.1, and the descriptions

of the dual variables are given in Table 5.2. Once again, the dual variables are presented

with the implicit discount factors explicitly factored Out. This aids in interpreting the

equations. Note that the equilibrium tatß ofretum may vary from period to period. (As

discussed earlier, it will decline if assets are being accumulated in the economy.)
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Table 5.1. The Lagrangian function used to identify the dual constraints for the
general equilibrium model.

oo H ·

Maximizc A
Lprhrt,1

r=l

I 1
1

‘r=l

H m m ·

’l£11—IP«[ZXf,h,1 " X1,1 + ZWÄ; + Zyl,/AK],l+l]
”

¢=1 h=1 1-1 }=1

k 1
·1,,,I'[1».m,,., — Ln, —— MQ,1+1]—

1:1

[ M

»1:'l'[1».tZ«,"¤6,, — ·1'¤,1 —

T=l1+1 M

*11+11-[P1[M1=,1+1 " GMF,1 " R°1 + Z(A’Ö,1+1 “ 1%,1)*1] ‘
1'=2 lg]

1

C1HP1[c1 " MF,I] “
1=l

1
LM,. LM,,,11—

r=l

1

1=l

[ Pfl

»1£.,,l“[1»,tZL,,,,, + Lp,11,1+ LM, — L,.,,1
v=l 1:1

Subject to
— nonncgativity constraints
- initial conditions
- ending conditions
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Table 5.2. The interpretation of the Lagrangian multipliers for the general equilib-
rium model.

1;;_, E the price of gross output from industry i
in period t. A

1;;f, E the price of consumer good i in period t.

1;{j, E the price in period t of capital used in
industry i.

1;{_, E the cost per unit of the aggregate labor
input in period t for industry i.

1;!,_, E the labor wage for labor from household h
in period t. _

1;; E the price of wood in period t.

1;; E the cost for a unit of planting services
in period t.

1;; E the cost for a unit of harvesting (cutting)
services in period t.

lr E I:Ä·l,n /12,:1 ·••1
Ä·N,:]’•

).,_, E the price of an acre of forest in age class i
in period t. „l,_, is the price of
bare land.

E the cost of postponing harvesting age class
i in period t (not really a price).
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The problem shown in Table 5.1 is not the general equilibrium model. However, the

solution to the general equilibrium problem would also solve the problem in Table 5.1

if the weights given were the correct weights for the general equilibrium problem.

The first dual constraint is obtained by taking the partial of the Lagrangian in Table 5.1

with respect to the consumption variables:

öA 1. ' 6 S 0 · 5-21 .Ü i,h,! 1:1

This equation (together with complementary slackness requirements) demonstrates the

result given in Equation 5.9.

Once again, the partial of the Lagrangian with respect to gross output levels defmes the

price of gross output. This equation is basically unchanged from Chapter 4:

8A ' · m
EYE? = 1'Ip.t

— wir + nä, — Zwzjß — dfn?] S 0— 5-22
¤

T=]Thepartial of the Lagrangian with respect to the aggregate labor input variables defines

the wage for the aggregate labor input for each industry and time period:

6 '
”

;§= 1“[p.t6i.1i,,—»£,.1 so- 523
lv! 1=l

The partial of the Lagrangian with respect to the labor input from each household in

each industry and time period defmes the wage for that household's labor:
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8A ' S 0 · 5-24
J ·r=l

Similarly, the marginal value products of labor used in planting and harvesting must

equal the wage rate for that type of labor:

8A
’

73; = HP-EÜEÄ,1 — vi,-] S 0 5-25
P- ·r=l

and

6A
[

1ä'?= Hß,[wÜgÄ,1 — *1;-,1] S 0 - 5-26
cr 1:]

The rental rate on capital is given by the partial of the Lagrangian with respect to the

capital stock in each sector:

6A ' 0
· 5-27

• 1:1

The price of new capital is given by the partial of the Lagrangian with respect to new

capital construction:

öA ' M
ßilxvjyzji,.-J S 0 - 5.28

lr! ‘l'=] _/:1
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The rental rate for land is given by the partial of the Lagrangian with respect to land

use in each of the consumer-goods industries:

öA
’

ÖMII
= IIP«['7ärJAM,: “ ’{l,t + pt+lÄ'l,t+I] S 0- 5-29

·
·r=l

The last two dual constraints should be farniliar by now. They determine the optimal

harvest age and give the value of forest land in each age class:

I

%= Hp,[ — 1, + p,,,G·1,,, -1-c, — r1{'ge,]$ o, 5.30
FJ ·r=I

and

8A
‘

, ‘
-5;;- 1'Ip.t«?q + p,.,R 1,+, -6,- nim s 0- 5,31

-r=l

The Budget Constraint

Before presenting the budget constraint, it is convenient to first derive expressions _for

the income from the total asset portfolio, the value of the assct portfolio, and the way

shares for each household are calculated for each period.

Capital and land used in the consumption goods industries cam their marginal value

products. Income from forest rent equals the value of wood sold minus the cost of

harvesting and planting for that period. Thus, the income from all assets for a given

period is given by:
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I

¤z 532
1:1

where

7Z, E the total factor returns for all assets: capital, land, and forests in pe-
riod t.

Note that the quantity of wood harvested may be less than the quantity sold, but if this

happens, 1;; will equal zero, and the equation will still be correct.

The value of the portfolio is equal to the sum over assets of the price times the quantity

for each asset. That is:

- MMls]

lll

where

KE the value of the total asset portfolio of capital, land, and forests in
period t.

Household’s shares in the total asset portfolio change according to the rule

H
I

V!+l

Vl+lwhere

s,,_„ E the share of the total asset portfolio belonging to household h in pe- ‘
riod r,

I,,_, E the value of new investment from household h in period t.
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Equation 5.34 can be explained as follows: Each household's share is first reduced by

the proportion of total new investment to the value of the portfolio; then the house-

hold's share in the new investment is added back into its share of the portfolio. Note

that investment in time period 1 is used to pay for capital that will be installed in period

1 + l. Thus, investment in period 1 only affects shares in returns for period 1 + l. It is

easy to verify that if the sum ef the shares is one in period 1, it must still equal one in

period 1 + 1. Also, note that if no new investment is made in time period 1, the shares

remain the same in time period 1 + 1.

New investment funds are invested in new capital to be installed in the next period.

Thus,

H m

Z1„,.=»...Z«.,...A&,„... 5-35
h=l l=]

The discount factor can be explained with reference to Equation 5.28. New investment

pays for the intermediate goods used to produce the new capital. The cost of these

intermediate goods equals the discount factor for the next period times the price of the

capital in the next period.

With these auxiliary equations, the budget constraint can now be written:

M

1 — 11
,,h,1Lh,1 + sh,t"1 = Z,,l,I‘Xf,h,} + Ih,}

'l°=l
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The budget constraint requires that income must equal expenditures. Income comes

from labor and shares in the asset stock. Expenditures are made on consumption and

investment.

This completes the speciiication of the dynamic general equilibrium model. All the

equations of the model are presented together in Tables 5.3a-c.

The Optimal Steady State

The dynamic general equilibrium model can be converted into a steady state problem

with changes analogous to the changes that were made with the multi-sector model.

Only the changes in the budget constraint and related equations are new, and only the

changes in those equations are discussed here. The entire steady state general equilib-

rium model is presented in Tables 5.4a-b.

The budget constraint equations can be simplilied dramatically for the steady state

problem. First, shares do not change in the steady state, so no equation like Equation

5.34 is required. Equations 5.33 and 5.35 are really just accounting equations to simplify

Equation 5.34, so they too can be dropped;

In the steady state, investments occur at just the level required to olfset depreciation of

the capital stock. Each household's investment must equal its share times the total

necessary investment. Thus, the budget constraint can be written as
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Table 5.3a. The general equilibrium model: primal constraints.

oo H
I

Maximiß Y

(1)In Lv Ln Ft! ct

ninja"Lv

Ätv Cu wh,!• pt

subject to

(2)

LL! = gl(Ll,l,!v l’Z,Lt¤ •·•v LH,l,!) (3)

H m m

(4)
h=l j=l /-1

(5)
M

2 (6)
/=l

M

Mm) = GM;) + RQ — Z(Mi„+1 — Ml,t)el (7)
l=l

MF,z 2 cr (8)

(9)

lc,cr = gc(Lc,l,!v Lc,2,:• •••• Lc,H,!) (10)

M

ZLM', + LM, + LM, S (11)
[-1

Plus

- nonnegativity constraints
- initial conditions
- ending conditions
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Table 5.3b. The general equilibrium model: budget and related constraints.

m
7:: = 277;;:E/:ln,:M!,: '1’g,:Kl,:] '1' *7:11],17: “

77i,M
1,F,:
‘ 77: :c'c: (12)

i=l

m m
V: = Ä‘!'MF,t '1' *11,:21%,1 + Z77f:KT,: (13)

_ l=l i=l

H
ZIM

I
~*nm=Sn: 1-ll +-Ä (14)1 ’

Vt+l 7/:+1

H m

cm
h=l l==l

m
‘1' ‘1'

Ih,t (16)
I=l
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Table 5.3c. The general equilibrium model: dual constraints.

MZ~§€„=¤
1171

l‘=l

1 h
I

dwh,[ph IÜ,1 " I-IPJI1,1 S 0 (18)
1'=l

[ M

Hp„[ - vi, + vi', — Zayvjß — am?] S 0 (19)
·r=l j=]

I
11'[p,11i,/Z.„- 11,,1 S 0 120)

1'=l

1 1 1 S 0 (21)
‘t=l

I
1]__I1>„[>1‘Y8€,1 — 111,1] S 0 0 (22)

·r=l

1 S 0 (23)
‘r=l

I
11 11 1241

r=l 4

[ M

1251
¢=l j=1

1
Hprüllslt/f\·I,! S 0 (26)
1'=l

I

Hp1[ ' Ä: + pt+lG’Ä'1+l + C1 “ Wféeell S 0 (27)
‘r=l

1
1281

‘r=l

Plus
- complcmentary slackness constraints
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Table 5.4a. The optimal steady state for the general equilibrium model: primal con-
straints.

H

Maximize Y =Zw„;Uh(Xf_,,;,X§',„;, ...,Xf„J,;)
XX/rm L1,/ww Lp./w Lv./¤„sM1„r

h=‘

cs

"h;e trg: ,1:

"l;e nge Äge Cge wh;

subject to

A1; =fl(&,g¤ Ll;e(wi;)LI;

= g[(Ll,l,sv Ll,2,:r •'•v LLH,.1') (3)

H m m

ZA¢,.,„=¤6„„—Z«„A9„—<1 -6)},,16, (4)
h=l ]=l jl]

MQ, = (1 (5)
M

<1'¢„ = 2¤f'«1§,„ (6)
/-1

_ (1 — G)Mp,„ = R¢„ (7)
MF; 2 C; ,

(9)

lC'c_, = ..., LCH;) (10)

M

ZL,_,,;+Lp_,,;+LC_),;$L,_, (ll)
lu]

M

d"'MF;+2A/L;$1Z
‘

(12)
z=1

Plus

- normegativity constraints
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Table 5.4b. The optimal steady state for the general equilibrium model: dual and
budget constraints.

M

(13)
l=l

M M

iv? = (1 — 1¤,)[·1,M;,, + 11,,2%,, + ö2#1i°,,!§,,] (14)
l=l l=l

MZ«;’,=¤ (15)
i=l

«»„,v£,=«$f„ (16)
M

—>1€,,+#1Ä,—Z<=m}",,— ¤?>1€S0 (17)
!=1

· *11:,/),,,-*11,,5 0 (18) (

1 1 1"l,sgh„\‘ ‘
7111: S 0 (19)

n€g£,„—·15.„S° (20)

vigä; — #11,,, S 0 (21)

#1),,/},1 — (1 — 619,)*111,: S 0 (22)

771; “ 9:12)*),1*17,, S 0 (23)
/=1

ni;/11, ·· (1 — p,)·11,¤ S 0 (24)

— 1, + 1>,G’l, + C, — vie, s 0 (25)

>1§'q + ß,R'·1, — C, — r1S1, S 0 (26)
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m
I * d '

’l=l

where

Ä E the total investment necessary to replace depreciated capital.

The terms in Equation 5.37 can be combined to obtain:

m
I *' d

”

f=]

where

1:;- E the net income in the steady state from the total asset stock after de-
preciation.

The equation for net income from all assets can be greatly simplified in the steady state,

but it takes some work. From Equation 5.32 and the definition of 1:;- given irnplicitly by

Equations 5.37 and 5.37',

M M M

Ic
Enißjtljßßjl=l

l=l

l=IThefirst term is the land rental; the second is the capital rental; the third is the necessary

investment level; and the last three terms are the net income from forest management.

From Equation 5.29,
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M M

Zv?,„fÜ„,.Mr,1 = (1 — /6.)/1¤„ZM„· 5-39
i=l i=l

From Equation 5.27,

MM1:1

z=1

This result can be used to combine the terms giving the retum to capital and the required

capital investment. Thus,

M M M

(1 — ö)Z~ÄJQ,- = [(1 - öß;) — (1 — ö)]2•ri°,J§,1
:=1 ::1 m 1-1 5-41

= 60 - p.>Z«ä.&„.-
I:]

Finally, the income from the forest must equal the necessary rent from the forest. That

is,

R
[(1 — ß„)Z·1;,„]¢R,- 5-42

J=·1

where subscript and superscript R' s indicalte the optimal rotation age. Assume that in

the steady state only one age-class is harvested. lt is possible that the second-oldest age

class could be partially harvested, but this is very unlikely. A similar version ofEquation

5.42 could be proven for that case.
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To show that Equation 5.42 is true, recall that3°

ll,-1* = ll:

,13; = p§2[ry‘§Ip + 1,;] 5.43.1

Adding these equations together,

12 12-1 12-1
21,,, - ,1,,Zp;’ + ,;§1,Zp;‘. 5.4:.2
l=l i=O l=l

Substituting the expression for ,1,; given by the Faustmann formula (Equation 4.29) into

Equation 5.43.2 gives: .

12-1
-112 [ZP: ;| 12-1

21,,-%t1»i"‘<·1;'«1„—·1§1„,,>-·1f.’4,1+·1f:4,Z1»:‘- 5-43-3
1-1 (1 - P:) 1-1

Multiply through by 1 — p,, and note that3’

1-12 -12
1-R R1-P: -1 1-0 1--1 _ P: ‘P: _ 1-12 l"'P: _ 1-12 5434pr

=—lE_-_p-‘° °i?”p ‘ ‘ ‘
1-}): 1=0 1-ps 1-10: 1-ps

3* Or, see Equations 4.26’ and the discussion that follows.

33 The key to understanding this expression and Equation 5.43.6 is to note t.hat many of the terms in the two
SUIIIITIBÜOIIS cancel.
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Substitute Equation 5.43.4 into Equation 5.43.3. Note that the terms
p§·‘

and p}·'<

cancel. Also, collect the terms including 1151,,. This yields the expression:

12 1-12
(1 5-43-5

1-1 z„1

Now, note that
‘

· 12-1 12-1 12
1- 6-43-6

i=] l=l i=0

Thus, the terms in the bracket in Equation 5.43.5 collapse, allowing that expression to

be simplilied to:

R .
(1 — 1>,)Z«11,„ = 'igqx - vi/11,1 — 11% · 5-43-7

l=l

To get Equation 5.42 using Equation 5.43.7, note that q'c, = q„c,„, and similarly,

I„'c, = I,_„c,,_,. Also, in the steady state the area harvested each period equals the area

planted. Since harvesting only occurs in the R'* age class, this means that M,_,_, = c„_, .

Finally, since the area in each age class less than or equal to the rotation age is the same,

and since the area in each age class greater than the rotation age is zero,

R .
cR,s[Z)*i,.r] = 1:,MF;

i=l

Putting all this together, net asset earnings in the steady state are given by:
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m M
l

11;* =(1l=l
l=l

As mentioned above, the complete steady state general equilibrium model is presented

in Tables 5.4a-b.

Discussion

It is clear that disaggregating the utility function complicates the'model significantly.

However, the gains probably outweigh the costs. As mentioned at the end of Chapter

4, it would be difficult to model trade and tax issues with the multi-sector model. The

model presented in this chapter is ideally suited for such problems. This model also

shows how differences among households determines each household’s role in the econ-

omy. .

Of course, the model’s usefulness will be limited unless solutions to the model can be

obtained with more reliability. The problem of finding solutions to models like this is a

technical problem, however, and very likely Will be overcome before long. Some

progress in this direction is reported in the next chapter. The problems of empirically

specifying a model like this and dealing with some of the methodological issues raised

will be harder to overcome.

The model provides useful insight with just the analysis presented here. The most in-
U

teresting results are those pertaining to investment behavior. The model provides one
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possible explanation of why it is often observed that ”the rich get richer and the poor

get poorer". Of course, the specification of separable utility and the invariance of

households’ rates of time preference are probably gross simplifications of reality. Al-

ternative specifications of utility could reverse these results or reinforce them.

Consider, for example, what would happen if a household’s rate of time preference was

a function of its income. If the rate oftime preference decreased with income, then that

would reinforce the tendency for the rich to get richer. In that case, a household’s initial

wealth would also influence whether it belonged to the class that gets richer or the class

that gets poorer. On the other hand, if the rate of time preference increased with in-

come, each household would have an equilibrium level of investments for each interest

rate. This equilibrium level would increase with increases in the interest rate. Combin-

ing this with the downward-sloping demand for capital in the economy implies that

there would be one stable steady state market interest rate where total investment supply

would equal investment demand. Not all households would necessarily own invest-

‘ments, but the rate of time preference for those households who do would equal this

market interest rate.‘°

In Chapter 4, the possibility of including forest ownership in the utility function was also

discussed. This would make the model a general equilibrium version of Binkley’s (1987)

household production model of timber supply. Such a change would make forest own-

ership a different kind of investment than owning capital or bare land and ownership of

these assets would have to be modeled separately. Of course, it would be plausible to

include the ownership of bare land in the utility function. Perhaps capital ownership

even provides utility beyond its investment value for some individuals. Such changes

‘°
These comments seem plausible. They are not proven, however, and should be viewed as conjectures.
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would complicate the model. Whether such changes are worth making depends on

whether the answers obtained from the model would be improved sufficiently to warrant

the cost of the increased complexity.

The fact that the results of the model can be changed so readily by simply changing the

specification of the utility function illustrates two very important points. First, the

concept of utility and how it is specified is a key component in the model. In forestry

economics, the focus tends to be more on the production side of forests and less on the

consumption side. Perhaps this emphasis is misplaced.

Second, the model is virtually unfalsifiable. Whenever the model fails to behave in

conforrnity with reality, there will probably be some way to 'fix it up" and bring the re-

sults back into line by modifying the utility functions. Since these utility functions are .

unobservable, one is free to choose whatever utility functions are necessary ir1 order to

make the model conform better to reality. This is a serious problem, and not one to be

taken lightly. In this regard, the model is indefensible. The focus here will be on the

ability of the model to explain and to provide insight into reality. It is also possible that

the model will enable analysts to make predictions that are better than those from other

models. On this issue, the jury is still out.
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CHAPTER 6: AN EQUIVALENT EQUILIBRIUM

MODEL

Equilibrium means a balancing of forces. In economics, equilibrium usually means a

balancing of the forces of supply and demand. General equilibrium means a sirnultane—

ous balancing of supply and demand in all markets. Demand and supply functions give

quantities as functions of prices and income. But income is also a function of prices.

A solution to a general equilibrium problem can therefore be characterized by a set of

prices.

In this chapter an equilibrium approach is used to solve for the prices and quantities that

characterize the optimal steady state for the dynamic general equilibrium model de-

scribed in the previous chapter. The algorithm proceeds by choosing a vector of prices,

checking to see if that vector of prices yields an approxirnate equilibrium, and if not,

choosing a new vector of prices. The difliculty, of course, comes in determining how the

next vector of prices should be chosen.
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The algorithm discussed in this chapter is based on an algorithm developed by Scarf

(1967) for approximating fixed point.s" of functions. Afixed point is one that is mapped

back into itself by the function. Solving a static general equilibrium problem is equiv-

alent to finding a fixed point of a mapping. The optimal steady state problem for the

dynamic general equilibrium model, while not truly static, can also be solved using a

fixed-point algorithm. At this time, it is not clear whether the approach can be applied

to the non-steady-state problem; probably it can.

The equilibrium approach seems to be more flexible than the optimization approach for

modeling a variety of departures from perfect competition. With the equilibrium ap-

proach, the behavior of each agent in the economy and the structure of each market can

be modeled uniquely. Non-existent markets can also be modeled as such. The problem

is then to find a set of prices that yields an equilibrium in those markets that do exist.

The equilibrium approach allows each market to be modeled as it is, rather than as it

ought to be under perfect competition. Thus, the equilibrium model could be character-

ized as a positive model_and the optimization model as a normative model.

Fixed Points and Scarfs Algorithm

This section provides a brief introduction to Scarfs algorithm. The algorithm provides

an approximation of a fixed point for a continuous function which maps a closed, .

bounded convex set in n-dimensional Euclidian space back onto itselfl The discussion

below follows closely the discussion in Scarf (1984b).

‘l
The words shown in italics are defined in Appendix B.
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Let S be a closed, bounded convex set in R'• which is mapped onto itself by the contin-

uous mapping x —>_/(x). A fixed point of this mapping is a point x such that x =f(x).

Brouwer's fixed-point theorem guarantees the existence ofa fixed point for the mapping

fl However, Brouwer's theorem is nonconstructive. That is, it does not tell us how such

a point can be found. Scarfs algorithm provides a constructive proof by providing an

algorithm which yields as close an approximation as is desired for the fixed point.

The closed, bounded convex that is of central concem in this chapter is the unit simplex.

Scarf (1984b, p.l0) defines a simplex as

the convex hull of its rz vertices v', ...,
v•,

that is, the set of points of the form

il R

x=Zajvj with aj20 and Za!= 1.
j=l j¤l

A

The vertices are assumed to be linearly independent in the sense that each vec-
tor in the simplex has one and only one representation in the above form.

A simplex with rz vertices has dimension n — 1. The unit simplex in R" has rz vertices

given by the unit vectors in R" . Each vector in the unit simplex comprises nonnegative

elements whose sum equals one. Thus, for example, the unit simplex in R3 equals the

line segment joining the points (1,0) and (0,1); the unit simplex in R3 is the set of points

in the equilateral triangle joining the points (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1). (See Figure 6.2).

Scarfs algorithm divides the unit simplex into a set of smaller simplices which form a

simplicial subdivision. Again, quoting Scarf (198-1b, p.l 1):

A collection of simplices 5*, ..., 5* is called a simplicial subdivision of S if 1) S is
contained in the union of the simplices 5*, ..., 5*, and 2) the intersection of any

two simplices is either empty or a full face of both of them.
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The algorithm identifies one of these smaller simplices as an approximation of the fixed

point. Any of the vertices of this simplex provide an approximation of the fixed point,

but the fixed point need not lie in the simplex chosen. If one constructs a sequence of

simplicial subdivisions, each having a smaller mesh -· determined by the size of the

largest simplex in the simplicial subdivision -- then any of the vertices of these simplices

chosen by the algorithm can be used to construct a sequence of vectors that converges

to the fixed point in the limit as the mesh goes to zero. The closeness of the approxi-

mation is therefore determined by the mesh of the simplicial subdivision of the unit

simplex.

In order to implement Scarfs algorithm, a label must be assigned to each vertex in the

simplicial subdivision. These labels are integers from the set {1, 2, ..., n}, where n is the

number ofvertices defining the simplices. Each of the n vertices of the unit simplex must

11ave a unique label, and vertices located on a face of the unit simplex must have the

same label as one of the vertices that defines that face. A face of a simplex is a lower-

dirnensioned simplex defined by a proper subset of the vertices of the original simplex.

(Altematively, one could stipulate that one or more of the ogs 0 for all vectors on the

face.) For example, one face of the unit simplex in Ri is defined by linear combinations

of the two vertices: (1,0,0) and (0,0,1). If these vertices are labeled 1 and 3, then any

vertex in the simplicial subdivision lying on this face must also be labeled either l or 3.

The specific labeling scheme in Scarf"s algorithm requires fmding in the vector v locating

each vertex an element v, such that v, >f'(v). That is, f maps the vector v to a vector

whose i'* element is greater than the
i‘*

element of v. Unless v is the fixed point, such an

i exists. The label i is then assigned to that vertex. If v, >f'(v) for more than one i, then

any one of these i may be chosen for the label. Given this labeling scheme, any of the
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vertices of a completeßw labeled simplex -- i.e., a simplex whose n vertices each have

unique labels -- is an approximation of the fixed point. The fact that a completely la-

beled simplex does exist is proven in Spemer’s lemma (Scarf 1984b, p.16). Scarfs algo-

rithm is a constructive proof of Spemer’s lemma. In the limit, as the mesh of the

simplicial subdivision is made smaller, Spemer’s lemma is equivalent to Brouwer's

fixed-point theorem.

Scarfs algorithm starts on the boundary of the original simplex with a (smaller) simplex

in the simplicial subdivision with n—l unique labels. Two vertices of this smaller

simplex share the same label, so one of these vertices must be eliminated. When the

removed vertex is replaced with an appropriately chosen new vertex, this effects a move

into the adjacent simplex sharing the face defined by the vertices that were removed.

Thus, movement is accomplished by dropping one vertex and replacing it with another.

If the label of the new vertex is unique ·· i.e., not equal to the labels on any of the

vertices shared with the previous simplex -- then the algorithm is done; the new simplex

is completely labeled. Otherwise, the old vertex with the same label as the new vertex

is elirninated and the algorithm continues. Scarf shows that the algorithm can never

retum to the same simplex. Since the total number of simplices is fmite, a completely

labeled simplex will be reached in a finite number of steps.

Before showing how Scarfs algorithm can be applied to general equilibrium problems,

two examples may help illustrate the concept of a fixed point and how Scarfs algorithm

works. Similar examples are given in Scarf (1984b).

Figure 6.1 shows a continuous function that maps the unit interval (a simplex with

vertices (0,0) and (0,1) -- but not a unit simplex) into numbers on the unit interval. Any

point where the function crosses the 45 degree line is a fixed point of the function. A
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1.0
1 1 1 l 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

x-•

Figure 6.1. Approximating a fixed point of a eontinuous ftmction from (0,1) to
(0,1).: An example of Scarfs algorithm. (A similar figure appears in
Scarf (1984b).)
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simplicial subdivision of the unit interval is obtained by partitioning the interval into a

set of shorter intervals. The endpoints of these shorter intervals are the vertices of the

simplices making up the simplicial subdivision. Unless one of these vertices is a fixed

point, each can be assigned a label 1 or 2 depending on whether the function at that

point lies respectively above or below the 45 degree line. Any simplex that is not com-

pletely labeled has n — 1 distinct labels (n —· l = 1), so the algorithm can begin at either

end (the faces) of the unit interval. The algorithm would choose consecutive subint-

ervals along the unit interval until a completely labeled simplex (subinterval) is reached.

Clearly, in this example, a completely labeled simplex must contain a fixed point.

Figure 6.2 shows the unit simplex in R*. The function

L L L
„ 2 4 4 °

](x) = Ax where A = -§-L

L L‘
3 3 3

maps the unit simplex back to itselfI‘* The labels in Figure 2 are assigned according to

the rule:

!(v)= max {V1 —f‘(v)}
1

Figure 6.2 shows one possible path that Scarfs algorithm would follow. This example

also illustrates an important fact about Scarfs algorithm: the completely labeled simplex

‘*
The fixed point of this function is an eigenvector of the matrix A corresponding to the eigenvalue 1.
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(0,0,1)

(1,0,0) (0,1,0)

Figure 6.2. Approximating a fixed point of a linear function on the unit simplex in
three-dimensional Euclidlan space.
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need not contain the fixed point. ln this case, the actual fixed point is the vector

x = [1/3, 1/3, 1/3]. It is only in the limit as the subdivision becomes increasingly fine

that the algorithm can be guaranteed to give the exact answer. (In this case, the ap-

proximation irnproves dramatically when the mesh size is decreased from 0.2 to 0.01.)

How can the solution of a general equilibrium problem be converted into a fixed point

problem? Assume that an economy can be characterized by a set of continuous excess

demand functions giving the quantity demanded minus the quantity supplied in each

market as a function of prices.‘* That is, for each market, there exists a single-valued

function of the form“

1 · 1¤(11)=d'(>1)—S(t1) 6-1

where 1; is a vector ofprices and s', df, and
s‘

denote excess demand, demand, and supply

functions for the i'^ market._ A nonzero price vector 1;* for which excess demand is

nonpositive in each market and for which excess demand equals zero for those markets

with positive prices is an equilibrium price vector (Scarf 1984b). Scarf (1984b) demon-

strates that an equilibrium price vector for the economy characterized by the excess de-

mand functions 6.1 is a fixed point of the mapping

~111+ maxfo. 1:01)]11'(„) = ——————— 6.2
1 + Zmax[0, E/(7])]

j6J _

where J E the set of markets in the economy.

*3 One set of conditions under which this would be true is described in Scarf (1984b). The assumption is
made here only to illustrate the relationship between fixed points and equilibrium in an economy.

** The notation used here is summarized Appendix A. The notation for the model is the same as in Chapter
4.
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An Algorithm for Finding the Optimal Steady State

With some modification, Scarfs algorithm can be used to solve for an optimal steady

state of the dynamic general equilibrium model presented in Chapter 5. The algorithm

is described in this section. A FORTRAN program developed to implement the algo-

rithm for a simple example problem is listed in Appendix C. The solution to the example

is discussed in the next section.

There are two consumer goods sectors in the example problem, two households, and one

land class. There are twelve prices to be deterrnined. They are: the demand prices of the

two consumer goods, the prices of gross output ir1 the two consumer goods sectors, the

price of capital for the two sectors, the wages of the two types of labor, the cost of

planting and harvesting services, the price of bare land, and the price of wood. Rather

than search for the equilibrium price vector in the unit simplex in R", the problem can

be reduced to one of finding five equilibrium prices. All of the other prices can be found

as functions of these five prices. Thus, the problem is reduced to searching through the

unit simplex in R5 -- a much smaller problem.

If the equilibrium demand prices for consumer goods, the equilibrium wages for the two

types of labor, and the equilibrium price of land are all known, it is possible to solve for

the equilibrium values ofall the other variables in the economy. The price ofcapital can

be deterrnined from the demand prices of consumer goods by the equation:

Wär = p;lÄVj,iW_7,r 65
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This comes from Equation 5.28. One can assume that AK; > 0, since AK; = (l — ö)K_,

in the steady state, and capital must be used in positive amounts in order to have posi-

tive output (given the Cobb-Douglas form of the production functions). The comple-

mentary slackness conditions ensure that Equation 5.28 holds as an equality in this case.

To find the cost of planting or harvesting services, the cost minimizing demand for each

type of labor in these activities is found. Since the production functions for planting and

harvesting services exhibit constant returns to scale, the demand for factors given some

fixed level of output must be derived. This is done by solving the problem:

Ll,l,1*v l/2},1*

6.4
subject to

where

1;;,; E the price of labor from the h*^ household in the steady state,

L,,_,_, E the input of labor from the h"' household in activity i in the steady
state,

Z E the fixed amount of output from activity i in the steady state,

0;, E production function parameters for activity i, ' °

and g' is the labor aggregation function for the respective activity. In this case, the labor

aggregation functions are constant-returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production functions.

(That is, 6,; + 9,_,= 1.) ~

Solving problem 6.4 using standard comparative statics techniques yields the demand for

each type of labor and the marginal cost (which equals average cost in this case) as
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functions of the labor prices and the level of output. For the labor aggregation functions

used in the example, these demand functions are:

.. .0 11}.1 81-1 wi,. 1111 *1
LM = T . 6.501 11 kl

The average and the marginal cost are given by

61,,. _ 1 vl. 611 nä,. 1111 6 6S 00,1 01,1 02,1
• l

Equation 6.5 gives the quantity of each labor input required as a function of wages and

the output level. Note that the amount required is proportional to output.

(Homogenous functions are homothetic). Also note that the average cost is not a

function of output. This is a result of the constant-retums-to-scale assumption.

From Equation 6.6, it is clear that the cost of harvesting and planting services is a

function only of the labor wages (and technology, which is fixed). As mentioned in

Chapter 4, the price of wood can be solved for as a function of harvesting and planting

costs and the price of bare land. The price of bare land is the price for the initial age

class of the forest (11,,). Setting the Cs equal to zero and using Equations 4.26’, a se-

quence of points giving the maximum values of acres in each age class of the forest can

be constructed. That is,

li",. = p.sTl(Äl,: + 0%)
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where 1,, S ,1;;. These upper values for the age-class shadow prices are functions only

of the bare land value and the cost of planting.

Using Equations 4.26’ and 4.27’, one can also construct a sequence of lower values for

the forest age-class shadow prices. Thus,

1
lr; = p.v’ll,r + 'lgqr " 'l:l1,h

6.8

MV; = Psll; + 7].gqN _
'l:lN,h

where ,1,, 2 ,1l,. Note that these lower bounds depend on the price of wood. The price

of wood can be adjusted until

max {lf -,1***} =0.i „v Is 63

‘The i for which ,1{,= ,17; is the optimal rotation age of the forest in the steady state.

Most important, Equations 6.7 - 6.9 define the price of wood as a function of the price

of bare land and the costs of harvesting and planting.

The gross output prices of consumer goods and the price of wood can be determined

using Equation 5.22 and the assumption that gross output is positive in all industries.“

Thus,

M

4ni,. = rn, —· Zajmji, — ¤i’>1§’-
6~ 10

f=1

*5 Again, this will be true because of the Cobb-Douglas form of the utility timctions.
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At this point, all twelve prices in the economy can be found assuming only five equilib-

rium prices are known: the prices of of the two consumer goods, the wages eamed by

each type of labor in equilibrium, and the equilibrium price of bare land. Given this

complete set of prices, it should be possible to solve for the values of the real variables

in the system -- the quantities. This is not a trivial problem, however.

Assume each household’s net income is known. First, consider what would have to be

known in order for this to be true. From Equation 5.37', each household’s net income

(after savings) is given by:

Y;} = „{,_,Z,,} + s,,_,::;‘ . 6.11

where

Y;} E the net (after savings) income of the h'* household.

Several of the terms of this equation are known. The wage and the labor supply for each

. household are known. If a household’s rate of time preference is not equal to the mini-

mum rate of time preference in the economy, its share will equal zero. If a household’s

rate of time preference equals the minimum rate, and it is the only such household, its

share equals one. If a household is one of many households with this minimum rate,

then its share is indeterminate. It is assumed that shares for each household are

exogenous, but consistent with these restrictions.

Recall from Equation 5.44 that total net income from assets in the economy is given by

M M
, 1:7:: = (1 —

p.1·)U·s MF; 6·l2
i==l I=l
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In this equation, only prices and the discount rate are known. The total amount of land

is known, but not its distribution between bare-land uses and forest use. The amount

of capital in each sector is also unknown. Clearly, the data are not available at this stage

to identify each household’s income. Nevertheless, assume that net income is known for

each household.

Demand functions giving the quantities of each good demanded by each household as

functions ofprices and net income are found by solving the utility maximization problem

for each household:

maximize.

6.13subyect to
HI

2-;%..- Y1.
l=l

Given the Cobb-Douglas functional form of the utility functions in the example prob-

lem, these demandfunctions have the form:

Y" ß 6- 14
I'? Zßjgt

J=l

where

ß„, E the power on X;_,,_, in the Cobb-Douglas utility function for the h'^
household.

p Summing up over households gives the total consumption demand for each consumer

good: _
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H
Xf, = 2%,,. 6.15

h=l

Using the vector form of Equation 4.4, the gross production in each sector necessary to

allow these consumption levels can be computed:
l

X, = (I - A)'1[X§ + (l — ö)l“K,] 6.16

where

X: E [Xt,.

AKZJH! °'°$ AKll,l·+]]’|

I" E the matrix of capital-production coefiicients,

A .=: the matrix of Leontief input-output coefficients.

Recall that AK], = (1 — ö)K],. Recall, too, that the capital stock is assumed to be known

in order to give the net income of each household.

The demands for primary inputs in the consumption-goods industries are given by the

cost minimization problem for each industry." That is, each industry tries to

“
Again, the constant-retums—to-scale assumption forces us to use cost minimization rather t.han profit
maximization.
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H
. . . [m1¤1m1z¤ Z>11,„L1,„, + (1

(1subjectto 6'l7

Z;[4,2,:1Once

again, given the constant-returns-to-scale Cobb·Douglas production functions,

and assuming only two types of labor, the demand functions for the primary inputs are:

L
_ Z; Ni, *1,1 ‘ 1 11;,, *1,2 *1;; *1,11 11;; aI,m

6 18‘·‘·’ _
*1,0 *1,1 *1,2 *1,11 al,m °

L
_ Z; lll; al,} 7,;,: ul}

_
1 nä: all! nf: all!

6 19'·2·’ _
*1,0 *1,1 *1,2 *1,11 al,m '

K
_ Z, vi, *1.1 vi, *1.2 vi; *1.1¢' I 117,} *1,m 6 20‘·’ —

*1,0 *1,1 *1,2 *1,11 *1,111 °

M _ Z, vi, *1,1 tri, *1,2 vi} *111 vi'} *1.m ‘ 1
6 21’·‘ —

*1,0 *1,1 *1,2 *1,11 al,m '

The notation is derived from the specific functional form of the production function:

f
‘(g‘(L1,1,„

L1,2,„ ·--„ 11121,,), XL1, M1,) = ¤¤1,¤(L1,1,,)“'·‘(L1,1,„)°"*(!Q„)“'*(M1,„)“'”-

That is, the o1,_, are production function coefficients for the i'* industry.

The demand for wood in each industry is proportional to output. That is, each industry

uses ay units of wood per unit of gross output. In the steady state, each acre of forest
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produces qk/R units ofwood per year on average, where R is the rotation age. Thus, the

total forest size is given by:

R
M

dN'MF,,.=KZa?ÄQ__,.. 6.22
l=l

Or, since there are R age classes with equal area:

.
M

1%,.,, = Ei- Z«;',1q_,, J = 1, 2, ..., R. 6.22·
l=l

lf the initial assumptions about capital stocks and the division of land between forests

and bare land were correct, Equations 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22 would verify this. (These as-

sumptions were made implicitly when it was assumed that the net income of each

household was known.) If the initial values for demand prices, wages and land price ‘

were indeed equilibrium prices, the complete solution for the optimal steady state would

have been found. If the initial price vector was not an equilibrium price vector, a label

would be assigned to this price vector. Scarfs algorithm would continue by moving on

to a new simplex.

At this stage, the remaining steps of the equilibrium steady state problem can be reduced

to four sub-problems: 1) how to label a vector, 2) how to move from one simplex to the

next, 3) how to find the land use pattern and capital stocks that are consistent with a

particular price vector, and 4) how to adjust the wood price to achieve the necessary

”tangency condition" between the upper and lower sequences of shadow prices for each

forest-age class. Each of these sub-problems is handled by a separate subroutine ir1 the
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FORTRAN program that was used to solve the example problem. Each is discussed

below in reverse order, beginning with the forestry subproblem.

Subroutine FAUST

The problem of finding the equilibrium price ofwood is relatively simple. As has already

been discussed, Equations 6.7 define a set of upper values for the shadow prices for

forest acres in each age class. This upper sequence is fixed, given the prices for labor

(and thus harvesting and planting) and land. Equations 6.8 defme lower values for the

forest age-class shadow prices. These lower values can be shifted up or down by in-

creasing or decreasing the price of wood. —

Consider the function

JW) = max {lf,„(?1") — li';} -
’

i 6.23

A zero of this function gives the equilibrium price of wood. A variant of Newton’s

method can be used to find a zero of this function. More specifically, an estimate of the

rate of change ofEquation 6.23 is found by evaluating the function at two guesses at the

price of wood and then used to fmd a new guess at the price of wood. The guess for

iteration k + 1 is given by

A A A - gz-1vq = wq —f(#1°)[lf 6-24"*‘
" " /(?1Z)—f(t1Z-i)

Because the function f is monotonic, the algorithm converges rapidly to a very precise

estimate of the equilibrium price of wood. A
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Subroutine KAPBAL

There is a circularity in the discussion of how the equilibrium output levels can be ob-

tained once the equilibrium price vector is known. This circularity is due to the fact that

the demand for factors cannot be calculated without knowing the quantity that must be

produced. Because of the constant-retums-to-scale ir1 production, the quantity produced

must be determined by the quantity demanded. But, to calculate the quantity demanded,

. each household's income must be known. The necessary quantities of each factor must

be known to know income, which completes the circle.

This problem can be thought of as a fixed point problem. The chain of equations from

Equation 6.ll to Equation 6.22 is a composite function from an initial guess at the

capital stock in each sector and the division of land between bare land uses and forests

to a new vector of capital demands, and bare land and forest requirements. The appro-

.priate capital stock and land—use allocation is a fixed point of this function. This sug-

gests that this problem of the appropriate asset configuration for an equilibrium price

vector could be solved using a fixed point algorithm.

The appropriate capital level and land-use pattern could also be solved using Newton's

method. Here a discrete approximation of the gradient of this vector function need not

be used because the explicit functional form is available. This explicit functional form

is obtained by combining the relevant equations from Equation 6.ll to Equation 6.22.

This is a complicated process, but when it is done, it becomes clear that there is an even

more straightforward approach. For the particular functional forms of the equations

given in the example, the appropriate capital stocks and land use pattern can be solved
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for explicitly. The derivation of this fortnula is tedious and has therefore been relegated

to Appendix D.

The equation derived in the appendix essentially allows one to solve Equations 6.11 to

6.22 simultaneously. lf the chosen price vector is an equilibrium price vector, the

quantities of labor and land demanded at these prices will equal supplies. For a general

price vector, nonzero excess demands will be generated for some of these factors.

Actually, it does not make much sense in this context to speak of excess demands for

consumer goods. This is because consumer-good supply functions are perfectly elastic

due to the constant retums to scale. Thus, the excess demand functions are not single-

valued -- or even finitely-valued. It makes more sense to use excess projit functions

which give the difference between the price of the good and the marginal cost of .

producing it. Note that excess profit functions may return positive or negative values.

Subroutine LABELER

The information from subroutine KAPBAL on excess demands for primary factors and

excess profits for consumer goods is used to assign a label to any vector of prices. It is

also possible that the gross output prices determined from;Equation 6.10 are negative.

Given the potential outcomes, a label is assigned to identify one of the original five

prices -- demand prices for two consumer goods, wages for two types of labor, and bare

land prices -- that is too high.

The labeling scheme is as follows: Once the price of wood has been calculated, gross

output prices are calculated. A label is assigned immediately without going further if

one or both of the gross output prices is negative. If only one of these prices is negative,
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the label is assigned identifying as too high the demand price of the good with the posi-

tive gross output price. If both gross output prices are negative, then neither of the

consumer good prices can be too high. In this case, the primary factor most recently

identified as having the most negative excess demand is identified as having too high a

price, and the label is assigned accordingly.

lf both gross output prices are positive, excess demands for labor and land and excess

profits for the two consumer-goods industries are calculated. Priority is given to the two

consumer goods; if either industry is earning a positive excess profit then the label is

assigned identifying the industry with the highest excess profits. If both excess profits

are negative, then the label is assigned to identify the primary factor with the most neg-

ative excess demand. These rules are illustrated with a flow chart of Subroutine

LABELER shown in Figure 6.3.

Subroutine CHANGER

The simplicial subdivision used in the program and the method of moving from one

simplex to the next are the same as the one described by Scarf (1984b, p. 25). Each

simplex in the subdivision is defined by a set of vertices {k°/D,
k‘/D,

..., k"/D} , where D

is a large positive integer whose inverse determines the mesh size of the simplicial sub-

division. The k"s are vectors‘7 in
R"+‘

whose elements sum to D. The vectors k' through

k" are generated from the vector k° (called a base point) according to the following rules:

Define the vectors e' as

*7 Scarf (1984b) identifies these k's as integers, but his notation is confusing, so it is not used in precisely the
same manner here. Carefully distinguish between subscripts and superscripts when reading_Scarf (1984b).
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BEGIN LABELER
- nf- ni. M sim-

CALL FAUST
· 4* is calculated. ·

Label is assigned
identifying the

Calculate gross primary factor RETURN
output prices. w/ price too high.

Both

One
Any gross or both

output prices output prices —
Negative? Yes negative?

No
·
Just one

Calculate capital Label is assigned
prices. ideatifying good·•/ t>¤=i¤·~ am- äoutput price.

CALL KAPBAL
· Excess proiits for

consumer goods and
ucess demands for
factors alculated.

Both Label is assigned
excess proüts identilying factor

negative? Yes w/ mostnegativeexcess
demand.

No

Label is assigned
. l

identifying good
w/ largest excess

protit.

RETURN

Figure 6.3. Flowchart for Subroutine LABELER.
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J E(1, -1, 0, ..., 0y
J E(0, 1, -1, ..., 0)·

8nE (0, 0, ..., 1, -1)·.

Let k° be some vector whose elements are integers that sum to D and let

($,, $2, ..., $„) be a permutation of the integers l through n. Then the vectors kl

through k" are defined by

6.25

k" - 1r"" +
J’·.

Scarf (1984b, p. 24) gives the following theorem -- adapted to the notation here —- for a

replacement operation which effects a movement from one simplex to a neighboring

simplex:Theorem:

Let the vertices of a simplex in the simplicial subdivision be given
by k°, k', ..., k^ according to 6.25. The replacement for an arbitrary vertex k
is given by

k"' +
k’*‘ — IJ

with superscripts interpreted modulo n.

Thus, the current simplex can be represented (and stored in computer memory) as an

array whose colurnns give the vectors defining the vertices of the simplex. To move from

one simplex to the next, the vertex (column) that should be removed is chosen. It is re-
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placed with another vertex by sumrning the elements of the two adjacent columns and

subtracting the elements of the column to be replaced. The first and last columns are

considered to be adjacent to each other.
U

The Main Program

One problem that has not yet been discussed is finding an initial simplex for Scarf’s al-

gorithm._ Recall that the algorithrn must begin with a simplex on a face of the main

simplex with rz — 1 distinct labels. Another minor difficulty that has not been addressed

is the fact that the input demand functions from the Cobb-Douglas production functions

are not defined on the faces (boundary points) ofthe unit simplex. That is, they are not

defined when certain prices equal zero.

The problem of fmding a simplex with n — l distinct labels is solved by beginning with

a one-dirnensional problem. Recall that along any face of the simplex, each vertex of

the simplicial subdivision can only be given a label from the set of labels assigned to the

vertices defining that face. The line segment joining the two vectors (1,0,0,0,0) and

(0,1,0,0,0) is a one-dirnensional face of the unit simplex in R2. These vertices will have

the labels 1 and 2 respectively. Any of the vertices which lie on this line segment must

also be labeled 1 or 2. Since the first two prices are the only ones that can be positive

along this line segment, and since the labels are assigned to identify prices that are too

high, this will be the case.

This line segment is also the unit simplex in R2. Thus, Scarfs algorithm may be applied

to just those vertices that lie on this line segment and the simplicial subdivision of the

unit simplex in R2 defined by them. When a completely labeled simplex in this unit
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simplex is found, this will give two vertices with different labels, and the search can be

expanded to the unit simplex in R3. This would mean searching through sirnplices with

three vertices lying in the triangle whose comers are (1,0,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0,0) and

(0,0,1,0,0). When the search through this face yields a completely labeled (triangular)

simplex, the search begins through the unit simplex in
R‘,

and so on.

Of course, many of the functions used to determine the labels are not defined if some

prices are zero. Thus the faces of the unit simplex cannot be searched. Instead, the al-

gorithm must be confmed to faces which are obtained by "stripping off' at least one

’*layer" of smaller simplices from the original unit simplex. The number of ”layers" that

are "stripped off' is deterrnined by the starting point for the algorithm and the mesh size

of the sirnplicial subdivision. In the program listed in Appendix C the initial point is

_ (.92,.02,.02,.02,.02). The algorithm is constructed so that, given a fme enough mesh size,

no simplex from the layers that were "stripped away” will ever be entered.

This means that the search never leaves the simplex defmed by the vertices

vl E(.92, .02, .02, .02, .02)*

v2s(.02, .92, .02, .02, .02)*

v3 s(.02, .02, .92, .02, .02)*

v4E(.02, .02, .02, .92, .02)*

v5E(.02, .02, .02, .02, .92)*.

There is a danger in removing too many layers of the simplex. If too many layers are

removed, it can no longer be guaranteed that all the vertices located on the faces of this

smaller simplex will be properly labeled. That is, there may be vertices on a face that

have labels different from the labels on the vertices on the comers of that face (the
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vertices that define the face). In practice, this has never been a problem. However, it

does mean that the algorithm cannot be started from an arbitrary simplex.

A flow chart of the main program is given in Figure 6.4. The flow chart illustrates the

process of searching through increasingly higher-dimensioned simplices. When the final

completely-labeled simplex is found, the values of the variables for each of the five

vertices are averaged to give a single fmal solution. The program also provides a short

routine to check the accuracy of the result. Finally, the results are reported. A sub-

routine for reporting intermediate iterations is included. This subroutine is useful mostly

for debugging.

An Example

'The program described in the previous section can be used to fmd the optimal steady

state for two-sector, two-household general equilibrium problems having the structure

described in Chapter 5. It would be relatively straightforward to generalize the program

to solve for problems with more sectors or more households. Changing the functional

forms of the utility and/or production functions might require significant changes in the

way the asset stocks are determined (the problem solved here by the subroutine

KAPBAL). In this section, the equations and optimal steady state solution of an ex-

ample problem are discussed.

The objective functions and the primal constraints contain almost all the data necessary

to obtain the dual constraints. Thus, Table 6.1 presents only the objective functions and

the primal constraints. Note that the utility functions for each household are presented
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lutionFigure6.4. Flowchart for the main program.
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as separate objective functions. Each household is assumed to be independently maxi-

mizing a utility function, subject to the technology given and the structure of the mar-

kets for consumer goods and primary factors. These markets are assumed to be perfectly

competitive. The only additional information needed is the shares of the asset stock

owned by each household and the rate of time preference for each household. Each

household in the example has the same rate of time preference: p = (l.l7)·‘. The shares

are therefore indeterminate and were set exogenously at one half for each household.

Household two is larger in the sense that it supplies sixty units of labor compared with

forty units from household one. There are one hundred units of land available.

The technology in this example is very similar to the teclmology in the example in

Chapter 4. The only significant change is the inclusion of labor aggregation functions.

The labor aggregation functions have been specified to make the labor from household

two generally more productive -- especially in industry two. However, both types of la-

bor are equally productive in planting and harvesting activities. Once again, sector one

can be interpreted as an agriculture sector, and sector two can be viewed as a manufac-

turing sector. Note that household two has a relatively stronger preference for con-

sumption good one than household one.

The solution for the optimal steady state is reported in Table 6.2. None of the results

are particularly surprising. Household one earns more, even though it has fewer labor

units, because of the high productivity and relative scarcity of labor from that house-

hold. Thus, household one consumes more of both consumer goods —- especially when

viewed from a per-unit-of-labor perspective. As should be expected, the consumption

bundle for household two includes a larger proportion of good one than the consump-

tion bundle from household one.
i
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Table 6.1. The primal equatlons for the example steady-state, general equilibrium
problem.

Maxamazc
Y,andY2 =

(1)

cf!ngigr7,51;: rlgs Ägp C;

subject to
0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4XY,. = 1-5(K1,.) [(14,.,.) (Lu,.) ] (MY,.) (2)

0.5 0.8 0. 0.4 0.‘l
X2; = 2·0(K2;) [(L2,1;) ([*2,2;)

2]
(M2;)X;}

= (1.0 — 0.2)X,} — 0.3X;} — (1.0 — 0.9)[0.3K,} + 0.25K;}] (4)

X;} = — 0.3X,} + (1.0 — 0.1)X;} — (1.0 — 0.9)[0.7K,} + 0.75K;}] (5)
0•lC2 + 2•0C3 + 5•0C4 +7-0CS(I

— G)MF} = Rc}. (7)
U

MF; 2 cx
I (8)

0.5 0.50• lMl,F; = (Lp,l;)

(Lp,2;)0.5 0.50.056, + 0•1C2 + O-ZC3‘l'm

ZLL,} + LN} + LM} S 40 (11)
z=1 _
M „

ZLL2} + Lp_2_, + Lc_2_, S 60 (I2)
1=1

M

d”’Mp}+;M,}S 100 (13)
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Table 6.2. The solution to the example steady-state, general equilibrium problem.

AQ; = 58.07 rn; = 0.1452
X2; = 48.37 1;;; = 0.1095
X;_,; = 15.86 nf; = 0.2814
X;2; = 13.25
)Q_,; = 17.62 1;;*; = 0.2474
X;2; = 13.53

K

K]; = 24.25 nf; = 0.3014
K2; = 38.33 1/2; = 0.2994

.

L,_,; = 21.04 ry{; = 0.0962

L2_2; = 17.62
L,_2;= 43.10 n2;= 0.0313
L2_2; = 13.53
L;_,; = 0.24 1;; = 0.1098
L,_2; = 0.75
L,_,; = 0.71 *77 = 0.1098 .

‘ L,_2;= 2.18
M,; = 67.58

M2_,= 10.61
MU.; = 4.285 .1,; = 0.3436
Mm = 4.285 /1:.. = 0-4149
M2}; = 4.285 ,1,; = 0.4854
M,,_,; = 4.285 .1,; = 0.5679
M,_F; = 4.285 :1,; = 0.6645
M,_,; = 0.0 ,7.,; = 0.6921
6,; = 4.285 ryy = 0.0575
6,;= 62; = c,;= c,2;= 6,;= 0.0
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As in Chapter 4, more capital is employed in sector two than in sector one. The overall

capital stock is lower here than in that example, however. Also, over two thirds of the

labor from household two is employed in the agriculture sector, while only a little more

than half of the labor from household one is employed ir1 this sector. Three quarters of

the labor used in harvesting and planting is from household two. Most of the labor

employed in manufacturing is from household one. Over two thirds of the land base is

used for agriculture. About one fifth of the land base is in forestry. About one tenth

. of the land is used in the manufacturing sector.

There is some error ir1 the results. The total amount of land used and the labor used

from each sector are less than the quantities that are available. The error is always less

than one percent, but it is a bit disturbing." Also, the program checks whether several

of the dual constraints are met. These constraints are always met at the level of preci-

sion determined by the mesh size of the simplices. However, the "round~off error" is al-

ways negative. Since these errors are all fairly small, no great amount of time was spent

looking for their source. Potential sources for these errors are: the algorithrn, round~off

error, errors in the specification of the equations, or a typographical or logical error in

the program implementing the algorithrn ("bugs").

The community utility function for this example can also be derived. This is done by

calculating the weights that are implicitly placed on the utility function for each house-

hold. These weights can be obtained using the steady-state version of Equation 5.9.

That is,

“
(Similar errors can be found in the 'optimal solution' obtained with MINOS for the problem in Chapter
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-

Hd
l

lp

66,,,, = % 6.26
1 — ps

In this example p,, = p, for each household, so the discount rate terms cancel. For this

example, the weight on household one is 0.1649; for the second household, the weight

is 0.1538. Thus, an equivalent objective function for solving this problem as a

maximization problem is:

maximize 0.1649
U‘

+ 0.1538 U2. 6.27

This is the community utility function for this example economy. Önce again, there is

no implication here that these weights are somehow socially optimal. Rather, they are

the de facto weights that would be placed on the utilities of these households in a per-

fectly competitive economy. These weights are arbitrary in the sense that if the utility

function of one household were multiplied by, say, two in the formulation of the prob-

lem, absolutely nothing in the solution would change except the value of the weight for

that household; the weight for that household would be halved if this were done.

Discussion ·

The version of Scarfs algorithm discussed in this chapter is relatively primitive. Since

1967 when the algorithm was first published, more ellicient ways to solve fixed point

problems have been developed. Scarf (1984) describes improved algorithms introduced

by Merrill (1972), van der Laan and Talman (1979a, 1979b), and Eaves (1972). Todd

(1984) also discusses an improved version of the algorithm. These improvements were
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not incorporated here because the primary goal was to simply solve the problem, and

time limitations did not permit considerations of altemative algorithms.

Faster algorithms will probably be necessary for solving realistic problems with realistic

computing budgets. The example problem was solved with a mesh·size of0.0001 (D =

10,000) in about 42 minutes on a Micro VAX II. A total of 48,062 iterations were per-

formed. With only minor improvements in the algorithm, run-time could have been re-

duced to less than ten minutes. On the other hand, computation time can be expected

to increase rapidly as the dimensions of the problem are increased.

This chapter demonstrates the solution of a general equilibrium problem that is con-

sistent with a dynamic view of an economy. The optimal steady state problem is a

one-period model, but it is consistent with tl1is dynamic view. Undoubtedly, the non-

steady·state problem will also be solvable soon.

The solutions to dynamic general equilibrium models will be useful for a variety ofpolicy
I

analysis problems., Most types of policy analysis will require that a govemment sector

be explicitly included in the model. One way to do this is to define a set of govemment

activities. Usually, these would correspond to those activities in which the particular

government under consideration is already involved. Likely government activities in-

clude the production of public goods such as national parks, national defense,

infrastructure, and a legal system. The government may also transfer income between

households.

In an equilibrium model, the levels of government activities should be considered

exogenous (unless a model of political equilibrium is also included). For those govem-

ment products that are sold in markets, govemment supply would be perfectly inelastic
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unless actual government policies are known to be price-sensitive. While the govem-

ment might raise some revenue from sales of products, much of the cost of government

production is paid for through taxes. Taxes must also be considered exogenous in an

economic equilibrium model. However, different tax systems could be imposed to de-

termine the impacts on income levels and distribution and on production from different

tax systems.

Recall that solving a general equilibrium model as an optimization problem tends to

treat each good as if it were traded in a perfect market. In such a model, when govem-

ment activities are included as endogenous variables, the solution will indicate the opti-

mal levels of these activities, given the model specification. Perhaps even the tax system

itself could be made endogenous. The solution of such a model would indicate the op- _

timal role for the government ir1 the economy depicted by the model. This could be

compared with equilibrium models ofhow the government actually does behave. Given

that the model is not the real world, such results should not be taken too seriously. The

insights gained from such an exercise might be worth the effort, however.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Katzner (1988) remarks that the singular success of economics is that ”economists are

able to assert coherence rather than chaos, at least in theory in an economy motivated

solely by the self-interest of individuals and f1rms". This dissertation represents an at-

tempt to show how the economic models of the forest sector can be integrated into this

grand scheme -- at least in theory. This has been a worthwhile undertaking for several

reasons. .

First, an understanding of how forest sector models lit into the big picture gives a deeper

understanding of models with a narrower scope. Having a big picture helps analysts see

what lies beyond the sideboards of their sectoral models. It helps identify the limitations

of these sideboards and provides a framework for determining how signilicant these

limitations might be. For example, when might the feedback missing from the unmod-

eled parts of the economy be too important to ignore? The sideboards ofmodels often

include implicit assumptions in their construction. Having the big picture helps one

identify and scrutinize these assumptions.
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The big picture is also useful for understanding how forestry fits into society and how

society is influenced by forestry. For example, the discussion above showed how in-

cluding a forestry sector in a growth model tl1rows a wrench into the concept ofconstant

growth. Forests depend on a primary factor which is fundamentally limited ir1 supply

and cannot grow at a constant rate forever. The recognition of such limits to growth

changes dramatically the picture presented by the growth models.

The general equilibrium framework provides a useful setting for modeling conflicting

uses of the forest. The importance of nonconsumptive uses of the forest probably in-

creases with income for most people. Throughout history, income and population have

tended to increase together, however. This portends increasing conflict over different

uses of the forest. While one does not need a model to foresee these changes, a model

provides a more rigorous framework for analysis. How such conflicts will be resolved

depends on whether it is easier to fmd substitutes for industrial forest products or for

forest recreation, wildlife values, and environmental quality. It also depends on the rel-

ative strength of people’s preferences for differing uses of forest lands. All of these fac-

tors -- preferences, substitution, and income -· can be included in the framework of the

general equilibrium models discussed in this dissertation.

In fact, the framework of these models could be useful for analyzing a large variety of

issues. The basic approach could be used for modeling other natural resource issues

outside forestry such as fisheries regulation and the optimal depletion of nonrenewable

resources. A general equilibrium approach is particularly useful for analyzing tax issues

because taxes are often levied on many sectors simultaneously. This has been a common

application of general equilibrium modeling from Harberger (1962) ir1 general econom-

ics, to Boyd and Newman (1988) ir1 forestry. General equilibrium models are also used
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in trade analysis for similar reasons; tariffs and quotas are often applied to groups of

sectors.

Finally, general equilibrium models provide a means for analyzing the income and em-

ployment irnpacts of govemment policies. Such models are always in demand. The

standard current approach for analyzing these issues is input—output analysis. The

computable general equilibrium approach represents a significant generalization of

input-output models. Unfortunately, the data requirements for computable general

equilibrium models and the difliculty of solving them will probably help maintain the

popularity of the input-output approach for a long time.

Approaches to Empirical Application

If models such as those developed in this dissertation are to be used for policy analysis,

° the parameters of the equations in the model must be estimated or calibrated so that

they correspond to observed current and past states of the economy. Note that the

purpose of such an exercise is not likely to be a test of the model. Rather, the purpose

is to construct a model that can be used to simulate the responses ir1 the economy to

changes in policies. Even when the term "validation" is used in this context, it usually

only irnplies testing the fit of the model, rather than the model itselfl Methodological

issues related to the model are discussed in the next section.

The first step in constructing an empirical application of the model is choosing the par-

ticular functional forms to be used for the utility and production functions. Cobb-

Douglas functions were used in the examples here, but other functional forms would
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probably be more useful for serious empirical application. Specifying and estimating the

consumption side of the economy will be the most difficult part of the problem. Utility

is fundamentally unobservable. Thus, demand functions are usually estimated. This

raises the issue of inregrabiligw; that is, can these demand functions be integrated simul-

taneously to obtain some utility function with the implied properties of continuity and

differentiability, differential increasingness, strict quasi-concavity, and the boundary

condition, discussed in Chapter 4?" In practice, this issue is often ignored, but the de-

mand functions should at least be homogeneous of degree zero in prices and income.

Dervis, deMelo and Robinson (1982, pp. 145-150, 475-485) discuss practical approaches

to the specification of demand in empirical models.

On the production side, a common practice is to use constant elasticity of substitution

(CES) or nested CES production functions. Elasticity estimates are often obtained in-

dependently (for example, from the literature) allowing these production functions to be

"calibrated” with just one observation. Mansur and Whalley (1984) discuss a "cali-

bration" procedure for specifying an entire model. This is the most common approach

to numerical specification of computable general equilibrium models. Jorgenson (1984)

has estimated an entire model using econometric simultaneous-equation techniques.

His approach is exceptional, however.

lt should be clear from this brief discussion that the empirical specification of comput-

able general equilibrium models is a large task. Thus, these issues have been placed

largely outside the scope of this dissertation and left for future research.

‘°
Katzner (1988 and 1970) provides discussions of integrability.
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Methodologicczl Issues

There are many methodological issues raised by the models discussed in the dissertation.

These problems are not unique to this work, but are common to many neoclassical

economics models. As discussed in the introduction, neoclassical economics has been a

useful theoretical framework for understanding many aspects of economic systems in

spite of these problems. Nevertheless, it is advisable to be aware of the failings as weH

as the successes of our theories.

Falsifiability
·

Perhaps the most important methodological issue relevant to this work is falsiliability.

Blaug (1980, pp. 187-192) has charged that general equilibrium theory cannot be falsilied

and that it contains so many restrictive assumptions that the entire approach is irrel-

evant. Weintraub_(1985, pp. 119-122) counters that falsifiability is an inappropriate

criterion for appraising general equilibrium theory. He argues that general equilibrium

theory is a part of the "hard core" of neoclassical economics and is therefore exempt

from falsification. Rather, theories in the "hard core" are to be appraised by "criteria

appropriate for gauging mathematical progress". These criteria are essentially logical

consistency and rigor. Weintraub does say that theories in the "protective be1t" of

neoclassical economics should be subject to falsilication, however.

Blaug is certainly correct on the irnpossibility of falsifying general equilibrium theory.

However, general equilibrium theory provides insight into the way economic systems

work and is clearly not irrelevant. The insights generated by general equilibrium theory
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are an important source of theories in the "protective belt" of neoclassical economics.

The proliferation and success of many theories in the "protective belt” of neoclassical

economics speaks to the relevance usefulness of the core theories.

Most of the work reported in this dissertation can claim Weintraub's immunity from

falsification. Note that no claims such as ”this is how the real world is" or ”this is how

it ought to be" have been made. What has been claimed is that the model generates

insight into how things are or perhaps ought to be. More insights will come with em-

pirical applications of the model, and these should be susceptible to falsification. How-

ever, at the present stage of this research, the important tests ofthe models are that they

are logically and mathematically consistent.

It is not completely satisfactory to allow a large portion of the theory to be above test-

ing. Arguably, the aim of science is not only to provide an explanation, but to provide V

rhe explanation. Thus, ways of testing the explanations given by particular must be

considered. An alternate sense in which the overall framework can be tested is to use

the model to make predictions about future states of the economy and compare these

predictions with the actual states that evolve. This is not an absolute test like

falsiiication. In contrast to using the cxiterion of falsilication, when a model is tested

by its predictions, it may not rejected if its predictions are not exactly in accordance with

observations. This criterion allows one to use the ”best” available model in a world that

we will never be able to predict perfectly. Even in physics, the idea of a deterministic

universe has been out of vogue for three quarters of a century.
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Utility

The concept of utility also deserves comment. The utility function is a mathematical

construct which has been used by economists to forrnalize a consistent theory of be-

havior. This approach has been useful for many purposes, but it has its drawbacks. The

most important of these is the inability of anyone to observe utility. Much can un-

doubtedly be learned in this area from psychologists and sociologists, and economists

should be open to alternatives to the utility function.

One of the more interesting implications of the work reported here is that utility is an

important aspect of forestry economics. This has been a neglected area in forest eco-

nomics where the tendency has usually been to "assume we have a demand curve". -

Anyone who has ever estimated a demand curve knows how lickle this procedure can

be. Estimating the demand for nonrnarket forest amenities is an even more dillicult task.

The results in Chapter 5 show how easily the answers given by these models can change ‘

when the specification of the utility functions is changed. lt is important, therefore, that

more attention be given to these problems.

Uncertainty
V

lt has been argued repeatedly that the perfect foresight assumption is a poor one, but,

for now, a necessary one. Blaug (1980) would probably claim that this is merely an at-

tempt to immunize these models from falsification. On the contrary, these comments

on the problem of uncertainty are only a recognition that we do not have any answers

to this problem. For now, we have to do what we can, recognizing the problems with

our approach. This is clearly an area where more research is needed.
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Constant Technology and Tastes and Preferences

Two of the assumptions of the models presented in this dissertation are that technology

is constant and tastes and preferences are constant. Changes in tastes and preferences

are usually considered to be outside the scope of economics. Perhaps this is too narrow

a view. At any rate, if a model of how tastes and preferences evolve were available, it

could probably be incorporated into the framework of the dynamic general equilibrium

model. On the other hand, perhaps at the level of aggregation of a computable general

equilibrium model, the assumption of constant tastes and preferences is not too bad.

Surely fads come and go, but do the basic needs and wants ofhumans change much over

time?

The assumption of' fixed technology is relatively easy to relax. Much work has been

done in economics on teclmological change. Also, changes in the technology that will

be made over the next two or three decades are more predictable than one might initially

believe. Many of' the new technologies that will become operational in the next two or

three decades are already in the theoretical stage of development. Changes in the regu-

latory environment will be influential, but are also sometimes predictable. For example,

it is likely that the current trend towards increased voluntary and mandatory recycling

will continue. Again, if a model of technical change were available, it could be incor·

porated into the dynamic general equilibrium model. Anticipated changes in technology

could be specified exogenously. Such issues were not considered in the dissertation in

order to limit the scope of the study.
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Conclusiorzs

Significant progress has been made in this dissertation in integrating a dynamic model

of the timber sector into a general equilibrium framework. The work presented in this

study allows forest economists to see how their models fit into the grand scheme of

neoclassical economics and to obtain a broader perspective of the forest sector.

- The general equilibrium models discussed here will provide a powerful analytical tool for

understanding the role of forests in society. They will be useful for analyzing both pos-

itive and normative issues. On the normative side, the models will be useful for under-

standing how forests should be managed for the best use ofsociety. On the positive side,

the models are probably the best way we have to predict such things as the impact of

alternative policies on regional economic conditions or forest states. The models should

also be useful for predicting how tax changes or trade policies will influence production

pattems and income distributions.

This dissertation has also explored in great detail the dynamic nature of timber supply.

In so doing, the common ground shared by several of the dynamic timber supply models

was identified and clarified. The Faustmann formula was also derived from the optimal

steady state for the dynamic model, and the connection between long-mn models of

timber supply and the steady states of dynamic models was demonstrated.

Because of the dynamic general equilibrium model’s potential usefulness for analyzing

policy issues, the problem of computing solutions to these models was addressed. The

models are easier to solve when all households' utility functions are aggregated into a

single community utility function. However, the range of issues that the multi—sector
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model would be useful for is relatively limited. Disaggrcgating the utility function makes

the model much harder to solve, but greatly increases the richness of the model. Some

progress was made toward solving the dynamic general equilibrium model. When per-

fect competition is assumed, the steady·state version of the model can be formulated as

an equilibrium problem or as a maximization problem. The equilibrium approach can

be used to solve the steady state problem reliably. The non-steady-state problem was

not, however, formulated as an equilibrium problem here. Nevertheless, the steady state

model is zhe one-period model that is consistent with a dynamic model. lf timber supply

is a dynamic problem, then the steady state model is the most appropriate one-period

model to use (rather than a static model, for example).

The comparison of the maximization and equilibrium formulations of these models is

an interesting aspect of the research reported in this dissertation. Chapters 5 and 6

provide a demonstration of the fundamental welfare economics results that, in a com-

petitive economy, an optimal solution is an equilibrium solution and an equilibrium

solution is an optimal solution. (”Optimal" is not used here to mean "socially optimal",

but rather in the sense that one has a solution to an optimization problem. The sol-

utions to the models given in the dissertation are "pareto optimal", given the model for-

mulations.) When the perfect competition assumptions are not met, the optimization

formulation can be viewed as a normative model, and the equilibrium formulation can

be viewed as a positive model.

Repeated references to the assumptions of the model and related problems may seem

negative, but this is actually one of the strong points of this research. I believe that it

is desirable to have a model's problems out where they can be seen. It can be be dan-

gerous to place too much confidence in the results, or to allow others to place too much
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confidence in them. A good mode1’s problems need not be viewed negatively, rather,

they should be viewed as research opportunities.
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Appendix A. NOTATION

This appendix sumrnarizes the notation used in Chapters 3-6. The symbols are listed in

approximately the order in which they are introduced in the text. Subscripts may occa-

sionally be different. Thus, for example,
j’s

and i's are sometimes used in similar con-

texts. Also, fs are replaced with s’s, when referring to steady-state models.

Chapter 3

R" E Euclidian n-space.

N E the forest age class at which growth stops; after this age it is assumed
that no growth or decay occurs.

TE the planning horizon of the problem.

x,_, E the area (acres) of age-class i at time t.

6,,, E the area cut from age-class i at time t.

q, E the yield of wood per unit area (acres) for age-class i.

Q, E the volume harvested in period t (quantity supplied).

y = q(a) E an equation giving the volume of wood per unit area (acres) at
age a.
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ä E the age at which merchantable volume first becomes available from a
stand of trees.

xr E (xgu xr]:
· ·

·v x1,N),°

c,a— (c,_,, c,_,, .. ., c,_„)'.

q E(¢I1» q2• • •
·¤ qN)'•

0 0 0
l 0 0

G E 0 1 0..

l 0 0
01 1 NxN.

l 1 l 1
__ 0 0 0 0
R E 0 0 0 0

P 666 6 ~=·-
1 1 1 1

___ -1 0 0 0
R E R — G E 0 -1 0 0

· 0 -1 NxN-

0 1 1 l
A 0-1 0 0
GE O 0-1 0 ’

0 0 0 -1 NxN.

P, E the price per unit volume ofwood in period t (stumpage price).

r E the interest rate.

6 E one over one plus the interest rate: a one-period discount factor.

’1·rE (’1·r,u Ä·r,1r
· · ·s

'1·r,N)'•

.l,_,E a Lagrangian multiplier giving the shadow price of an acre of forest
in age-class i at time t.
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Cr E (cms Cr):
· ·

·1 CMV)"

§,T ; a Lagrangian multiplier giving the cost of postponing harvesting an
acre from age-class i from time t to time t+ 1.

A ; the symbol for a Lagrangian function.

s,(x,, c,) ; the current (in time 1) contribution to the present value of the
forest.

S,(x,, C) ; the present value at time 1 of the forest.

C E {¢„ ¤..„ ¢..„ }-

x,* ; the state the forest much reach in the terminal time period (deter-
mined exogenously).

S,*(x,*) ; the present value of the forest in period t if an optimal policy is
i

followed for the remaining time horizon.

ST*(xT*) ; the present value of the forest in the terminal time period.

HT; the Hamiltonian for the discrete·time optimal control problem for
period t.

c(a, 1) ; a function which, when integrated over a time period and range of
age classes, gives the area cut from that range ofage classes during that
period.

w(1) ; the amount ofwood cut in time t.

M(a,r) ; the area of forest of age less than or equal to age a at time 1.

= Mm(a, 1) ..
öa

.

l(a) ; the labor required to harvest a unit area of age a.

L'·(a) ; the total amount of labor employed in harvesting at time t.

P(1) =f‘(w(r)) ; the inverse demand function for harvested tirnber.

1y' ; the wage for harvesting labor.
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Chapter 4

R"; Euclidian n-space.

N E the forest age class at which growth stops; after this age it is assumed
that no growth or decay occurs.

TE the planning horizon of the problem.

XE the commodity space; the set of possible consumption vectors.

Y-E the symbol for a utility-maximization objective function.

UE the symbol for a utility function; Chapter 4 gives the properties of
these functions.

f'E thesymbol for a production function for the i"' industry.

AQ, E the quantity of good i consumed in period t.

p E one over one plus the community discount rate.

AQ, E gross output of good i in period t.

L,_, E the labor used in industry i in period t.'

KQ, E the capital used in industry i in period t.

NL, E the land used in industry i in period t (acres).

au E input-output coefficients.

AQ,_, E the amount of good j used as an intermediate input in industry i ir1
period t.

ay E input-output coefficient for wood use in industry i.

WQ, E the wood used in industry i in period t.
’

AI§_,+, E new capital produced for sector k to be installed in period t+ 1.

y,_, E input-output coefficients for new capital production.

X; E [Xy_,, A@_,, ..., X;„_,]'.

X, E [LJ, X,_,, ..., X„,_,]'. g
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I' E the matrix of capital-production coefficients.

A E the matrix of input-output coefficients.

ö E the proportion of capital remaining after one period of depreciation.

q' E [<1„ <1„ q„]’-

q, E the yield of wood per unit area (acre) of forest of age i,

c: E [Cm: 62,:: •••
CN.:]'•

c,_, E the number of acres cut from age-class i in period t.

MF.: E [lw1.Rr: Mzßrv MN.F.z]'•

ML, E the number of acres of forest in age class i in period t. (The sub-
script F is used to distinguish forest
land from land used in other sectors.)

0 0 0
l 0 0

G E 0 l 0.. ·

l 0 0

4 01 1 NxM

1 1 1 1
-1 0 0 0

R E O —l O 0

0 0 -1 NXN-

e.’
E (1, 0, 0,..., 0) 6 R".

dg" E (1, 1, 1, ..., 1) 6 R".

I, E the amount of labor required to plant an acre of forest.

[Ich[:29l„_,

E the amount of labor required to harvest an acre of forest of age class
i.
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Z; E the labor force in period t.

IW E the supply of land.

A E the symbol for a Lagrangian function.

nä, E the price of gross output from industry i in period t.

nä, E the price of consumer good i in period t.

nä, E the price in period t of capital used in industry i.

nf E the labor wage in period t.

ng E the price ofwood in period t.

Ä! "'V Ä'N,f]"

,1,, E the price of an acre of forest in age class i in period t. 1,,, is the price
of bare land.

C: E [:1,:1 C14: •··:
CN,:]'·

§,_, E the cost of postponing harvesting age class i in period t.

M,_,_, E the forest age class vector for land class z in period t. _

c,_, E a vector giving the number of acres cut from each age class of land
class z in period t.

q, E a vector giving the volume ofwood that can be harvested from an acre
of forest growing on land class z for each age class.

IN E the amount of labor required to plant an acre of forest ir1 land~class
z.

lN.=; a vector giving the amount of labor required to harvest an acre of
forest in each age class of forest in land-class z.

c„_, E a vector giving the number of acres cut from forests in each age-class
according to cutting activity w in period t.

q„ E a vector giving the volume ofwood that can be harvested for each age
class from an acre of forest with cutting activity w.

ab E an input-output coeflicient giving the requirements for industry i for
the particular type ofwood product obtained with cutting activity w.
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Chapters 5 and 6

R"; Euclidian n-space.

N E the forest age class at which growth stops; after this age it is assumed
that no growth or decay occurs.

TE the planning horizon of the problem.

XE the commodity space; the set of possible consumption vectors.

Ya the symbol for a utility-maximization objective function.

UE the symbol for a utility function; Chapter 4 gives the properties ofthese functions. ·
f

‘E
the symbol for a production function for the i'* industry.

g' E the symbol for a labor aggregation function for industry i (or, if i =
n c or p, for harvesting or planting).

AQ, E the quantity of good i consumed in period t.

P,_, E the the price of the i"' good in period t.

S E savings from period 1.

Y, E exogenous income from period t.

r E the rateof return for investments or savings.

p E one over one plus the rate of retum for investments (savings).

p E Lagrangian multipliers on income constraints.

A7,,_, E the quantity of good i consumed by the h'* household in period t.

r,, E the rate of time preference for the h*^ household.

p,, E one over one plus the rate of time preference for the h'^ household.

w,,_, E the weight given to the
h‘*

household in period t.
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p,E one over one plus the equilibrium rate of retum on assets for the
economy in period t.

AQ, E gross output of good i in period t.

L,_, E the aggregate labor input for industry i in period t.

IQ_, E the capital used in ir1dustry i in period t.

M, E the land used in industry i in period t (acres).

L,ME the amount of labor input from household h employed in the i'*
consumer-good industry in period t.

a,_, E input-output coeflicients.

y,_, E input-output coeüicients for new capital production.

AIQM E new capital produced for sector k to be installed in period t+ 1.

6 E the proportion of capital remaining after one period of depreciation.

ay E input·output coeflicient for wood use in industry i.

. q' E lm. qz. q„]’-

c,q,

E the yield ofwood per unit area (acres) of forest of age i,

c,_, E the number of acres cut from age·class i ir1 period t.

M,„_, E [M,_,_,, M,_,_,, M„_,„_,]’.

IVL_,_, E the number of acres of forest in age class i in period t.[000
1

l O O
G E O l O.

i
1 O O
0 1 1 mov.
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1 1 1 1
-1 0 0 0

R E 0 -1 0 0

0 0 -1 NXM

e,' E (1, 0, O, ..., 0) 6 R".

dg" E(1,1,1,...,1)€ R".

L,*,,_, E the amount of labor input from household h employed in planting
trees in period t.

I, E the amount of aggregate labor services required to plant an acre of
trees.

L,*,,_, E the amount of labor input from household h employed in harvesting
trees in period t.

* l,’ E [1,,, 1,*,, I„*,]’. —

1,*, E the amount of aggregate labor services required to harvest an acre of
forest of age class i.

I: E the labor force in period t.

Ü E the supply of land.

A E the symbol for a Lagrangian function.

rpg, E the price of gross output from industry i in period t.

rpg, E the price of consumer good i in period t.

rpg, E the price in period t of capital used in industry i.

rpg, E the cost per unit of the aggregate labor input in period t for industry
i.

rpg, E the labor wage for labor from household h in period t.

rpg E the price of wood in period t.

rp; E the cost for a unit ofplanting services in period t.

rp; E the cost for a unit of harvesting (cutting) services in period t.
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,1, E [«l,_,, „l,_,, ..., ,l„_,]’.

,l,_, E the price of an acre of forest in age class i in period t. l,_, is the price
of bare land. '

C.=- [CL., Cr., ..., CM.]'-
§,_, E the cost of postponing harvesting age class i in period t (not really a

price).

rc, E the total factor retums for all assets: capital, land, and forests in pe-
riod t.

V,E the value of the total asset portfolio of capital, land, and forests in
period t.

s,,_, E the share of the total asset portfolio belonging to household h in pe-
riod t.

I,,_, E the value of new investment from household h in period t.

Ä E the total investment necessary to replace depreciated capital.

TZ': E the net income in the steady state from the total asset stock after de-
preciation.

ry{,_, E the price of labor from the h"' household.

L,,_, E the input of labor from the
h‘*

household in activity i.

rp E a vector of prices for an economy.

e'(ry) E an excess demand function for market i.

a”(1y) E a demand function for market i.

Si(71) E a supply function for market i.

1;;,, E the price of labor from the h"' household in the steady state.

L,,_,_, E the input of labor from the h"' household in activity i in the steady
state.

.?]_, E the fixed amount of output from industry i in the steady state.

Y,';_, E the net (after savings) income of the h"' household.

8,, E production function parameters for the i"* activity.
U
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1;;* ; the average or marginal cost of activity i in the steady state.

,1;; E an upper bound on the value of an acre of forest in the i"' age class.

Ay ; a lower bound on the value of an acre of forest in the i‘^
age class.

ßy„ ; the power on X$,,_, in the Cobb·Doug1as utility function.

X5; [X5_,, X;_,, ..., X5„_,]'. °

X5;

E [A&...„ A!Q..+„ ---„ AK„„+¤]'-

F ; the matrix of capital-production coeflicients.

A ; the matrix of input-output coeflicients.

ay ; production function parameters for the i'* industry.

1}; ; the guess at the equilibrium price ofwood on the k* iteration.

k' ; the i"· vertex of a simplex in the simplicial subdivision given by Scarf
(l987b).

D ; a large positive integer whose inverse determines the mesh size of the
simplicial subdivision given in Scarf (1987b).

e" ; a vector in R" of zeros excepting two consecutive elements which are
1 and ,-1. ‘

41,; a positive integer in the set {1, 2, ..., I1}
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Appendix B. GLOSSARY OF SELECTED

TERMS

Adjoint Equations equations of motion for the adjoint variables in an optimal
control model, derived from optimality conditions.

Adjoint Variables dual variables which reflect the cost, as defined by the objec-
tive function, imposed by the equations of motion as constraints on
an optimal control problem; a generalization of Lagrangian multi-
pliers in nonlinear programming.

Base Point a vertex ofa simplex in a simplicial subdivision from which the other
vertices of the simplex are located.

Basic Conservation Laws fundamental rules for the relationships between small
changes in independent variables and a dependent variable; used in
deriving differential equations.

Choice Variables variables that influence the state of a system and that are
subject to control outside the system.

Commodity Space a subset of the positive orthant of R'" whose elements are

potential consumption vectors.

Community Utility Function
”a

utility function which, when maximized subject
to an aggregate budget constraint, produces the same market demand
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functions derived from individual utility maximization” (Katzner
1988, p 241).

Completely Labeled Simplex a simplex whose rz vertices each have unique labels.

Constant Returns to Scale a property of a production function where a propor-
tional increase or decrease in all inputs yields the same proportional
increase or decrease in output; homogeneity of degree one.

Decision Variables variables that influence the state of a system and that are
‘

subject to control outside the system.
‘

Dynamic in this dissertation, having the property of interdependence across
periods; as in a dynamic problem, where the solution in one period
depends on the solution in other (particularly future) periods.

Equations of Motion a mathematical description of the way the states of a sys-
tem evolve over time.

Equilibrium Price Vector a nonzero price vector for which excess demand is
nonpositive in each market and for which excess demand equals zero
for those markets with positive prices (Scarf 1984b).

Excess Demand Functions a function giving the quantity demanded minus the
quantity supplied in a given market as a function of (potentially all)
prices.

Excess Profit Functions functions giving the difference between the price of the
good and the marginal cost of producing it; note that excess profit
functions may rétum positive or negative values. -

Face a subset of a simplex that is a lower-dimensioned simplex defined by
a proper subset of the vertices of the original simplex; altematively,
a subset of the elements of a simplex given by all the vectors for
which aj E 0 forj in some particular nonempty, proper subset of the
integers 1, 2, ..., n.
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Fixed Point a point which is mapped back onto itself by a function; i.e., a point
ic such that x =_/(x) for some particular functionjI

Forward Pass a procedure in dynamic programming where, once the optimal
decision at each decision point is determined by a backward recursion
through the time horizon of a problem, the optimal primal variable
values are determined from the equations of motion and the optimal
decisions for each state encountered.

Globally Assymptotically Stable a characteristic of a steady state of a dynamic
systems where the all the trajectories of the system terrninate at the
steady state.

Hamiltonian a device for stating the optimality conditions for optimal control
problems which incorporates Bellman's principle of optimality and
the definition of the adjoint variables.

Household in tl1is context, an aggregation of consumers with similar character-
istics; especially with similar labor skills.

Integrability a property of a set of consumer demand functions where they can
be sirnultaneously integrated to obtain a utility function with the
standard neoclassical properties.

Market in this context, an institution ofexchange where traders find the price

at which the maximum quantity of a particular good will be volun-
tarily exchanged.

Maximum Principle a theorem giving optimality conditions for optimal control
problems; usually expressed in terms ofa Hamiltonian and equations

of motion for adjoint variables.

Mesh a measure of the fmeness of a simplicial subdivision given by some
measure of the size of the largest simplex in the simplicial subdivi-
sion.
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Normative in this context, a characteristic of a model where the model is con-
structed to describe things as they should be, given some norm or
criterion for making such a judgement (contrast with "positive").

Pareto Optimality a state where no individual can be made better off without
making another individual worse off

Positive in this context, a characteristic of a model where the model is con-
structed to describe things as they actually are (contrast with
"normative").

Principle of Optimality a theorem, due to Bellman (1957), which is the basis of
dynamic programming; the theorem states that an optimal policy has
the property that, whatever the initial decision is, the remaining de- °

cisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state re~
sulting from the initial decision; while not obvious, the theorem is
trivially true. (Bellman’s proof is only a few sentences long.)

Production Function a function giving the maximum output that can be ob-
_ tained for a given set of inputs.

Recursion Relation an expression which is optimized in dynamic programming
that gives the value of the objective function or of a dual variable as
a function of the current decision, assuming that future decisions are
made optirnally.

Replacement Operation the operation of dropping one vertex of a simplex and
replacing it with a new vertex which results in a new set of vertices
defining a simplex adjacent to the original simplex.

Simplex the convex hull of n vertices v', ..., v"; that is, the set of points of the
form x = Zajvj with ot, 2 0 and Za, = 1; the vertices are assumed to° J . .be linearly] independent in the sense that each vector in the simplex
has one and only one representation in the above form; a simplex

with n vertices has dimension n — l (Scarf 1984b, p.10).
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Simplicial Subdivision a collection of simplices 8*, ..., 8* contained in a simplex
S having the properties l) 8 is contained in the union of the simplices
8*, ..., 8*, and 2) the intersection of any two simplices is either empty
or a full face of both of them.

Social Welfare Function an objective function for an economy which, when
maximized subject to the technology of the economy, yields an out-
come that is pareto optimal and a socially optimal income distrib-ution. _

Stumpage wood sold
”on

the stump”; that is, before harvest.

State Variables variables that describe and quantify the state of a system at a
particular time.

Time the system of sequential relations that any event has to any other,
. as past, present, or future; indefmite continuous duration regarded °

as that in which events succeed one another.

Transversality Condition boundary conditions derived from optirnality consid-
erations. ’

Tumpike Property a property of some models of optimal economic growth
where the optimal path between two states spends a greater propor-
tion of the time in the neighborhood of the optimal growth path as
the time required (or allowed) for making the transition is increased.

Unit Simplex the simplex in R" having rx vertices given by the unit vectors in
R"; Each vector in the unit simplex comprises nonnegative elements
whose sum equals one.
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C
C This program tinds g•n•:aI •guiIibriu¤ pricu
C using a noditicacion ot Sca:t's tix•d point Ilgctithm,
C

REAIJ0 VAR(39,5), AVG(39), RESO,
¤ W'EIGHT(Z,2), KCH£K(Z), !£!lEX(Z,Z), HCHEX(Z),
¤ PLC!·lEK(Z), HLC!·!E1<(Z), PLANCO, HARCO, LANDU2, LABUZ(2),
I RATE, RHO, DELT, WORK}., HORK2, LAND, SHARE(Z),
¤ ALPHOI, BICI, BZC1., ALPHOZ, BICZ, BZCZ,
I ALPHI, BIK, BIL, BILI, BILZ, BIH,
¤ ALPHZ, BZK, BZL, BZLI, BZLZ, BZH,
¤ ALPHP, BPI, BPZ, ALPHC, BCI, BCZ,
¤ Ä(2•J)• G4\H(Z•2), V°!•(6), UNG), IÄINV(2•2)«
¤ LABRAT, LABLAN, TOL

INTEGER I, J, NODE, IA8EL(5), NXEPSI, ROTA(S), COUNT,
¤ STAGE

DATA RATE/0,I7/ DELT/0,90/ !ßRK1/40,0/ WORK2/60,0/
I LAND/100,0/ SHA.RE/0,5,0,5/ TOL/0,0000000I/ RlSO/0,000I/
I ALP!l0I/1.0/ BIC1/0,45/ DZC1/0,35/
I ALPHOZ/1,0/ B1CZ/0,50/ D2C2/0,30/
I ALPB1/1,S/ D1l/0,Z/ D1L/0,4/ D1I,1/0,6/ l12/0,4/ DI!4/0,4/
I ALP1·1Z/Z,0/ D2K/0,5/ D2I,/0,4/ DZLI/0,0/ D2L2/0,2/ DZH/0,I/
¤ ALPHP/I0,0/ DPI/0,5/ DP2/0,5/
I ALP!IC/1,0/ DCI/0,5/ DCZ/0,S/
I _ A/0,2,0,3,0,3,0,1,0,1,0,5/
I QI!/0,3,0,Z5,0,‘I,0,7$/ A
I VOL/0,0,0,1,2,0,S,0,7,0,7,5/
I LI/0,0§,0,1,0,2,0,25,0,20,0,30/

20D! // VAR, 1¤lP$I, EH
I /DA1'/ lA‘1!, 2, Dlll, @2, Ißlü,
I ALPI01, D1C1, DZC1, AIJI02, D12, D2C2,
I ALH1, D1l, D1I•, D1I•1, D12, D1!I,
I ALPIZ, D21, DZL, D2!•1, 22, D2I,
I AL2, DP1, DP2, A12, 2, 2, _
I A, Öl, VOL, Il, IAIIV
I /PAl18'I.'/ LABAT, LAKAI, {ICD, PLAI®, IA2

c
I /HP/ 3lAll, LAID

C Opul •
tiI• to: vzitinq r••¤11:s to: Pl,¤AT,„ c

_

OP'!I(U1|IT•1,II!,P¤'Pl,DA1",S'BTUS•'1flI|',Ia¤'LI$T')
C

. IA$V(1,1)
•

10,0/7,0' ‘
IAIIV(2,1)

•
10,0/21,0

IAIIV(1,2) ¤ 10,0/21,0
IAIlIV(2,2) •

00,0/63,0
2

•
1,0/{1,0+lIAT!)

LAIRAT • 0,0
1'AIIAI

• 0,0
Qtlh

•
0

C
C I1I1C1l11lI VAR, IUODE, 1¤lPSI, ROTA, Ind IADBL
C

NODE
•

Z»•»•·- • j
DO 5 I ¤ 1, 5

R¤!'A(I) • 9_ . 5 CONTINUE
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00 20 I ¤ 1, 39
DO 10 J ¤ 1, 5

VAR(I,J) -¤ 0.0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

DO 25 I
-

1, 5
LA8EL(I) • 0

25 CONTINUE
C

VAR(1,NODE)
-

0.92
VAR(2,NODE) ¤ 0.02
VAR(3,NODE) ¤ 0.02
VA.R(4,NODE)

-
0.02

VAR(5,NODE)
-

0.02
VAR(16,NODE)

-
0.01

C
C Assiqn a label.
C

30 CALL LABBLER(N00!,LAB!L)
C
C If thn 1ab•J. is 2, v• h•v• •

C¤•p1•t•1y
1•b•1•d

C •i¤p1•x tor: this •1:aq•, und
v•

can go ou to
C

•taq•
3. 0th•¤ni••,

v•
vzitn an 1t•z•tio¤

C znport, pivcc, und Ccutimu.
C

CCUNT
•

COUNT 4- 1
I!(LAB8L(NODB) .!Q. 1) 'IIH

IA8!L(1) •
1

C
CALL R!POR'!(C00’l'1',LABlL)

C
00 40 I ¤ 1, 39

VAl(I,1) • VAR(I,®DI)
40 ®I'1'IIU!’

VAR(1,IOD8) ¤ VAI.(1,EDI)
•

RISC
VAI(2,®D8)

•
VAR(2,$DI) 4- @¢

60 TC 30
ZLSB IP(LABZL(NOD!) .E• 2) EI!

IND! ¤ 3
STAB! • 3

C
C 1¤1¤i•11z• noch 3.
C

VAI(1,®DI)
• lII(VAB(1,1) •VAR(1,2))

VAl(2,IOD!)
• llI1((VA8(2,1),VAl(2,2))

· VAl(3,||¤DI)
• VAR(3,2) + IIS0

VAR(4,l|0DB)
•

VAR(4,2)
VAl(5,lIOD!)

•
VAl(S,2)

VAR(16,NOD!)
• 0.5*(VAI(1I,1)+VAI(1I,2))

C
C A••iqn

•
1•b•1.

C
$0 CALL LAB!LBR(NOD!,LAl!L)

C
C I! um 1•b•1 in 3, ve hau • c¤•p1•c•1.y 1•b•1•d

C
•£•p1•x

to: thin
•taq•,

und ve can ga cn ta
C

•t•g•
4.

0¤¤•zv1••, v•
•n.·it• an iuution

C r•p¤1.·t, pivot, und contimu.
‘

C
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COUNT ¤ COUNT + 1
IF ((1’4\BEL(N0DE) .EQ. l) .0R. (I«\8EL(NODE) .EQ. 2)) THEN

· C
CALL REPORT(COUNT,I4\BEL)

C
CALL CHANGER(NODE, LABEL, STAGE)
GO TO 50

EISE IF(IABEL(NODE) .EQ. 3) THEN
MODE

-
4

STAGE • 4
C
c Initialize node 4.
C

VAR(l,MODE) ¤ NIN(VAR(1,1),VAR(1,2),VAR(1,3))
VAR(2,NODE)

• HIN(VAR(2,1) ,VAR(2,2) ,VAR(2,3))
VAR(3,NODE) ¤ HIN(VAR(3,1) ,VAR(3,2) ,VAR(3,3))
VAR(4,NODE)

• VAR(4,3) + RESO
VAR(5,NODE)

• VAR(S,3)
VAR(16,NODE)

• (VAR(16,1)+VAR(16,2)+VAR(16,3))/3.0
C
C Assign a label.
C

60 CALL LA8ELER(NODE,LAlEL)
C
C Itthelabelisnwehaveacoepletelylabeled
C s1I.nplextorthisetage,a:•dwecangoonto
C stage 5. otherwise, we write an lteratlon
C report, pivot, and continue.
C

£!IT
•
äl + 1

IP ((LAllL(®DE) •@• 1) •OI• (LA@•(EDE) •@• 2)
¤ .0E. (LAIHJEDE) •X• 3)) BE

C
CALL KO§(§IT,LAX•)

c 7 IDEE)
EIS! IP(LA@•(NDI) .Q• 4) TIE

IODE
•

5
STAGE

•
S

C
C Initielise node 5.

. C
VAI(1,@DE)

•
@(VAI(1,1) ,VAR(1,2) ,VAI(1,3) ,VAR(1,4))

VAR(2,EDE)
• @(VAI(2,1) ,VAR(2,2) ,VAI(2,3) ,VAR(2,4))

VAR(3,l|0DE) ¤ IlII(VAR(3,1) ,VAR(3,2) ,VAl(3,3) ,VAR(3,4))
VAR(4,!|ODE) ¤ lEI(VAI(4,1) ,VAR(4,2) ,VAI(4,3) ,VAR(4,4))

_ VA!(5,@DE)
•

VAI(5,4) + RISC
VAI(16,IODE) ¤

¤ (VU!(16•1)·•·VAR(1¢,2)+VAl(1¢,3)+VAR(l¢,4))/4.0

C Assign a label.
C

70 CALL LAlELlI(N0¤E,LAIEL)
C
C It the label ls 5, we heve a coepletely labeled
C sinplex tor thin stage, end we ere done!

_ C otherwise, we write an lteretlon report,' ' °' ‘
C pivot, end continue.
¢ ..
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COUNT ¤ COUNT 4- 1

C
LF( (LABEL(NODE) .GE. 1) .AND. (l’4\EEL(N0DE) .LE. 4) )THEN

CALL REPORT(COUNT,LA8EL)
C

CALL CHANGER(NODE, LABEL, STAGE)
GO T0 70

ELSE LF (L.A8EL.(NODE) .EQ. 5) THEN
GO TO 100

END IF
ELSE LF (LABEL.(NODE) .EQ. 5) THEN

GO TO 100
END LF

ELSE IP (LA8EL(NODE) .GE. 4) THEN
GO TO 100

END IF
ELSE IP(LA8EL(NODE) .GE. 3) TEEN

GO N 100
END IP

100 DO 110 I ¤ 1, 39
AVG(I) •

(VAR(I,1)+VAR(I,2)+VA.E(I,3)+VAR(I,4)+VAR(I,5))/5.0
110 CONTINUE

C
C ca1cu1•c• t.¤• £!.:s¤·or:d•: cunditions tc: uu •quiv•1•n:
C uxinizaticn problu •• •

duck on thn r••¤1¤•.
C

WEIG8T(1, 1) •
AVG(1) *(’1.0•1)/(ALPH01*I1G1

I •(AVG(23)
••

(D1C1•1.0) ) *(AVG(25) **l2G1)) _
W!IGB'1'(1,2)

•
AVG(2)*(1.0•l)/(AL•PIO1*l2G1

IWEIZIK2,1) •
AVG(1)•(1.0•l)/(AIJl02*I1G2

IIlI@(2,2) •
AVG(2)•(1.0•l)/(A!•PI02*l2Q

I •(AVG(24) •*(I1G2) ) *(AVG(20) **(l2Q•1•0) ))
G

I *(AVG(29) **(B1L•*l1L1))*(IVG(30) **(B1L•*I1L2))
I *(AVG(33)**(I1I)) •

(1.0•DIL‘!*§)*AVG(17)
KGEIR)

•
AVG(20) *ALPI2*l2X*(AVG(22) **(I2X•1•0))

I •(AVG(31)•*(l2L*l2L1))*(AVG(32) **(I2L«*¤L2))

c
I *(AVG(34)•*(E2l)) •

(1.0•DELT*§)*AVG(1I)

LGHEIU.,1)
•

AVG(19)I
*(AVG(29)I

•(AVG(33)••(!1.I)) • AVG(3)
I£H!X(1,2) •

AVG(19)*ALP!1•I1L•*l1!•2*(AVG(21)**(E1K))
I *(AVG(29) ••(B1L•B1L1))*(AVG(30) **(l1L*l1L•2•1•0))
I •(AVG(33)••(B1l)) • AVGH)

L•$E!(2,1)'• AVG(20) *AL}I2*I2L*l2L1*(AVG(22) **(I2K))
I *(AVG(31) **(l2L*l2L1•1.0))*(AVG(32) **(l2L•*I2L•2))
I •(AVG(34) •*(B2Il))

·
AVG(3)¤•

AVG(20) •ALPI·I2*E2L.•I2L2*(AVG(22) *•(D2X))
II

*(AVG(34)•*(B2l|)) • AVG(4)
G

l|¤IEK(1)
•

AVG(19)•ALPII1*l1l•(AVG(21)**(B1X))
¤ *(AVG(29)*•(I1L*l1L1))•(AVG(30)**(I1l’•*l1L2))
I *(AVG(33)••(D1H·-1.0)) • (1.0•I!IO)•AVG(5)
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HCHEK(2) ¤ AVG(20)*ALPH2*B2l|*(AVG(22)**(B2K))
n

¤ *(AVG(3l.)••(B2L*82L1))*(AVG(22) **(B2L*B2L2))
¤ *(AVG(34)••(B2H-1.0)) • (1•0·R.H0)*AVG(5)

C
PI£H£K(1) •

PIANCO*ALPHP*BP1*(AVG(6) **(BP1•1•0))
I *(AVG(7)**(BP2)) • AVG(2)

PLCH£K(2) ¤ PLANCO*ALPHP*lP2*(AVG(6)**(BP1))
¤ *(AVG(7)•*(8P2-1.0)) • AVG(4)

HLCHEK(1)
•

HARCO-•ALPHC*BC1*(AVG(8) *•(BC1·l•0))
¤ •(AVG(9)••(BC2)) • AVG(2)

HLCHEK(2) ¤ HARCO*ALPHC*BC2*(AVG(8)**(BC1))
¤ •(AVG(9)**(BC2-1..0)) • AVG(4)

C
c Total. up tn•

prinary tactnr r•qui:•¤•nts.
C

IANDUZ
• AVG(33) 4- AVG(24) + AVG(35)

LABUZ(1) • AVG(29) + AVG(21) 4* AVG(36) 4- AVG(28)
LA.BUZ(2) ¤ AVG(20) + AVG(22) 4- AVG(37) 4- AVG(29)

C
C Print th• r•s¤1ts„
C

WRI'1'!(1,600) 'vsriabu List tor Last Itsrsticn.', C¤¤N'1'
WRI‘1'B(1,510) ’l£:?I1', IA?:§•(1), TJBZXJ2), Lll¤•(2),

YlITB(1,5::;(;I}?',v£V:?{1§}), VÄI(1,2), VAl(1,2),
¤ I I

WII'!B(1,S3:;(;I=?',v:ln?§2§;), VÄI(2,2), VÄI(2,2),
l I

I
WII'1'!(1,5::L‘:;i§•:,v*??£4§;,), VÄI(4,2), HI(4,2),

I vnnxsm.
I

III'1'I(1,5::&(;1,:}:,v*V:7£6§§„), vu(•,z), vu(•,:),
I

vumz), m¢1,:),
I

KIT!(1,5::;(;f€;„:,vÄY:?:2§}), VII(0,2), VII(I,2),
I I I, W!I'1'!(1•5::;(;¥€?',v*V:7;;§;·)• VIl(9•3)• VN!(9•3)•
I

_ ÜIITI(1,500)('fJ1:, VAI(10,2), VII(10,2),‘ ' I HI 10 4) VII( VAI(11,2), vm¢11,s),
I VÄI(11 4) VlI(11 vnmm. m<u.=>„
I

¤ 4
URI'!'Z(1,5$:;('l’$5;: VÄI(14,2), VAI(14,2),

¤ 14,4 ,
WRI’I'!(1,53:;(;·;A:;, VlI(1S,2), VII(1$,2),

I
VÄI(16,2), VII(16,2),

I VAR(16,4), VAR(16
WRI'1'!(1,53:ä(;:1§;, VAI(17,2), VÄI(17,2),

I
WRI'1'B(1,S00) 'I2k': VII(16)1), VÄI(1I,2), VÄI(1I,2),

I VAI(10,4)• _yÄ¤(1I,2)
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WRI‘!'2(l,500) 'Nls', VAR(l9,1), VAR(19,2), VAR(19,3),
¤ VAR(19,4), VAR(19,S)

H'RI'!'B(1,500) 'N2s', VAR(20,1), VAR(20,2), VAR(20,3),
¤ VAR(20,4), VAR(20,S)

WRITEU.,500) 'K1’, VAR(21,1), VAR(21,2), VAR(21,3),
¤ VAR(21,4), VAR(21,S)

WRI‘1'!(1,500) 'K2', VAR(22,1), VAR(22,2), VAR(22,3),
¤ VAR(22,4), VAR(22,5)

WRI‘I’E(1,S00) 'X1C1’, VAR(23,1), VAR(23,2), VAR(23,3),
¤ VAR(23,4), VAR(23,5)

WRITE(l,500) 'X1C2’, VAR(24,1), VAR(24,2), VAR(24,3),
¤ VAR(24,4), VAR(24,5)

WRITZ(1,500) 'XZCI', VIR(25,1), VIR(25,2), VA.R(25,3),
¤ VAR(25,4), VAR(2S,5)

W'RI'1'£(l,500) 'X2C2', VAR(26,1), VAR(26,2), VAR(26,3),
¤ VAR(26,4), VII(26,5)

WRI'1'2(1,500) 'X18', VAR(27,1), VIR(27,2), VII(27,3),
¤ VAR(27,4), VAR(2'I S)

WRI'1'!(1,500) 'XZI', VII(2I:1;, VII(2!,2), VII(2I,3),
¤ VIR(28,4), VAI(2| S

WRI‘!.'!(1,500) 'L11', VII(29:1), VII(29,2), VII(29,3),
¤ VIR(29,4), VII(29 5)

\|RI'1'!(1,500) 'L12', VII(30:1), VII(30,2), VII(30,3),
¤ . VII(30,4), VII(30 S)

WII‘1'!(1,500) 'L21', VAI(31::;, VII(31,2), VII(31,3),
I VII(31,4) VII(31

||II'].'!(1,S::; 'L22;: VII(32,2), VII(32,3),
¤ (32 4

WRI'!!(1,S00) 'lI1',,VII(33§1;; VII(33,3), VII(33,3),
I VAI(33 4) VII 3 vuuu,2) , vu¢:4,:) ,
I

I VII(35 4) VII 3

I

I

I

I
ct VC!iCb1Cl•'

UII'1'l(1,400) ’I1d', IVG(1) _

II1'1'I(1,400) 'I2d', IVG(3)
III'1‘!(1,400) 'I1L’, IVG(3)
WII'1'l(1,400) 'I2!/, IVG(4)
IRI’!‘!(1,400) 'lll', IVG(5)
III'1'!(1,400) 'LP1', IVG(I)
III'1'!(1,400) ’LP2', IVI(7)
IRI‘1'!(1,400) 'LC1', IVG(I)
WRI'1'!(1,400) ’I£2', IVG(9)
|lII’!!(1,400) 'IA1', IVG(10)
WII'1‘!(1,400) 'LI2', IVG(11)
||RI'1'2(1,400) 'IA3', IVG(12)
I|RI'!.'!(1,400) 'LA4', AVG(13)
WRI'1'!(1,400) 'LA5', IVG(14)
||RI’1'!(1,400) 'LAG', IVG(15)
IRI‘1’!(1,400) 'IQ', IVG(1§)
\|RI‘1'!(1,400) 'llk', IVG(17)
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WRIT€(1,400) 'N2k', LVG(1l)
WRI’!‘£(1,400) 'Nls', AVG(19)
WRI’1'£(1,4¤0) 'N2s', LVG(20)
WRI’!’B(1,400)

’K1',
AVG(21)

W‘RI'1'£(1,400) 'K2', LVG(22)
WRI°!'E(1,400) 'XIC1', AVG(23)
¤‘RITB(1,400) 'X1C2', AVG(24)
WRI’I'B(1,400) ’X2C1', AVG(25)
WRI'!’E(1,40¤) 'X2C2', AVG(26)
WRITEU.,400) 'X1s', LVG(27)
WRI’!'E(1,400)

’X2s',
AVG(28)

WRI’!°!(1,400) ’I.11’, LVG(29)
WRI‘!'E(1,400) 'L12', AVG(30)
WRI’1’B(1,400) 'L21', LVG(31)
WRI!E(1,400) ’L22’, AVG(32)
WRI!!(1,400) '!41’, LVG(33)
HRI'1'!(1,400) '!42’, LVG(34)
WRI!!(1,400) 'l4!’, LVG(35)
WRI!!(1,400) 'LP1', LVG(36)
WRI!2(1,400) ’I.P2', LVG(37)
WRI!!(1,400) 'I£1', LVG(30)
WRI!!(1,400)

'L&‘,
LVG(3§)

WRI‘.|.'!(1,610) 'üptilnlity Q•ckt'

WRI!!(1,730) 'hnd
¤••:',

IAIINIZ
WI!I!!(1,710) '1', '2' -
I¤‘tI'1'!(1,120) 'hbcz

¤••=*,
b\¤¤z(1), L\!¤z(2)

WRI!!(1,720) 'I•1qht 1:', IIIGll'1'(1,1), WlIG8'1'(1,2)
lII!!(1,720) 'Utiqht 2t', IIIGIl!(2,1), W!IGI!(2,2)
IIII!I(1,700) '¢|pitI1 Q•¤k 1t', KGIIQ)
IRI'1'!(1,700) 'äpitll Qlck Zt', K$ZI(2)
IR!!!(1,720) 'hbßt Gx! 1t', I@lK(1,1), IQIH1,2)
YlI!l(1,720) 'hbét Qäk 2t', I@!K(2,1), I•§II(3,2)
IlI!I(1,700) 'hß GOG! 1t', NU.)
II1'.I.'|(1,‘I¤¤) *Ia¤d duck 2:*, I¤¤(2)
III‘I!(1,720) 'Il!!$t hhßtt', ILQIIO.), II§lI(2)
@I!I(1,720) 'PlII|£1§ hätt', P!§l!(1), PIN!)

400 NIIIIL! (2X,L6,2!,P15•!)
500 NNIL! (2X,L6,2X,5(P11.5,1X))
510 NIIIL! (2X,L6,2X,5(I4,lX))
600 NMR! (2X,L,2X,I7)
610 NRIL! (2X,L)
700 Nllß! (2!,L,3X,P10.7)
710 NIIIL! (20X,L,15X,L)
720 NIIL! (2X,L,5!,!10•7,3!,!10.7)
730 NRIIL! (2!,L,3!,!12.7)

ED
¢
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SUBROUTINE LABELER(NOBE , IABEL)
REAL*B VAR(39,5), HINNSI, HAXNSI, EPSI(3),

I HAXEP, PI(2), 8C(2), HAXPI,
¤ RATE, RHO, BELT, WORK1, WORXZ,
I ALPH01, B1C1, B2C1, ALPH02, B1C2, B2C2,
¤ ALPH1, B1I<, B1L, B1L1, B1L2, B18,
¤ ALPH2, BZK, BZL, BZL1, B2L2, B28,
¤ ALPHP, BP1, BP2, ALPHC, BC1, BC2,
¤ A(2,J), GA8(2,2), VOL(6), ¤·I(6), IAINV(2,2)

INTEGER I, J, NOBE, I«\BEL(5), HXEPSI, ROTA(5)
COHHON // VAR, HXEPSI, ROTA

¤ /BAT/ RATE, RHO, BELT, WORK1, WORK2,
I ALPH01, BIC1, BZC1, ALPH02, B1C2, B2C2,
I ALPH1, B1K, B1L, B1L1, B1L2, B18,
¤ ALPH2, B2K, BZL, B2L1, B2L2, B28,
I ALPHP, BP1, BP2, ALPHC, BC1, BC2,
I A, GA8, VOL, LH, IAINV

C
C This subrcutine essiqns I 1eb•1 to e node.
C

CALL PAUSTOIOOE)
C
C PAUST celculetee the price ot wood (VAR(16,•)).
C
C Celculete supply prices.
C

VAR(19,||OBE) ¤ (1.0·A(1,1))*VAR(1,NOBE)
I • A(1,2)*VAI(2,NODI)

•
A(1,3)*VAR(16,8OBE)

VAR(20,®BI)
•

(1.0-A(2,2))*VAR(2,®BI)
I *VAR(10,IOBE)

C
C I!e¤ys¤pp1ypr1ceser•¤eqe¤1v•,¤o¤••dtogot¤rther.
C Asdqnelebeleccordingtotherules
C 1) I: Iex(n•1) 1e 0 , then lebe!. •

Iex(•p•1).
C 11)I!Isx(ns1)IIIISI

•
I(VAR(19,®BI) ,VAI(20,@0I))

IAXISI ¤ lAX(VAR(19,@Bl) ,VAI(20,IOOI))
I! (HIIIISI .LE. 0.0) TIE
I! (IAXISI .GI. 0.0) HH

N 10 I
• 19, 20

I! (8A2I8I •EO• VAl(I,@DI)) TIE
LAIEIJIOOI)

•
I

• 10
HD IP

10 QITIIUE
ELSE

LABELOUOBE) •
ÄPSI

HIB IP
RETURN

BCD I!
C
C Celculete capital pr1c•e.
C

VAR(17,l|OBE)
•

(GA8(1,1)*VAI(1,@D!) „
I

-•·
CA8(1,2)*VAR(2,I!ODE))/RIO

VAR(1B,l|OOE)
•

(CA8(2,1)•VAR(1,lNBI)
I

·•·
GA8(2,2)*VAR(2,NODl))/RIO

C
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CALL KAPBALOIODE, BPSI, PI)
C
C KAPBAL finds the capital for each sector that isC consistent with current prices (and thereforeC income) .
C
C Now find the primary factor with the greatestC excess supply.
C

HAXEP •
MAX(EPSI(1), £PSI(2), £PSI(3))

DO 20 I
-

3, 1, -1
IF (HAXEP .EQ. EPSI(I)) THB!

HXEPS1
•

2+1
END IP

20 CONTINUE
C
C Assign a label:
C i) Priority is given to consusption goods.
C -1f profits are positive for either good,C the label is assigned to the sector withC the greatest profits.
C il) otherwise, the label is asslgned to the prisary
C factor sector with the greatest excese supply.C

HAXPI
•

HAX(PI(1), PI(2))
IP (HAXPI .G1'. 0.0) TIB _

Do 30 I • 1, 2
I! (IIXPI •N• PI(I)) EE

LABRIJEDI) ¤ I
HD I!

30 COITIIIUI
IIS! ‘

LI§IL(®0l) •
IXIPSI

BD I!
IITUII
ED

C
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SUBROUTINE PAUS’1'(NOD8)
R£AL•8 VAR(39,5), PI(6), UP(6), LABRAT, LABLAN,

¤ ‘!'E8PRA‘!(2), PLANCO, HARCO, TOL, NQ, NQL, HOLD(7),
¤ PIHAX, C!!VA(6), TEHP, LABKZBP, BLOWUP,
¤ RATE, RHO, DBLT, WORK1, WORKZ,
¤ ALPI·l0l, 81Cl, 82Cl, ALPH02, 8lC2, 82C2,
¤ A1,PHl, B18, 811,, 811,1, 811,2, B18,
¤ ALPH2, 828, 82L, 82Ll, 82L2, 828,
I ALPHP, 8Pl, BP2, ALPHC, 8Cl, BC2,
¤ A(2,J), GA8(2,2), VOL(6), LH(6), 1AINV(2,2)

INTEGER 1, J, NODE, HXEPSI, R0‘1‘A(5), OLDROT
CO880N // VAR, HXEPSI, ROTA

¤ /DA‘1'/ RA'1'8, R80, BELT, VURK1, WORK2,
¤ ALP801, 81Cl, 82C1, ALP802, 81C2, 82C2,
¤ A1,PHl, B18, 811,, 811,1, 811,2, 818,
I ALPH2, 828, 82L, 821,1, 82L2, 828,
¤ ALPHP, 8Pl, BP2, ALPBC, BC1, BC2,
I A, GA8, VOL, LH, IAIIIV
I /!AUS‘1'/ LABRAT, LABLAI, 1'CL, PLANCO, HARCO

C
C This sub;-outins cslculstss ths prico ot wood: VAR(l6,•) .
C
C I! ths pzics ratlos sro tho ssss ss ths lsst psss, tus
C prlcs ot wood n••d not bs rocslculstsd.
c .

'1'¤lPRA‘1‘(l)
•

VAR(4,IODI)/VAR(3,lßD!) -
'1'DIPIA1'(2)

•
VAR(5,®0l)/VAR(3,)|0D8)

I! (('I.'§RA'l'(1) ,8I, LABINI)
I .0R. (TEPIATO) .II• LllLAI)) THB!

LADA!
•

1IPlA‘.I.'(1)
LABLAI

•
@P.IA1'(2)

Ll
•

VAR(3,$DI)
C
C Csla:lst•ss:~g:|.¤slcostp•:•¤:•o¢platin,ss:qinsl
C

platin ad hszvsstln. ·

VAI(¢,I¤¤I)
•

(1.0/AL1)*((BP1/VAI(3,ß0I))**(8P2))
¤ *((VAR(¢,¤¤¤|)/|!¤)“(!¤))

VIR(7,®) •
(1,0/ALi)*((VAR(3,I00l)/B!1)**(8P1))

I •((BP2/VAR(4,E¤l))**(IP1))
PLAIQ

•
VAR(3,IODI)*VlI(¢,$¤I) + VAR(4,NDI) *VAR(7,80¤8)

VAR(B,NDI) •
H?/VIl(3,ßDl))**(IQ))

¤ °((VI!(4,l¤¤!)/!¤)”(l¢3))
VAl(9•l¤¤|) • ((VÄl(J,§)/E1)"(l¢1))

¤ °((!¤2/VlR(4,I¤¤!))°*(!¢1))
BARCC

•
VAR(J,I08I)*VAI(I,NDl) 4· VAR(4,ßBI)*VAR(9,!|¤DE)

C
C Do uppsr cuzvo. A
C

VAR(10,IOD8) • VAR(5,N¤I) 4- PLAIC0
VAR(11,||0¤8) ¤ (l.0+RA1'B)*VAR(10,8CD8)
VAR(12,m¤8) ¤ (l.0+RA1'I)*VAR(11,l|0D8)
VAR(13,l|0D8) •

(1.04-RA!I)•VAR(12,IODI)
VAR(14,l|¤D8)

•
(1.04-RA'1'l)*VAR(13,®0I)

VAR(l5,!|0¤8) ¤ (l.04·RA1'8)•VAR(l4,l|0DI)
UP(1)

•
VAR(l0,80¤!) • llH•VAR(5,l|00!)

¤P(2)
•

VAR(l1,l|¤¤8) • IIß•VAR(5,IODI)
' UP(3)

•
VAR(12,l|CD!) • &|VAR(5,I|CD¢)

U'P(4)
•

VAR(13,NOD8)_• &*VAR(S,NCDI)
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UP(5) • VA.R(14,NOD2) - RHO•VAR(5,NOD2)
UP(6) ¤ V4\R(15,N0DE) · RHO•VAR(5,N002)

C
C P•rtu:b initial wood prico and calculato PI!-IAX.
C Wa will nood two points to astluto diffaroncos.
C Tha astimatsd dltfarsncaa aro

u••d
in a nodifiod

C N•w·ton's nothod to find tho prico of wood.
C

NQL
•

VAR(16,NOD2) 4- 0.01
DC 20 I

-
1, 6

CUVA(I)
-

NQL*VOL(I) • HARCO•LH(I)
PI(I)

-
CUVA(I) • UP(I)

20 CONTINUE
PURX

-
HAX(PI(1), PI(2), PI(J), PI(4), PI(5), PI(6))

‘

C
C Chack to soo if this ptico is, by chanca, coztoct.
C vman PIHAX oquals uro, tho ptioa la oorzact.
C

IF ((PU4AX .62. (•'!DL)) •AI|0. (PUR! .L2. 20L)) U12!
DO JO I

• 1, 6
I! (PURX .20. PI(!)) TW

R0‘l°A(NOD2)
•

I
PRINT

•,
'Rotatlonz', Rm'A(N0¤!), 'P!.¤t'

D60 I!
30 WIITIIIUI

I! (R02A(NOD2) .I.2. 6) TBII
M 40 I

• (R02A(®DI)+1), 6
VAR(9+I,!|0D2)

•
WVM!)40

WITIIIUI
BD I!
VAI„(16,IOD2)

•
EL

N 45 I ¤ 1, 6
WI«D(I)

• VAR(5+!,NOI)
45 COITIIUB

EI«D(7) •
VAR(16,®DI) _

OLE!
•

ENID!)
IHUII

ZIB!
PURE

•
PUR!

ED I!
C .

C Ifth•p•:tuxb•dpzio•wa•n'too::•¢t,qobaokto
C tha original prioo and oalculata PUR!.

¤a•

C th• sodiflad
!••vt•¤'a

nthod to updats the
C ptios untll a oloso enough approxination ls
C found.
C

H0
• VAl(16,ll002)

50 00 60 I
• 1, 6

WVM!)
•

I0•VOI•(I)
• lAE*!$(!)

PI(!)
•

CUVA(I) • U!(I)
60 CONTIIIUB

mw:
-

lRX(PI(1), Pxm, Pu:). PU4)„ PII!). PUSH —
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C
C Ch•ck to

s••
12 this pzic• is c¤rz·•c·t.

C
IP ((PIHAX .GT. (•TOL)) .AND. (PIHAX .LT. TOL)) THEN

DO 70 I
• 1, 6

IF (PINAX .EQ. PI(I)) THEN
ROTA(NCOE) ¤ I

PRINT
•,

'Rctationz', ROTMNODE)
END IF

70 CONTINUE
IF (ROTA(NODE) .LT. 6) THEN

00 80 I
•

(ROTA(NOOE)+1), 6
. VAR(9·•·I,NODE) ¤ CUVA(I) + RHO•VAR(5,NODE)

80 CQNTINUE
END IP
VAR(16,NOD!)

•
NQ

D0 85 I
•

1., 6
I·IOLD(I)

•
VAR(9+I,l¢I0!)

85 CONTINUE
HOLD(7) •

VAR(16,NOD!)
OLDRQT

• KH.'A(N00!)
RE'I'URN

EIS!
C
C Th1•1•vh•:•v•q•t•n••p:ic•t¤t:y¤•1nq
C th• n¤4121•4 lI•uton'• ¤•th¤d.
C

TDI! • B0
I0 • IQ · ((P¤¤!•(l|0·IOI•) )/(P¤|AX•P¤¤X!·))

IP (IQ J3. 0•0) HH
PIII! *, 'HEORS PIIC! 0! U000 II!CA!IV!'

H0 IP
NL • un
PIIIAXL • PIIAX '
N TD 50

II0 I!
EIS!

BIOWUP • VAl(3,I00!)/HNI!

N 90 I
• 10, 15

VIl(I,lI00!)
•

!!D\ll'P*NLD(I•9)
90 CDITNI‘

NH(NOE)
•

QLDNI
N 95 I

•
1., 6

NLD(I)
•

VAI(9+I,NOI)
95 CCITIIIUI

EDLD(7)
•

VAI(16,IOD!)
Rl'.l'U'II

BI0 I!
BID

C
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SUBROUTINE KAP8AL(NODE, ZPSI, PI)
REAL*8 VAR(]9,5), PI(2), EP$I(3), KINC, INC(2),

¤ WOOD, WPA, Z(10), DE‘1'(2), EH), IN'V(4), 8(4),
¤ BE8PROP(2,2), KAPROP(2), 8PROP(2), SU8,
¤ SHARE(2), 8C(2), LAND, KREN'1‘(2), HRENT,
¤ RATE, RNO, BELT, WORK1, WORKZ,
¤ ALPH01, 81C1, 82C1, ALPH02, 8].C2, 82C2,
¤ ALPH1, 8114, 81L, 81L]., 81L2, 8114,
¤ ALPH2, 82K, 82L, 82L1, 82L2, 8214,
¤ ALPHP, 8P1, BP2, ALPHC, 8C1, BC2,
¤ A(2,3), GA8(2,2), VOL(6), UNG), IAIN'V(2,2)

INTEGER I, J, NOBE, HXEPSI, RO'!.'A(5)
COHHON // VAR, HXEPSI, RBTA

¤ /BAT/ RATE, RHO, BELT, WORK1, WORK2,
¤ ALPH01, 81C1, B2C1, ALP802, 81C2, 82C2,
¤ ALPH1, 81K, 81L, 81L1, 81L2, 818,
¤ ALPH2, 82K, 82L, 82L1, 82L2, 8214,
¤ ALPRP, 8P1, BP2, ALPBC, IC1, 8C2,
I A, GA8, VOL, L8, IAINV
¤ /KAP/ SHARE, UND

C
C Pr.·•1i¤in•zi••
C

lREN'1'(1)
•

(1.0-DELT*R80)*VAR(17,8ODE)
KRHYH2) ¤ (1.0-DELT*IE)*VAR(18,1|0BE) -IGHIT •

(1.0-RIO)*V'AR(5,ND8)
DDIPEP(1,1)

•
81C1/(VAI(1,MD!)*(81C1+82C1))

B¤lP(1,2) ¤ 81Q/(VAR(1,ND!) •(81Q+82C2))
DBGIIOP(2,1) •

82C1/(VAR(2,ßD8)*(81C1+82C1))
DGPEN2,2) •

82C2/(VAI(2,ßD8)*(81Q+82¤))
HPIOM1)

•
(1.0/ALPI1)*((!I§!(1)/81!)*•(81!•1•0))

I •((VAI(3,$Dl)/(81L*81I•1))**(81L#81L1))
I *((VAR(4,IODl)/(81L*81L2))**(81L*I1I•2)) A¤ °(0¤l'!/(!1||))°°(|1l))

¤P$P(2)
•

(1.0/ALl)*((H§T(2)/l2!)**(82K•1•0))
I

•(
(VAI(J,@DI)/(82L*82I•1) ) **(831’•*82I•1))

I *((VARHMNDI)/(82!•*ÜI•2))**(82I•*82I•2))
¤ °((l!¤‘|-'/(82||))**(¤l))

HPROPQ1)
¤•

(1.0/ALP!].)*((!ID'|.'(1)/81K)•*(81K))
I *((VAR(3,IOD8)/(81L*81L1))**(81L*81L1))

A A
‘ II

•(()l§'l'/(818))••(81.8-1.0))
- lP$P(2)

•
(1.0/ALl)*((§§!(2)/82K)**(82K))

I *((VAI(3,®DI)/(82!•*82l'•].))**(l2!•*l2l’•1))
I *((VAR(4,80DI)/(82L•82L2))**(82L*83L2))
I •((8lEI'!/(828))••(828•1•0))

IPA
•

VOL(I¤TA(1|0D8) )/RO¤(NDE)
808

•
VAR(5,l|OD!)

N 10 I ¤ 2, IQTAUIODI)
888

•
SUII + VAR(9+I,80DI)

10 COIITIIIUE
SU8 •

SU8/RUI'A(1IOBE)
C
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C Here, ve try tc solve ter the apprcpriate anount ct capital
C directly:
C K ¤ ·((d((I·A)Inv)B—I)Inv)d((I—A)Inv)c
C
C Calculate z':.
C

Z(l)Z(2)
-(1-0-DELT)*(IAIM'V(1,1)*GAH(l,2)+IAIMV(1,2)*GAH(2,2))

Z(5) ¤(l.0·DEL'1‘)•(IAIMV(2,l)•GAH(l,1)+IAIMV(2,2)*GAH(2,l))
Z(6) -(1.0-DELT)•(IAIMV(2,l)•GAH(l,2)+IAIMV(2,2)•GAH(2,2))
Z(3)

•VAR(J ,MODE) •WORK1
¤ 4- (IAIMV(1,1)•DE4PROP(1,2)+IAIMV(l,2)•DE!4PROP(2,2))
¤ •VA.R(4 , MODE) *WOR.K2

Z(7)
-

(IAIMV(2,1)•DE!4PROP(1,1)+IAIMV(2,2)•D¤IPROP(2,l))
¤ •VAR(J ,MODE)

•VAR(4 , MODE) *WORK2
Z(4)¤

•SHAR!(1)
¤ + (IAIMV(1,1)•D¤|PROP(1,2)+IAINV(1,2)•DDIPROP(2,2))
¤ •$HARE(2)

ZG)
¤•

4-Z(9)• ((($UH*A(1,3))/WPA)+VAR(5,!|ODB)*IlPROP(1))*(1-0•RHO)
Z(10) ¤ ((($UH*A(2,3))/\|PA)+VAI(5,||OD8)*l{PROP(2))•(1-0•RHO)

C
C Do d((I~A) I¤v•r••):

I(1) I(2)
C IG) IH)
C

Dl'1'(1) •
1-0 •

2(4)•2(!) • 2(I)*¢(10)_ I(1) •
((1-0 • 2(I)*l(10))/R(1))*H!IOP(1)

l(2) ¤¤ ((2(4)•2(10))/Dl'1'(1))*HPI¤P(1)
IO) • ((!(|)°$(9))/¤¤(1))°¤P|¤P(2)

C
l(4) •

((1-0 •
2(4)*2(9))/R(1))*HPEP(2)

C Do D: I(1) IG)
. C IG) I(4)

C
l(1) •

DII•‘1’*(1-0-RBO)*VAI(17,EM)•2(4) 4- 2(1)
. . IG) •

D!I•1'*(1-0•RBO)*VAI(1I,@D8)*I(4) 4- IG)
IG) •

D!I•'1'*(1.0·|IIO)*VAl(17,NDI)*¢(0) + Z(S)
BH) ¤ DEL1'•(1-0•RlO)*VAB(10,®DI)*2(I) 4- 2(6)

C
C De (B8-I) Inversez I1N(1) IIV(2)
C RVG) RVG)

¤¤'(2) • (BU-)•¤(1)+I(2)•I(3)·1--¤)°(!(3)°|(2)+|(¢)°!(*)•1·°)
¤ • (BU)°B(1)*!(¢)'!(3))°(!(1)°!(2)*!(!)°|(*))

IMV(1) •
(EG)•D(2)·•·E(4)•I(4)•1.0)/DE'1'(2)

INW2) • •(!(1)°¤(2)+!(2)°l(¢))/¤8’!'(2)
IMVG) ¤ •(E(J)•I(1)+E(4)*IG))/DETG)

C
INVU) ' (!(l)'l(1)+!(2)*BG)•1•0)/DETG)
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C
Q

Nov, va qat the right alount ot capital.
C

VAR(21,RODE) • -•
Z(3)•(IRV(1)*!(1)+IRV(2)•B(3))

¤
- Z(7)•(IRV(1)•!(2)+IRV(2)•E(4))

VAR(22,NODE) ¤ -· Z(3)•(IRV(3)•B(l)+IRV(4)*!(3))

C
¤ - Z(7)•(IRV(3)•!(2)+IRV(4)•E(4))

C Nov, wa can calculata avarythinq also: Gross production.C
VAR(27,NODE) •

VAR(2l,RODI)/XAPROP(1)
V4\R(28,RODE) •

VAR(22,RODI)/KAPROP(2)
C
C Hood, toraat, and land tactor dananda.
C

VAR(33,NOD£) ¤ VAR(27,RODE)•IIPROP(l)
VAR(J4,RODE) ¤ VAR(2I,ROD!)•IIPROP(2)
WOOD •

A(1,3)*VAR(27,ROD!) 4- A(2,3)•VAR(2I,RODZ)
VAR(J5,RODE) •

WOOD/WPA
C
C Capital incoaa.
C

HRC
•

(1.0-RHO)•((SIIl*VlR(35,RODl)
I4-I

+ (VAR(l7,ROD!)•VAR(21,ND!) 4- VAR(lI,ROD!)•VAR(22,ROD£))I •¤!L1')
C
C Incona.
C

IRC(1)IIC(2) •
VARHWIODIPH 4- SIAIIGPHC

C
C Consuaption duanda.
C

VAI(23,EDI)
•

IIC(1)*DHH!(1,1)
VAR(24,®DI) •

H(2)*H!(1,3)
VAI(2$,®D!) •

HC(1)*HHI(2,1)
VlR(2G,EDl) •

IIC(2)*HH!(2,2)
C
C Labor dananda.‘

VAR(29,l|ODI) •
(VAI(27,®$)/ALPI1)I *((¤¤T(1)/I1X)°°(!1!))

I *((VAI(3,ROD!)/(l1L*I1I4))•*(I1L*l1!•l··l•0))
II

°((Hl¤¤'/(B1¥))*°(!1I))
VlR(30,RODI) •

(VAI(27,$DI)/ALPIII)
¤ °((¤¤¤(1)/I1|)*°(!1!))
I *((VÄI(3,®I-ll)/(I1!«*I1I•1))**(l1L*B1L1))

IVAR(31,ROD8) •
(VAR(2I,NDI)/ALPH2)¤ °((¤¤¤'(2)/B2!)“(!2|))

I *( (VAIO ,ROD!)/ (IZLIDZLI.) )
••

(l2L*I2Ll·1.0))
I

•(
(VAR(4,R0DI)/(BZLIBLI) ) **(l3I•*l2X•3))I *((HR¤|'1'/(B2I))'*(¤H)) ‘

- VAR(32,RODB) •
(VAR(2|,IO$)/ALPH2)

I •((IRD|'1'(2)/l2X)**(l2!))
I
•(I

•((VAR(4,||ODI)/(BZLIIZLI))**(I3I•*I2I•2·1•0))¤ *((NR¤¤'/(B2H))f!(|1|0)
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C Harginal costs ot production.
C

HC(1) •
(I<RENT(1)*VAR(21,NDDE)

¤ 4- VAR(3,NODE)*VAR(29,NODE) 4- VAR(4,NDDE)•VAR(30,NODE)
¤ 4- H.'R£N'!.'•VAR(33,NODB))/VAR(27,NODE)

HC(2) •
(KR£NT(2)*VAR(22,NOD!)

¤ 4- VAR(3,NODB) •VAR(31,NODB) + VAR(4,NODB) •VAR(32,NODE)
¤ + HREN'!‘*VAR(34,NOD£))/VAR(28,NDDE)

C
C Convert plantinq and harvsstinq labor quantitiss to
C totals, rathor than p•r—acr• quantitios.
C

VAR(36,NODE)
¤•

VAR(6,NDD!)*VAR(35,NOD!)/R0‘1'A(NODE)
VAR(37,NODE)

•
VAR(7,NODB) •VAR(35,NODB)/R0’!A(NODE)

VAR(38,NODE) ¤•
VAR(8,NDD!)*VAR(35,NDDB)

¤ •l’Ji(RO‘l'A(NDD!) )/RD1'A(NOD£)
VAR(39,NODE) ¤ VAR(9,NOD!)•VAR(35,NODB)

¤ •LH(RU1'A(NODZ) )/RD'I„‘A(NODB)
C
C Calculato •xc•s•

protits and •xc•••
supplios.

C
PI(1) ¤ VAR(19,NDD!) • NC(1)
PI(2) ¤ VAR(20,NOD!) • lI¢(2)
!PSI(1)

•
WR!]. • VAR(29,I|DD!) • VAl(31,NDD2)

¤ • VAR(36,NOD!) - VAl(3I,NDDl) ·
2P$I(2) • WDR!2 •

VAR(30,IDD!)
•

VAR(32,WD!)
¤

-
VAR(37,NOD!) • VAR(39,NDDI)

!P8I(3) •
LAND •

VAl(13,IDDI)
•

VAR(34,NODB) •
VAR(35,NODE)

RETURN
QD
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SUBROUTINE CHANGERUIODE, LABEL, STAGE) .
REAL*8 VAR(39,5)
INTEGER I, J, K, NQDE, LABEL(5), STAGE, OLDLAB,

¤ OLDNODE, HXEPSI, ROTA(5)
COHHON // VAR, HXEPSI, ROTA

C
C This subroutine lmplements a pivot operation.
C The node with the same label as the last label
C returned is eliminated and a new node is added.
C
C Choose node to change.
C

OLDLAB
•

LABEL(NODE)
OLDNODE •

NODE
K

•
STAGE · 1

DO 10 I
• 1, K

J
•

H¤0((0LDNOOE+I•1+STAGE) ,STAGE) +1
I! (LABEL(J) .EQ. OLDLAB) TEEN

MODE
• J

BID IP
10 CONTINUE

C
C menge node choeen.
Q 4

E ¤ lßD((NODE+STAGE) ,$TAGE)+1
J •

llOD((!|0DE•2+STAGE) ,STAGE)+1
DO 20 I

• 1, 5
VAR(I,l|0DE)

•
VAR(I,J) + VAI(I,X)

• VAR(I,l|0ü)
20 ®||TIl|UE

VAl(16,NODE) ¤ VAR(16,J) 4- VAI(16,K) ·· VAR(16,@¤E)
IE'.I.'UI1I
HD
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SUBROUTINE REPORT(COUNT, LABEL)
R.EAL*8 VAR(39,5)
INTEGER LABEL(5), HXEPSI, ROTA(S), COUNT
COHHON // VAR, HXEPSI, ROTA

C
C WRITE(l,600) 'Pric•s tor: It•x·a¤ion:', COUNT
C WRITE(1,510) 'Iab•l', LABELU.), LA8EL(2), LABEL(3),
C ¤ LABELH), LABEL(5)
C WRITEU.,500) 'Nld', VAR(1,1), VAR(1,2), VAR(1,3),
C ¤ VAR(l,4), VAR(1,5)
C WRITEU.,500) 'N2d’, VA.R(2,1), VAR(2,2), VAR(2,3),
C ¤ VAR(2,4), VAR(2,S)
C WRITE(1,500) 'NZLL', VAR(3,1), VAR(3,2), VAR(3,3),
C ¤ VAR(3,4), VAR(3,5)
C WRITE(1,500) 'NZL', VAR(4,1), VAR(4,2), VAR(4,J),
C ¤ VAR(4,4), VAR(4,5)
C WRITEO.,500) 'Nl', VAR(S,1), VAR(S,2), VAR(5,3),
C I VAR(S,4), VAR(S,5)
C WRI'1'E(1,500) 'NQ', VAI(16,1), VAl(16,2), VAR(16,3),
C I VAR(16,4), VAl(16,5)
C \|RITE(1,500) 'X1$’, VAI(27,1), VAR(27,2), VAR(27,3),
C I VAR(27,4), VAl(27,5)
C WRITE(1,S00) 'XZO', VAR(2I,1), VAR(28,2), VAR(2l,3),
C I VAR(20,4), VAI(2I,5)

500 PORHAT (2X,A6,2X,5(P11•$,1X))
510 PORHAT (2X,A6,2X,S(I4,0X))
600 PORHAT (2X,A,2X,I4) .

RETURN
END
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Variable List tor Last Itezation. 48062
Label 2 3 1 5 4

Nld 0.28140 0.28140 0.28150 0.28140 0.28140
N2d 0.24750 0.24740 0.24740 0.24740 0.24740
N1L 0.09620 0.09630 0.09620 0.09620 0.09620
N2L 0.03130 0.03130 0.03130 0.03130 0.03140

Nm 0.34360 0.34360 0.34360 0.34370 0.34360
LP1 0.05704 0.05701 0.05704 0.05704 0.05713
LP2 0.17531 0.17540 0.17531 0.17531 0.17503
LC1 0.57041 0.57011 0.57041 0.57041 0.57132
LC2 1.75314 1.75405 1.75314 1.75314 1.75034
LA1 0.35457 0.35458 0.35457 0.35467 0.35459
LA2 0.41485 0.41486 0.41485 0.41497 0.41487
LA3 0.48538 0.48539 0.48538 0.48551 0.48540
LA4 0.56789 0.56790 0.56789 0.56805 0.56792
LAS 0.66443 0.66444 0.66443 0.66462 0.66447
LA6 0.69209 0.69210 0.69209 0.69229 0.69213

NQ 0.05751 0.05752 0.05751 0.05753 0.05752_ N1k 0.30147 0.30139 0.30143 0.30139 0.30139
N2k 0.29949 0.29940 0.29943 0.29940 0.29940
N1s 0.14512 0.14515 0.14523 0.14515 0.14515
N2: 0.10957 0.10948 0.10945 0.10948 0.10948

K1 24.22745 24.27273 24.22472 24.24729 24.29213
K2 38.28732 38.36629 38.29419 38.31906 38.38228

X1C1 15.58280 15.60369 15.57611 15.58765 15.60082
X1C2 12.93878 12.95311 12.93290 12.94416 12.97213
X2C1 13.78002 13.80407 13.78457 13.78988 13.80154
X2C2 8.82660 8.83995 8.82929 8.83384 - 8.85293
X1! 58.03305 58.11437 58.01931 58.06120 58.14565
X2! 48.32642 48.40291 48.33037 48.35799 48.42682
L11 21.02527 21.03697 21.01964 21.03677 21.07567 4L12 43.08053 43.14931 43.06899 43.10410 43.04628
L21 17.60440 17.61723 17.60412 17.61383 17.64289
L22 13.52670 13.55063 13.52649 13.53395 13.51310
Il 67.52260 67.63040 67.50452 67.53988 67.68447
I! 10.60059 10.61934 10.60042 10.60318 10.62377
If 21.40465 21.43778 '21.40508 21.41794 21.44855

LP1 0.24419 0.24444 0.24419 0.24434 0.24508
LP2 0.75050 0.75206 0.75052 0.75097 0.75085
LC1 0.70814 0.70887 0.70816 0.70858 0.71073
LC2 2.17646 2.18097 2.17651 2.17782 2.17745
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Average Values ct Variables.
Nld 0.28142000O
N2d 0.24742000O
N1L 0.09622000O
NZL 0.03132000O

Nm 0.343626000
LP1 0.0S70S29S6
LP2 0.17527584S
LC1 0.57052956S
LC2 l.7527S84S1
LA1 0.354S99269
LA2 0.41488114S
LA3 0.48541094O
LA4 0.56793080O
LAS 0.66447903S
LA6 0.6921401SZNQ 0.0575180I7 '
N1k 0.30141540O .
N2k 0.29942640O
N1! 0.14S1S6191
N2! 0.109492957

K1 24.2S2l65960
K2 38.329I27I37

X1C1 1S.590213464
X1C2 12.94I214479
X2C1 1J.79201595I
XZC2 l.I36520596
X1! 56.074715I42
X2! 4I.368900l55
L11 21.03lI63316
L12 43.0I9I40290
L21 17.616492423
L22 13•530174657
I1 67 .576374267
I! 10.609461499
lf 21.422I01437

LP1 0.24444690I
LP2 0•750979692
Ißl 0 .70I696032

· I£2 2.177641107
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Optimality Check:
V

Land use: 99.6086372
1 2

Labor use: 39.6086987 59.5488357
Weight 1: 0.1642875 0.1642875
weight 2: 0.1530624 0.1530624
Capital Check 1: -0.0000397
Capital Check 2: -0.0000131
Labor Check 1: -0.0000549 -0.0000179
Labor Check 2: -0.0000182 -0.0000060
Land Check 1: -0.0000285
Land Check 2: -0.0000095
Harvest Labor: -0.0000407 -0.0000133
Plantinq Labor: -0.0000407 -0.0000133
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Appendix D. DERIVATION OF THE

EQUILIBRIUM CAPITAL STOCK

This appendix describes the derivation of an expression for the capital stocks

that are consistent with a price vector ir1 the general equilibrium steady-state

problem. lt is assumed that the utility and production functions are Cobb-

Douglas functions exhibiting constant retums to scale. This is done by com-

bining Equations 6.11, 6.12, 6.14 · 6.16, and 6.20 - 6.21. The result is a

simultaneous solution of all these equations. The capital stocks given by these

equations are those demanded in each sector, given prices and the quantity of

output demanded. The quantity of output demanded depends on income,

which depends on the capital stocks, hence the need for a simultaneous sol-

ution. The results are derived for a two—household, two-sector problem, but the

argument generalizes naturally to higher-dimensioned problems.

Consider first the required gross output levels, given by Equation 6.16:

X,=(I —A)"[X§+(l —ö)l“K,]. D.l
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or

x, = (1 — A)"x§ + (1 - 6)(1 0.1*

The quantities of each good consumed by each household is given by the de-

mand functions (Equation 6.14):

Y" ß ,Xi,1,: = *1%
‘ 0.2.1:‘·‘

211,,.
J=1

Y" ß,1*;,,, = D.2.b
U Zßj,2

]=l

Y" ßz,1
,1;,, = 7,%7,,7* D.2.c’·‘

211,,. -
;=1

1** ß.,
,1*;,,,, =
i

*7 D.2.d
2; Zßj,2

./=l

Summing over households, gives the total consumption of each good (Equation

6.15):

H
,1*;, = 2,1*;,,;,. 0.2

h=l

Now define the matrix
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ß 1,1 ß1,2
2 2

D =
]=‘ .}‘l

ß2,1 ß2,2
2 2

(*1;,:2%;,1) ('7ii·Zßj,2)
j=1 /-1

Equations D.2.a-d and D.3 can be combined in the matrix cquation:

x; = nv: . 0.4

Combining this with Equation D.l', yields:

X, = (I — A)”LDY;' + (1 — ö)(I — A)”LI'K,. D.5

Now, consider net income. From Bquation 6.11,

Yli'; = ";I,5ljII,.1' + sh,:": ' D·6

Define

Üigzl;L = i ' · i"2,sL2,s

and

S =

IiNow,in matrix form, Equation D.6 becomes
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YZ = 1. + 1:;*s. 0.6·

Combining this with Equation D.5, we have:

x, = (1 - A)"DL + 1::(I— A)"0s + (1 - 6)(1 - A)"1‘1<,. 0.7

Net asset income is given by Equation 6.12:

M M

1:: = (1 —p_„)[.l:'MF_,+ÄI_,Z1l'ßr,+öZr1t„IQ_,] D.8
lll lnl

Since the forest is regulated in the steady state with equal acreage in each age

class,

R
ÄTIMFA-=CRZ).I;• D-9

l=¤l

Also,
4

R R—1

D•10
l=l l=I

Note that these prices and the interest rate are all given. Defme

R
VT/-= Eli;

!=l

and
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R16 = [11 — pJ')ö”¥,.\'9 0 — 1».>«1·1';,,]-

Now, Equation D.8 can be simplified to:

M

1:; = (1 — p,)[:/c, + + .1,_,Z:1Vß_,]+ RK'K,. D.8'
l=l

The demand for land in each industry is given by Equation 6.2l:

Ä; I oz I oz k oz '" oz — l
zw =

I; ,71; U W2; L2 ,71,: Lk nl; hm‘·’
*1,0 *1,1 *1,2 *1,1: al,m '

Let

_ 1 *11,, *1,1 *1;,, *1,2 Hi; *1,1: H1"; al,m *1
*1,0 *1,1 *1,2 *1,1: *1,::1

M = · 1 1 1 ·
1 */1,, *2,1 #1;,, *2,2 *1;,1 *2,1: *1;:, a2,m * 1

*2,0 *2,1 *2,2 *2,.: a2,m

Thus,

M

XM1, = M·x,. 0.12
i=l

The total acres that must be cut each year is given by Equations 6.22 and 6.22'

(also note that A@_,_, = c,,_, in the steady state):
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Zafä,
c„„, = . D. 1 3

Let

Q' = » ]~
Thus,

CR =
Q’X,

• D,l3'

_ Now, Equation D.8’ can be written as: ‘

rc; = (1 — p,)[r/Q' + + ,ll_,M']X, + RK’K_,. D.8"

Let

RM' = (1 D ß,)[>/Q' + ·11„.M']·

Thus, ·

71;* = 1z„'x, + RK’K,. D.8"'

Combining Equations D.7 and D.8"', yields

X, = (I — A)”1DL + (I — +
D. I4

. (I- A)”l[DSRK' + (1 — ö)l'“]K,..

Solving for X, yields:
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x, = (1 - (1 — A)'1DSRM')"‘(I — A)'lDL +
D.l5

(I - (I — A)"DSR„’)"(I — A)"[DSRK’ + (1 - ö)l“]K,.

The demand for capital in each sector is given by Equation 6.20:

K
_ Qi *1;,; *1,1 *1;,;

“l,2
*1;,; 71;; *1,m’·’ - *1,0 ai,l *1,2 au'- 1 al,m ' D°16

Deline the diagonal matrix

cl 0
C 2

O C2

where

C = 1 *1i,; *1,1 *1;,; *1,2 *1;,; *1,1:* 1 'lin; *1.m‘
*1,0 *1,1 *1,2 al,k *1,m

C
_ 1 *1;,; *2,1 *1;,; *2,2 *1;,; a2,k ' 1 *1;:.; *2.m

2- *2,0 *2,1 *2,2 a2,k a2,m

Now,
I 2

K, = CX,. D.l7

Substituting these into Equations D.l5, we obtain

K, = C"l(I - (1 - A)“‘DSRM’)'1(l — A)"1>L +
D.l8

C"(I — (1 — A)”1DSRM')”‘(I - A)"‘[DSRK' + (1 - 611*111, . '
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Solving for K, gives the capital stocks that are consistent with the original set

of prices. That is,

K, = [C”l(I - (1 — A)"0s1z„·)"(1 — A)"[DSRK' + (1 — 6)r]K,]"
D.19

·C"l(I - (1 — A)'”‘DSRM')"‘(I - A)”IDL.

Now, one can go back and calculate the equilibrium values of all the other

variables. The gross production vector is given by

x, = C”lK,. 0.20

Land use in each industry is given by Equation D.11. The number of acres in

each age class of forest is given by Equation D.l3. Net asset income is given

by Equation D.8. Net income for each household is given by Equation D.6.

Consumption of each good by each household is given by Equation D.2.

Finally, labor demands are given by Equations 6.18 and 6.19.
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